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The young child fades a world of corn-ForPword

4 plexity and wonder. He has to sort out
from the myriad gtimuli bffered him

'thoseNwhidt afford him meaning and
order. survival and satisfaction. He has.to
grapple with the use of symbols to com-
municate with others and thereby, in a
distinctly hurnab way. to relate his life
with the lives of others around him.

In this book children's early., expres-
shins of thoughts and fantasies about
themselves, about other people. and
about the world are explored. Stories and
drawings of ctldren from age 6 to 10 are
analyzed to ob ain patterns of self-expres-
sion and developmental growth. The
findings are relevant to\theoretical ques-
tioni of human perceptual ikrowth, for

-.. they show .changes in the child's socio-
curt-liral perception over time. They are
relevant to practical 'questions of educa-
tional programs, parttcularly reading pro-
grams in early grades. for they show
wheke the child's interests lie. how these
interests differ by social babkgro nd of
the child. how; inthey differ-fro reading
.materials commonly ciffered to the child.

dt

5

i .
Insights into the child's world provide

child's interest in his laiger society7
an effective basis for e couraging the

Starting with where the child is rio:w:he
n- be nurtured and involved in'his so-

cRal setting, so that one day,he will de-
velop on his own. In this way 'he will
become the doer, the changer, the maker
of an adult world; in this way his life will
have meaning for him. And this. of
course, is our goal in child mental health'.

Bertram S. Brown, M.D.
Director
National Institute of Mental Health
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Preface

a
&
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'This book investigates children's sto-
,.ries and draWings, from first-grade, when
schoolwork in communications is still
new, through fifth grade, when the me-
chanics have been leittned and are almost
automatic, whenrself-consciouAiess rears
its uncertain helid. The purpose of ihe
study is threefold. First, it explores de-
velopmental patterns in the substantive
Content of children's free Oxpressions
wheat they Ave and how they see t: Sec-
ond. it expl3res differences in develop-
mental patterns by race and seX-, demo.
graphic characteristics, of- considerable
importance in, the formation of attitudes
and values. Third, it 'explores differences
betweeritten expressions by children
and written explessions for children at
various age levels.

Chapter 1 discusses previou-s research
on the development- of social thought, on
the relation of social tipught tc social
status. It reviews past use of stories and
drawings as indicatorsof psychosocial
de'vsloiment and presents the research
design of this paiticular study. Chapter.2

'begins the analysis of the stories and
drawings, -focusing on the first- grade-
sample. Chapter 3 analyzes the third-
grade sample, chapter 4 the fifth-grade
sample. In chapter 5, developmental dif-
ferences among the chilldren in the var-
ious grades are discussed.

In chapter 6 i comparison is made
between the stories by children and re-
spectiydy, (a) a selection of their own
favorite books, by children in grades one,
three, and fivellb). list of cutrtanding
new books for children, hs picked.by the
editors of The New York Times Book
Review and The Washington Post Chk
dren's Book World; and (c) best selling
b oks for children. The concluditti chap-
t r, chapter 7, suggests needs for further
r search in the area of children's percep
tit:oils of therqselves and their world and
offers a set, of social indicators for, such
study. It also discusses practical means of
relating children's inierests and chili-
dren's reading fare.

1

Children must see the educational sys-
tem and also the ciety at large as mean--
ingful and chal nging, if they are to
become involved in it. And they must see
this picture early, while they stilt pay
attention, while they still cape. The
ybung children who provided the stories .6
and drawings of this sample have a great
deal gf energy and spirit. A vitality re-
sounds iri the stories; a shining sun is
often "depicted in the drawings. The chil-
dren are interested in doing things. They.
tre curious about their environment.



They believe in magic, arid' have
some Worries. But they are tlfid tb be
alive. The -children's choices of their own
favorite books also reflecf.their alight in
animated expression of life. lt,is up ld'us
to sustain the interests bf children. to
encourage them to explore and question.,
to do and be. By such means will we
enrich their lives and ours. -By. such
means will we!ensureco.ciety:s future.

'Numerous ihdivitluals contributed to
the construction,of this work. I want firt
to thank the children who gave, to me
freely, joyously, impishly, theii stories

. and drawings, their Hits of Avorite
books. The children's response's comprise
the basic data.analyzed here. Some-of the

9 stories apd drawings are -reproduced ii
, full, to afford the reectei,.the &Arne kind of

delight and excitement that I received in
any initial review 4.tilem. I wish the
childrim kneW that I still have their

. ,

I

works in a Kellogg's Bran Buds carton
next my-deskto be picked up every
Once in a while and enjoyed again.

In addition I want to express my appre-
ciatiorito the teachers and librarians who
collected and transcribed the data and
who discussed with me children's books,
past, present., and future. Among these
folunteers -were Mses. ,Edna Bachrach,
Mary Hanemann, Helen Mills, janeklalty.
and/Sister Louise Aimee, to each of
whom special thanks are extended. Dr.
Robert, Lystad ptvided invaluable theo-

insights. cross-cultural' perspec-
tive, and, yes. some very practical advice:
To all of these people I am most grateful.

Mary Lystad, Ph:D.
Division of Special Mental Health

Progfamqn,
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CHAPTER 1-

I

When as
a Chilct . .

1 Thciught
as a Child

I

The.research of Piaget and his associt
.ates (1926., 1932) ciemonstates how a
child's thoughts about himself arid about
his, world develop from egocentrism to
socially based concepts. Piaget, studying
upper - middle -class Swiis children, mea-
sured the amount of their ego-centered
and of their socialized langtiagei He
found that, after age 6, the amount of
ego-centered language hills. sharply. Its
prevalence before. then (45%) he attri-.

es to two factors: First, the child un-
r (6 or 8 does not have sustained social

intercourse with Others. He lives in a
social world in which, strictly speaking,
individual and soltialipfe are not differ-
entiated. 1-te prefers to Work individually
rather than in groups of even two. Sec-
ond, the language used in the fundamen-
tal activity Of the child, play; is one of
gestures, movement, and mimicry as
much as of words.

Piaget characterizes egocentric lan
guage as being language that the child
uses withotit knowing to whom 'he is
speaking or whether he is being listened
to. He talks either for himself or for the
pleasure of associating anyoneSvho hap-
pens to be there With hi's activity of the
momentThe talk is egocentric lurtly
because the child §peaks only about him-
self but also, more importehtly, because
he does not, attempt to place himself at
the point ofview of his hearer. Anyone
around will serve as an udience. The
child asks Jot no%more than apparent
interest, though he has the illusion of

14-

being heard and understood. Ile feels .nci
deiiie to influence his 'hearer nor'& tell'

.him. anything. Piaget divides egocentrio
speech into three separate categories: (1
repetition, (2) monolqgue, (3) dual p
colleetive monologue.

He divides socialized speech into sev-
eral distinguishable categories: (1)
adapted ihjerination, (21) criticism, (t)
commands, requests and threats, {4)
questions, and (5) answers. It is be+ veen
the ages of 7 and 8, Piaget reports, that
the desire to work _with others manifest'

itself. It I's at this age thatkegocentric talk
.loses some 'of its importance and that
higher stages"rof conversation take placep
between, children. Also at this age chili
dren begin to understand each other in(
spoken explanations as compared wit!

.ronspoken or gesturer explanations.
the age of 10 or 11, both the .child'a
wality base and his ability to communif
cite with others haik increased in queer
tity and quality. He reaches outside of
himself, both in terms of his interests and
in terms of his relationship with others to
achijsve these interests.

The adult, even in his most persona !
and private pursuits, thinks socially.. H
continually has before him his colMorar
tors or opponents, actual or eventual),
members of his own profession to whom
sooner or later ate will announce the
results of hi§ lallor. This mental picture is
with him throughout his task; the task

1)0.9
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tself is socialized at almost every stage
' f its development... A.dultsikip ,other

rds, think socially tven witan alone;
e child under 7 thinks dkocentriaallys
en in:the society of others.
Social thought is both, faptasy-oriented

s well _as reality-oriented. Fantasy is
defined by Freud (1911) as 'a mode of
thought activity-which is kept free from
reality- testing and which remains subor-
dinated to theNialeasure principle. It be-
pins in the games of children and later,
In 'daydreaming and -creative arts, aban-
dons its dependence on teal obfects.-Fan-
tasy has adapti ve value- for mastery Juf
reality. It allow the temporary filling of
Pape' between drives and sought-for op-
inirtunities for gratificationgaps owing
to lack of kritwledge of the world. Fan-
tasy can. by connecting past and future,
become-the basis for realistic goals. hi'

hildren's play, pipticularly in role play.
fantasy serves furthermore the purpose of
differentiation, definition, and Integra-
tion of parts of the ego: particularly of
tdentifications, roles, and skills, thus

rf
ntributing to the gradual socialization
drives.

I Murray (1947) emphasizes the impor-
tance of The study- of fantasy. He cites
psychoanalytic evidence that adult fanta-
sies derive from infantile fantasies or
from infantile impulses which licee been
InhiPited. He feels that psychologists
have not listened attentively enough

the fantasies of children and what they
riiffect. Gooderiough (1949) makes a simi-
lar plea for data which are not forced inn:,
some preconceived mold. .She-,feels that .

the scurces of human conduct Ile too far
below 'the surface to be ea(ily reached
and sampled by`the direct methods bike
we have been.accustomed to employ in
thineasurement of' abil't'es'a .

The wesent studyitof children's free
gfressians, which include both reality !
oriented and fantasy- oriented works, Pro-
videi clues as to how .the Children view
themselves and what aspects of the larger
world they retp. Psycholcigical fac-
tors such Fs theild's felt' needs, per-
ceived threats, and satisfaction of needs
are explored: Social factors such as ig..'
nificant social institutions and 'type oft
socialjelatlbriships cried on withirethe
institutions are also explOred.

_ .

Thought and Social Segos

'Ishe early studies of social thought,
using white, upper-middle-class samples,
'were followed by more broadly_ based
studies using children from various ra-
cial, class, and ethnic groanas. These
studies .have shEiwn that a child's
thoughts about the world are not imp
dependent of his solal position in it.
Children acquire race, class. end sex
identification very early in life; these
identifications color the way they feel
about themselves! and their world. Race
identification caiinot,.be easily separated

011

. .

from class identification. Those at the
~bottom, as Clerk (1965), Coles "(1987,
1972a, 1972b), Lewis (1965), Thomas
(1967), and others have shown, know'
they are at the bottom, thether they be
sharecroppers, migrant workers, or day
laborers. of white, brown, or black skin
color. Allport (1954), Dunlap (1968),
Goodman (1964), Long (1970), and Wer-
ner (1968) have found don racial.aware-
oess begins a ong American childen
about the age of'4 and is well developed
and internalized the ape of 6.

Morlaiad (1946) has shown that pre-
school children, 'black and white, from
the North and the South, show g prefer-
ence for'whites and identify with whites
more than with blacks. Pie concludes that
regardless of the region,theriverall e
of United Otates society on preschool
children is to deviilop in theca a bitts for
wiites. In then comparing_Americari and
Ho hg Kong Chinese children, he con-
cludes (1970).tfiat children of suboitir
nate raced tend to prefer and to identify
will memberst-.of dominant races, while
children of dominant races tend, to prefer
and to identify with members of their
own race. Pabner and associates (196
have shown that black children have a

larger vocabulary related v-skin -colors
and stiow more concern about them than
do white children.



The fir4t g years of, life are important
for the developme.nt.,of all social atti-
tudes, Thoth it is a `Fialat4ke to regard
early childhood as alone responsible. A
,prejuoliced personality may be tell un-
derway by the age of 6 but by no means
fully fashioned. Goodman (1,964) and Ste-

-yenson (1958) iciundffial by age 2 .chil-
dren are likelito begin to give evidence
of consciousness of their own and other
people's racial' charallteristics. Bythe age
of 4 nearly,all normal children will be at
least minimally aware of the physical
marks of race and many will have devel-
oped distinct in-group/out-group orienta-
tions_ By age 7or 8 many children arrive-
at a total- rejection, of minoritilgroups, a
characteristic which seems 4o reach its
ethnocentric peak in early puberty. But
as children grow older they normally
lose this tertdency toward total rejection,
and overgeneralization. By about 12, ver-
bal rejection is likely to be replaced by
therdoubletalk customary among adults
who profess Rio prejudice while in fact
demonstrating jt. AltIoughiprejudice to-
weld blacks runs higher than toward
other minorities, there is little doubt that
prejudice tends to be generalized.

In,addition to attitudes And values to-
ward race and class, attitudes and values
toward sex develop atlan early age.
Pitcher (1963) found that by age. 2, and
thukdgh ages 3 and 4, boys and girls have
strikingly different inter6sts and atti-

once and strengthen. Sex ribs, even

I

thts early age, appear 'differentiated
women are seen as more indirect, illogi-
cal, circuitous' in their thinking than
men, 'while men's thinking is seen as
more analytical,
tr

definite, precise, ab-
stract, 4sact, and diredirect. These differences were
noted in the gen, Child n played, =the
stories they told, and the pictures they
drew. Infldence on children from parents
was viewed as coming in twc ways: (1)
by subtle rewards 'and punishment. and
(2) by encouraging ageproduction of the
interests and behaviors of'the same-sexed
part.

Hartley (1959) ,f6und the by 8 years
childrpn have explicit ideas out the
respective assignment of specific behav-
iors to men *ancitto*women. Hartley re-
parts that the influence of age or sex or
role...eonceaipts.was less decisive than the
work status of the Motherfchildren with
working mothers and those with mothers
not in the working force differed from
eaoh other in sex-appro-
priate

t of sex-appr
priate behavior 'more either mup
differed froarsh adult sample. The girls"
seemed to accept for themselves the role-
behaviors they perceived as characteristic
of women.

1

ti

Girls and boys have different. views o
the larger world. Zeligs (1968) reports
that, for boys, attitudes toward social
relationOips, self-image, identity, char
acter, and religion were concrete reflec.
tior;:, of soclal standards and cultural
values. A great variety of hobbies aild
interests were expressed : For gills,
friends were most important; social inter
ests and attitudes also reflect general so
ciocultural stereotypes.

Clausen (1968) presents an overview o
recent ,research_ on the ways in which th
sociocultural envirment influences th
rearing of children and their behaviora
repertoire. He concludes.t.hat. as th
child's social world widens to includ
not only relatives but playmates an
,adults to whom he is% not related,(h
learns to-make assessments of others and
to gear his behaviors in terms of situa
tional and contextual requirements. A
each level, pften differentially for 8ac.4
sex, the child is subject to hanging' ex
pectations, redefinitions of appropriate
behavior, new freedoms, and new restric-
tions. In each group towhiclf he belongs,
the norms of the group influence the
direction of the child's striving and
shape his image of himself. in this pre
ent study, children's stories and draw



ngs are looked 'at both frcirn the point of
et view of the Child's objective-race and
x position nel the point of view of his

dbjective pertepteatoof race and sex dif-
erentials.

ies and Drawings as
ndicoators of Thought Processes.
ttitudes,'and Valuer
Stories and drawings have been used

reviously in various types of analyses of
ildren's thoughts, attitudes, and val-

es.'They have an advfmtage over other
rojective techniques in that they involve.
more natural task situation, one that
ildren are familiar with and enjoy. and

et one which st411 involves free express
ion. Such materials have been used t4
tudysfive distinct research problems.
'One research problem is psychological
iagnosis. Elkisch (1960) found that form

.lysis of free art expressiod'appfiars to
e significantly discriminative regrding
ildren's ability for adjustment, their
o status, and fixations on "'her states

n their psychosexual development.
aidner (1972) found that asking a'thild
o tell a story is a very useful' way of
inding out about neurotic problems and
ersonality disorders. particrtilarly if the

'ld is between the agars of 4112 years
nd puberty.

A second research problem is develop-
ment of thought and language structure
and includes the work_ of _Menyuk (1969).
Piaget (1926. 1932).- Pitcher (1963) and"
others. Those involved in this research
area are interested in the learning and
perceptual stages' through whic t. a hu-
man passes befofe hb reaches adulthood
Such information 1st crucial for the estab-
lishment of intervention programs "when
normal intellectual growth is not taking,
place.

A third research -problem is awareness
orself.c,Gellert 1968), using a draW-a-
person task. confirmed the hypo\hesis
quit children's awareness of their own
*tidily attributes" is 'more articulate actil
accurate than their conception of tlpose of,
the oppdsite sex.. Miles (1472) ustid chil-
dren'sdratvings to ascertain their under-
standing and interpretation of their own
conception and birth. Joseph (1969) iggd
stories of deprived high school children
to ascertain self-image and to document
their arduous struggles to find dignity
and self-respect.

A fourth line 01 *research concerns
-awareness of a social world. Ilirthes
(1971), Weiner (1971), dnd others have
shown: particularly in the works of high
school children, how considered ana as-
tute are the children's perceptions of
their settrIbty, its strengths and its weak-
nesses. A fifth and related line of re-
search concern( social change.-Gondor
(1970). studying children's drawings in

"st-(

this country, found that the drawings
shii new concepts of human behavior
related to scientific and technical
athievements(Lystad (1960o. 1160h,
1970), analyzing stories and drirviings in

4hree rapidly modernizing Afritan`socie-
ties, found that adolescents in dertmentlic
secieties with freedom of choice ex-

essed more positivgleeltngs for the
future than did those in autocratic socie-
ties in which there were leo.. freedoms fern
the individual.;.`

Related to these research problems in-
volving stories and drawings by children
'are research stadies.ofstories written for
children, from which childrenlearn en-
tudes and values of an adult population,
These- studies, ..have been primarily con-
( ern-arwith stories children must read

, i.e.. beginner reader texts. 'the most com-
prehensive series of studleS of this nature
isureported by Zimet and bssociateS,
(1971). These researchers began their
ploration on the hiinch that the failure of
emotionapy disturbkd young*-lipys to
learn to read was related ,to a ack of
interest ra and ,ar;opriateness of pe

, subject matter of beginn readin 06ts.
The researchers. Ivho inclu achia-
trists and educators. then took a long



look at the relevance of these educational
'materials with regard to a number of
psychosocialfactors. They fund that he-
ginner readers published before ,the
1960s- focused on activities more charac-
teristic of girls than of boys. Quiet play
was reinforced. Furthermo#4, activities,
preferred, by boys ended iri failure more
frequently, than Those preferred by girls.
The authors concluded that beginner
text *represented a' striking divergence .

,from) the realities pf community, family,
and ,,child.,life and from what is known

,about child development. Suburban set--. I
lings accounted' for 38% of the stories,
'rural 20%, urban 1%; the remainder. of
the stories were unclear as to setting
(170 -census breakdoyn on population:
28% 100,000 population- or more; 45%.
under 100,000 and over 2,500; 27% un-
der 2;500 (U.S. Bureah of, Census. 1971]).
The yssurnption 'underlying all'Of the
research is that reading textbooks;whose.
content' has little interest, appeal, or

,meaning for the child will inhibit his
learning to read.

The actualsreading interese of children
were also stuaied by Zimet /ana,associ-

..
ates,* using library-bocrk selections of
first -grade students. The reading interests
coincided with developmental variables
of children that 'age. It was found that

*pranks themes were preferred over pol-
lyanna themes, peer interaction over par-
ent-child interaction. There was a general'
preference, for, humor, fantAy, animals.
nature, and science. categories not well

. 4

represented in preprhper and primer sto-
ries. The d inion reached by the authors

owes that content is of crucial significance
in thelprocess of learning to read and that
interest and relevance are significant
content variables. The primer sample
routinely presents a green lawn, white
picket fence, andpteriotyped suburban

.. environment. Tile library sample pro-
vides a much richer collectiO of nvi-
ronmental settings. -

The spthors then turn to a Very impor-
tant qffestion in children's hooks- --the
depiction 9f racial and ethnic minorities.
Whereas now mete blacks are depicted in
stories, close examination shows that the
black' family is depicted in a happy, stet
ble, white suburban neighborhood set-
ting. Furthermore,, stories using ethnic
categories more often than not are unsuc-.
-cessful rather than, successful in achiev-
ing 'their goals. ,It is suggested that what
is needed is a book written from. stories
by the ,children of Harlerri, about a real
child in Harlem who experiences some
kintl.of success,

Ina inking persons other than white.
Anglo-Saxon Protestants in multiethnic
first readers, the authors 'found that, as
with the inclusion of blacks. Wilb inclu-
sion of ethnic groups other than white
Anglo-Saxon in up way implies that the

5 I

.

environmental setting of the stories is in
any, way different from,that of the tradi-
tional, 'all-white, suburban-rural series.
The authors point out 'further that it is
not only the black, or other minority
groups, who are 'neglected in traditional
readers: Children from-large familigs, or
one-parent homes, children who wear
glasses, who are" short, tall, slim, or
stocky, are also neglected.

Finally, Zimet and her colleagues dis-
cuss a psychological need not fulfilled in
thQ, spriesthe presentation of aggres-

ni Although the existence of man's
ag ressiveness has been well docu-
mented in the behyvioral sciences, stories
in first- and third-grade reading text-
books infrequently present aggression
themes. When they do, the? give the
iinpression that aggression is a dqplora-
ble impulse experienced only by animals,
2upernaturay creatures, and villainous
children or adults, not an integral part of
man's life capable of use in constructive
as well as destructive ways. Aggression'
was the most often punished of all'forms
of behavior found in the reading text-
books*. By ,dealing with aggressive drives
directly, the authors explain, the child-

,

reader would batter understand both the
direction these drives can take him and
the direction he can take them. To this
extent, the reading text would be fulfill-

s,- ing its ftinction as -a medium of afadultur-
ation.



The importance of th-ek.content fail-
ures of beginner reading textbooks is un-
derscored by the authors in the argtxrnent
that a child's notreading is his first step
in alienation from the society in which
he lives. 89th the fantasy and reality of
children's livei are full and rich, com-
pared with the pallid scenes and words
found in the beginner reading texts. The
inclusion of the physical, emotional, cog-
nitive, and a6sthetic here and now of
theft. world would help bridge the gap
between process and purpose in reading
instruction. In the particular study to be
discussed here, children's own views of
the world, as seen from theffr stories and
drawings, are competed with views of
the world presented in books children
select to read, books critics recommend
they read, books adults buy for them to
read.

ReDarch Design
The hypotheses to be studied here are

kimarily concerned with the kinds of
social interests and behavior expressed
by children of different age levels. The
hypotheses are tested for the sample as a
whole and for se and race subgroups
within the se e., Both the child's own
stories and drawings and his preferences

for reading material serve as sources of
'data. The fitft hypothesis refers to the
parameters of the child's social world:.
the older the child, the more interested
he is in reality-orie,ixted, matter-of-febt
settings away from the home; the older
th'e child, the rhore interested he is in
human actors who are not family mem-
bers, who are ofdifferent social charac-
teristics from his own and whose inter-
personal relationships exhibit a wider
range of affect, behavior, and social
thought.

The second hypothesis refers to the
needs 01 the child: the older tne child,
the more he needs to be independent and
to show achievement, the less he encoun-
ters problems in satisfying these needs;
the older the child. the more he directs
his activities to social institutions outside
of the family and exhibits behavior
which is rational, nohintimate, group-
oriented, nonhierarchical, and self-di-
rected. The third hypothesis refers to the
satisfaction of needs: the older the child,
the more he is able to satisfy his social
needs by himself and the more confi-
dence he shows in himself and his world.

The major categories of analyses for
both stories and drawings of the chil-
dren, and stories for children, are as
follows:

f.

1. Setting
a. Type of orientation {reality, fan-

tasy)
b. Treatment of subject (matter-nf-

fact, humorous)
c. Characteristics of locale jurban;

suburban; rural; near water: sea,
lake, ocean; forest; space)

d. Locale in relation to main charac-
ter of the work (his home, school,
or work; community, town, city;
optside of his cornmtinity,
city, but still earthbound; in
space)

2. Actors
a. Type of actor (human,. animal,

supernatural being, inanimate ob-
ject)

b. Type of human involvement
(child and parent, sibling, family;
child and other adults; child and
other children; child alone; adult
alone or with other adults)

c. Racial or ethnic characteristics of
humans (whites only, black%
only, other special groups only,
combination of racial and ethnic
groups with and without status
differentials between the groups)

d. Type of animal inNtolvamant
(pets, zoo or park or circus ani-
mals, predatori, domesticated ru-
ral animals)

e. Type of supernatural involved
(the good 'guys: God, Santa Claus;
the bad guys: witches, ghost,
vampires)



f. Main character (child himself, 4.
other child, adult, animal, super-
natural being, inanimate object)
Affect Shown .characters.
(positive, both positive and nega
tive, negative)

h. Complexity of main figure (acts
as a whole, shows ambivalence or

\ the interaction of one or more
internal proces'Sesi

i. ActiVity of main figure (main fig-
ure shows action only, action and
thought, thought only)

3. Needs-of human actors
a. Basic human needs (physiologi-

cal; safety; love of people, love of
animals; independence and free-
dom; achievement and strength)'

b. Problems in solving needs (phys-
ical threats, psychological
threats'

c. Life passages (birth, puberty,
marriage, old age, death)

d. Needs in relation to self (concern
with self alone, self and others,
others alone)

g.

4
1. The list of needs w *do pied from tvlasiow's (1954) list of basic

human mode. trfaslow's c gory of "love" was subdivided into love
of people. love of intimate. Is category of "chiller:1" was subdivided
Into indstrldidence and freedom. schieverneot ancrstrength The
"self-actualisation" category was omitted because it was considered
toe advanced for use with trues age groups.

How needs are satisfied
a. Social institutions involved (po-

litical, economic, leisure, -famil-
ial, religious, educational)

b. Cognitive 'relationship between
actors2 (rational, irrational)

c.- Affective relationship between
actors (intimate, apart)

d. Goal orientation relationship be-
tween actors (individual goals,
group goals)

e. Stratification relationship be-
tween actors (hierarchical, non-
hierarchical)

f. Manner in which needs are met
(through Self-directio(, and inno-
vation of actor, through conform-
ity to norms of actor)
Sex-related activity in solving
needs (girl-orientation; boy-orien-
tation; girl- and boy-orientation;
no Rex-orientation)

h. Age-related activity in solving
needs (child acts as child, child
acts as adult, Adult acts as adult,
adult acts as child) .

g

2 fottybesic aspects of social relationships are discussed here
--cognitive. affective, goel-ortisntahnn. and stratification. these as-
pects were adapted (tom Levy's (19521 scheme foi the analysis of any
sor,jal relationships. Two other basic aspects of social rulatiorships
mentioned by Levy which are not used here are the membership
el itoris,ispact and the substantive definition aspect. they are omitted
beca.air the data provided in the stories are insufficient to di fforentiatu
the subcategories

*I) *0 0 I 5

5. Satisfaction of Needs
a. Satisfactions (success in obtain-

ing satisfactions because of the
efforts of the main cfpracter him-
self, of others who help him; fail-
ure to obtain satisfactions 'be-
cause of in-adequacy of main
clpracter, inadequacy 'of those
helping him)

b. View of self (positive, both post-
tive and negative, negative)

c. View of people's capabilities in
the world (people control their
own lives, their lives are con-
trolled by other People or forces)

d. View of world in general
(friendly, uncertain, hostile)

The categories described abOVeset-
ting, aqtoriTheadsof actors, how human
needs are satisfied, satisfaction of
needsare used in analyzing two tyPes
of data: (1) stories and drawings by chil-
dren, (2) stories for children. The sample
of workshy children includes stories and
drawings from all first, third, and fifth
grade children in six different racially

V
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integrated schools of Newrdilean. A
total of 540 children- contributed material
in the spring. of1970. The demographic
characteristics of this sample arp as fok-
lows:

Grade.' Grade 3 Grade 5

Male 49 44 47'
male 51 56 53

White 62 70 63
Black 38 30 37

.
The socioeconomic ,status of the white
children is largely middle classapprox-
Mately 15% attend private schools; t e

great majority live in single-family whi e
residential areas. The socio-economic sta-
tus of the blacks is primarily lower class;
a handful attend private schools,cpprox-
imately 70.% live in low-income housing
projects or segregated slum housing. Ra-
cial differences of this sample then' re-
flect socio-economic differences; because
ofthe paucity of middle-class blacks in
the group, a fulther analysis of the mate-
rial by social, class statuses of the white
and black children is not undertaken.

First-grade children wqre asked, "Tell
me a story,". and the story ,wW taken
down in shorthand b'-en adult (usually a
teacher fm anbther class). Repeats pt,
old stories, like Cinderella, we e gently
rejected in favor of original sCries; the
child was told in this case, "No, :d like a
story of your vy"own.rThe thir - and
fifth-graders were instructed by their
teachers in the crassrooin:
Make up a story of your own. It can be a
story about anything at all. You will not
be graded on these storiesthey are just
for fun.

Children from all grades 1Nttre directed
at another time by their-teachers:
Draw a picture.. It can be o picture of
anytkineyou wish: Give a title to your
picture at the bottpm of the pageif you
have trouble 'spelling the words in the
title, I will help you.

: The analysis of works for children in-*
cludes three samples. The sample of chit-
dren'i favorite stories was obtained 'in the
spring of 1972 franj all children (N=100)
in the first, third, and fifth grade classes
of a largely white public school in the
suburbs of Washington. D.C. The sample
of recommended new books for children
came fiorn The New York Times BAlc.

1) 0 0

r

Review and The Washington Post Chil-
dren's Book World lists of 1971 -and
1972.- The children's best sellers sample
came from reports obtained frdm njoreL
than 125 bookstores4in 64 coMmunities
of the United State's, as reported to sihe.
N.ew York Times in, 1971 and ia'gain in
1972: ,

In the ensuing cfiapters.\the stories and
drawings by children are first analyzil
independently and then they are anT
lyzed in relation to the niateria written
for eisldren. A select group ef e actitial
stories and drawings crbated byliildren
in the New Orleans 'sample are presented
along with the ailfalysis. They may be
enjoyed in and of thenselves, Mr they gre
clear and colorful reflections of the spirit
and the vision of their young creators.

t.
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CHAPTER 2-

1

Like Fun
Stories and

Drawings by
First-Graders

The first-grader, at age 6, is in a period
of transition.' Gesell and Ilg (1946) write
that fundamental changes are occurring
to him physiologically and psychologi-
cally. 'His milk teeth are shedding and
first permanent molars appear. Neuromo-
tbr development takes place, and eye-
hand coordination becomes more impor-
tant. The mild seems more aware of his
hand as a tool, and he 'experiment., with
it as suth. He touches, handles, and ex-
plores all kinds of ma erials.

The emotional reactions of the 6-year-
old reflect the state of his organism and
also it sensitiveness to his-environment.
He vacillates, goes to extremes. is incon-
sistent. He has difficulty in making a
ready distinction between two-way possi-
bilities --and this is true not only of emo-
tional and ethical situations but also of
writing. In early efforts to print letters of
the alphabct he often reverses them.

Life is charged with alternatives for all
persons; the 6-year-old is in a phase of
development where these alternatives
crowd upon im very fast. 'He has to
intermediate etween contraries

When
he

does not alw ys comp end. When he
does somet ing, the may be called.
"bad"but he does not have a clear

1 The tullutsing description ot iircchological dekelispment is

taken largelii from th Gesell and 14 It 4ht linable of the ti.tear-old
with updated material on the shill u, a present.dav setting Gesell
and Ils's work like that ot Piggott is based iisonirtly un obsertattun
of uppermoddlecless.. -.white children it is usetul for oulltning

Priers( developmental trends though still to be determined is the
applicability of Soth trends among t arions social groups

')

understanding of what is bad or why it is
bad. He is not fully oriented; he lacks
command of both motor impulses and
interpersonal relationships.

At age 6, furthermore, the child is
adjusting to two worlds, the world of
home an* the world of school. His emo-
tional anchor remains "in the home, but
he haslolfracgoire some emotional ties to
the school. Interrelating home and school
is important to the 6-year-old and he
brings Many. things from home to school:
stuffed animals, bugs, shells, book& The
bulk of the child's waking day is spent at
school. with books, blackboards, attend-
ance records, and rules. School is nt).
'longer looked on es play, as in preschool
situations, by as work and as responsi-
bility. 5

*

Gesell and'Ilg note beharior patterns hi
three areas of learning which reflect the
6-year-old's distinctive psychology. First,

. there is a burst of activity in the language
arts. The first-grader often speaks with

hemence and aggressiveness. He en-
joys using big words. His drawings are
becoming more realistiche renders the
leg of # man in two strokes rather than
one. to repr6setit a second dimension. H
can usually print most of the alphabet
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and numbers from 1 to 12 or 2Q, although
with frequent reversals and irregularities...
A few children can read. But for the
majority the reading interest is -that of
listeningthe first grader likes to baread
to. He also likes to read the-titles of labels
and is beginning to explore comics and
picture books.

Second, the first-grader is advancing in
the sciences, learning about mathematics.
He is interested in simple measurementl,
using ruler, tape, yardstick, quart, and
spoon. Through care of pets, plants, end
flowers, both at home and at school, he
acquires elementary notions of natural
sciencegrowth, nutrition, cleanliness,
weather, seasons. The everyday experi-
ences of going to school give him knowl-
edge of elementary social sciencesrela-
tionships between home, school, and
cbmmunity. Through the medium of tele-
vision, in the hdme and the schobl. he is
becoming increasingly acquainted with
various physical and social aspects of the
larger world outside of his own immedi-
ate experience.

'Third. the first-grader is letrning about
'personal-social participation. He is eager
to participate with others. Grotipings are
often of twosomes and shift frequently.
There is a greet deal of exclusion of a
third child by two others and concern
about who friends are playing with. Sex

differences in choice of play are becom-
ing more defined. In gross motor and
imaftative play both sexes, however,
find a common meeting ground.

First-graders engage irrsocial partici-
pation vicariously. through the medium
of teledision. They view television/ about
3 hours a day, about one-half tef the time
they spend in school (Lyle and Hoffman
1972). Their watching is usually selec-
tive; they prefer family shows and coln-
edy series, which often depict superhu-
man characters. There is a strong sex
difference in viewing preference, with,.
boys choosing more action programs (us-
ually with strong male characters)* and
girls choosing more family 5itbations (in
which women either predominate or
have coequal status with their male lead).
There is a racial difference among selec-
tions, with blacks choosing situation
comedies more often than whites.

The terrific newness and incomplete-
ness of behavior patterns at age 6 are

.seen in a marked increase of fear- re-
sponses. Gesell and Hg mention fear of
big dogs and wild animals, fear of thun-
der, rain, wind, and fire. Imaginary peo-
ple--witChes and ghost, are feared by
6-year-olds who compulsively grapple '
with these creatures in dramatized play.
Human beings are also fearedthe man
under the bed. the man in the woods, the
deformed person. Injury to the body is
yet another fear, which abates later when
the child is able to take care of his own
minor injuries.

o A

The 6 -yeah -old is the center of his own
universe. He wants and needs to be first
among his reference grotip, to be loved
the most, to be praised, to win. He be-
lieves that his way of doing things is
right, and he wants others to do thixs
his way as well. He does not lose grace-
fully or accept criticism easily. He wants
to be good rather than bad, especially if it
does not take too much effort. He Wants
to be good because being good assures
his emotional closeness with his mother
and others nearby who are very impor-
tant to him.

Analysis of Siories and Drawings

THE SETTING
The settings for the stories and draw-

ingsAfroin our first-graile sample (N=146)
are forette most part reality-oriented
rather than fantasy-oriented. They are
also matter-of-fact rather than Jitumorous
in intent. They involve characters and
situations entirely possible` in the real
world, usually taken ffirectly from the
child's own day-to-day experiences. Ge-
sell and fig have pointed otZt3hat the 6-
year -old is the center of his own uni-
verse; the 6-year-olds of this sample like
to describe this universe, often putting
themselves explicitly in center stage. Ap-
proxim,ately 78% of tile stories and 92%
of the drawings are of this nature. The
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femaining fantasy-oriented works in-
volve supernatural beihs with extrabaii-
nary powers.ayer peopleor wild animals
khat talk orldoftA that walk.

-Must of the stories and drawing& which
show a specific geographic lotation use
an urban -location. A minority are set in a
rural area or a forest or the seas or outer
space. Location is usually related to the
home and immediate environs of the
main character (ove 0% for both stories
and drawings). Trips w' in the commu-
nitysuct as to te, park or to the store
make up tIess th 20% of the settiffg4,
and trips further outto a distant city or
placemake ui:)309t. A small number of
stories and drawings utilize settings ins''
space, relating to exploration of the
moon. Interest in settings differs by sex
of the child, girls being more inclined to
describe home environs, than boys: it
does not differ by race of the child.

Table 1Type of actors

THE ACTORS
The actors in the stories and the draw-

ings are. in most bases, human beings.
Human beings are shown principally in-
teracting with one another; to a lesser
extent they.interact with animals. and
occasionally they interact with supern4-
tural beings. Flowers, trees, and inani-
mate objects are sometimes major charac-
ters,particularly in drawings,. where the
sun almost Etiw'ays shines peacefully-
down on them. Table 1 gives the fre-
quency of types. of actors in the chit=
An's workgi this frequency_ does not
vary by sex or race of the child.

In the stories, the human bein,gs who
itheraci with one another are primarily
family,snemberschildren with parents,
childiett with siblings (70%). Children
relate"to other children, adults, or ani-
mals much less frequently. Children-

'-
STORIES 15RAWINGS

Ath'ORS:
Humans only
Humans and animals
Humans and supernatural beings
Animals only
Supernatural being only
Other: flowers. trees. inanimate objects

39'
42

6
9 4,

ti

43
16

2
'19

1

19

13

alone or adults alone each account. for
less than 10% of the stories. In the draw-
ings of humans, children ere again pile-
dominant, less with their families (10%)
than with other children (32%) or alone
(40%). About 16% of the drawings show
adults alohe.

None' of the stdrifia involving huwan
actors describes the actors in terms of

'racial or ethnic character' tics. The..actors
are neither black nor wli te, nor do they
have a preponderance o French or Span-
is or Itajian names, even though the'
children who wrote them, come from
su h diverse backgrounds. Concomi-
tantly, among the ,drawings only two
show,black faces. Neither pride nor prej-
udice concerning racial and cultural ties
is apparent in theworks. . I

Half of the stories and a third of the
drawings portray aririnal figures. In the
stories, animals as pets are the most 'free
queutly mentioned. Tender stories of a
child's affection for" his pets, his desire lo
take care of them, his concern when they
die or run away are given. Next in tre-
quency4te descriptions of apimals in
their own worldbirds in the, sky, rab-
bits in. the fields, fish in the lakes. Calf-
tured animals, in the zoo or tile circus,
form the foci of a smaller Amber of
stories which tell about trips in the City.

... .
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A few stories mention predatorslions
add tigers and bears in the forest, in
fearsome- context.4.In the drawings, do-
.rnifistrated rural animals are the most
frequently represented. Also shown are
pictures of petsthe child and his dog
stand proudly in front of their home.
Captured animals or predators appear in-
frequently in the drawings.

The supernatural beings in the stories
and drawings fall into two general types,
the gobd guys and the bad guys. The
good guys are kind, generous, parent-
like, such as Gerd and Santa Claus. The
bad guys are awesome individuals who
threaten the chile's physical safety and
cause him nightmares, anxieties and bad
feelings. They include ghosts, monsters,
giants, vampires. In the stories there are

s.
three times as many good guys as bad
guys; in the drawings only good-guys are
mentioned. The appearance of supenia-
time' beings differs in The stories by *ace
Of.,the child*--author, black children being
more likely to depict them.

The major character in the stories is
usually the child himself (66Tilvjess:fre-
quently it is another child (12%), adults
(10%),; animals (11%), or supernatural
beings, (1%). In the draWings, children
make up 46% of the main characters,
adults 9%, animals 17%, supernatural
beings 1%. About 27% of the drawings
depict flowers, trees, or inanimate ob-
jects,

The characters in almost all the stories
do show emotional ffect. In 77% of the
stories it is,posi .ve affect involving

Table3 --Needs of attars, by sex of the child kuthor or artist

STORIES
GirlsBo7s

NIEEDS:
Physiological 0
Safety 14
Love of people 5
Lava of animals 10
independence and freedom 50
Achievement and strength 21

DRAWINGS
Boys Girls

a

7 14 (1

18 , 7

3- 3 .7
15 t 0 . 4

48 '- 62 73

7 14 . A 12

,iii o 1

3

'friendliness and concern for othersco-
operative behavior. In some of the stories
(17%) both positive and negative affec
among characters are shown, and in
few stories (6%) characters show negati e
affect. Affect among characters in the
stories varie's by type ofIkaracter, with
human characters showing positive affect
more often than animal or supernatural
characters. Affect is only visible' in a few
of the drawings, and it is nearly always
positive. -

1/4

The characters in these chi refi's
works do not show a high degree of
complexity. Ainbivalence, doutk hesita-
tion are seldom portrayed. Instopd, char,
actprs tend to act as a whole: they play
wiW a friepd or go to the zoo or ride their
bikes. Atia they do these things without
usually explaining the reasons for their
choice of activity.

NEEDS OF ACTORS -

The most frequently expressed psycho-
logical needs in the stories and drawings
are those of independence and freedom,
as exemplified in child play. Play is an
important means by which children ex-
plore new ideas, try out social roles,
develop as persons. Interest in and con-
centration upon such activity is,shown
vividly in tbe works of this sample of 6-
year -olds. Also expressed in the stories
and drawings to a significant degree, are
needs for safety, love, and achievement,
Table 2 gives 'the. frequency distribution
of needs in both stories and drawings; by

4 1



sex. In the stories, needs of actors' differ
significantly by sex, 'boys showing less
need for physiological care and more
nest for achievement than- girls; needs
do :not differ by race. They do differ by
setting and by actor, reality settings, and
human actors correlating with more fo-
cus on independence and achievement
needs and less on physiological and

#atety needs.
Only a minority of the children's works

(p7% of the stories, 2% of the drawings)
mention problems which have to be
solved before needs can be met. The
problems that are evidenced are more
often physiological (relating to physical
illness, death) than psychological (relat-
ing to loss of love and affection). The
occurrence of problems differs An the sto-

ries. by setting, by actors, and by needs;
reality setting's, Minn* actors; and inde-
pendence and' achkevement needs, being
correlated with fewer problems.

The presentation of needs is usually
shown in an ordinary day-to-day setting
rather than an extraordinary setting of/
rites of passage. About one out of ten
stories and drawings does discuss rites Of
passage,. death being "mentioned most
often. and birth next in frequency.

. Needs show an interest in both self and
otherp. The majority of main characters
reach\ outward to include others in their
play, adventure, and of course their love.
This behavior varies by setting and by
actor, with reality settings and human
-actors correlating with more interest in
and concern for others.

Table 3Social institution to which the actor turns in pursuit of his needs, by main actor

STORIES DRAWINGS
Child
Actor

Adult
Actor

Child
Actor .

Adult
Actor

R4ISTITUTICINS:
0 mt. 24 2 29

Economic 1 50 2 28

Family 37 26 12 15

Family and leisure 43 0 0

Leisure o 65 14

Religion 1 13 14

gaucation 3 0' 6 0

15

HOW NEEDS ARA SATISFIED
In the stories, it is to the social institu-

tion of the family that the actors most
often turn for satisfaction of theii needs.
The fainily*acts together to achieve both
individual and group goals either in or
out of the home. Next in importance' is
the institution of, leisure, which &cludes
both family members and peer-group
members interacting to achieve goals. In
the drawings, leisure activity, with peer-
group interaction, is of primary impor-
tance: 'Table 3 shoes the major social
institutions to which die actor turns in
the pursuit of his needs, by main actor.
The interest in institutions varies signgi-
cantly in the' stories and drawings by
type of main actor and by occurrence of
problems, 'child characters and absence
of problems being assotiated with fam-
ily-centered activity.'

The political institution is represented
by the character of fireman and police-
man; the economic institution is rotpre-

/sented by the scientist astronaut. Reli-
is'

S 3 u ct

gious activity shown in terms of chil-
dren going to church on Sunday. The
educational institution is rarely men-
tioned with few descriptions given of

thoughchildren in school, even stories
and drawings were written in the school
milieu.
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In* both stories and drawings human
rektstionships are almopt a ays rational
rather than irrational: ) human ors de-
fine needs and set up logical methods for
a ng them. In contrast anim I rola-

tvhips are more likely to be irr ional,
inaitropriate means being used t satisfy
desires.

Isluman relatiOnships are also more
often intimate than apart (i'1,88% of the
stories' and 84% of te drawings). People
play together, go on trips together, love
and comforf one another. Animals also
tend to be intimate rather than apart,,.
doing things together on' an *informal ba-
sis.

In the stories, half the relationships are
oriented toward individual goals and half
toward group goals for both human and
animal actors. Goal orientations in the
stories differ by the demographic charac-
teristics of the samplegirls and whites
being more grodp-orlented. In the draw-
ings; one-third show individual orienta-
tion and two- thirds show group-orienta-
tion for human and animal actors.

Few of the stories or the drawings
show human or animal characters in hi-
erarchical relationships. In general, per-
sons interact as equals without any status
differentials. Status differentials are un-
neceigary for the satisfaction of needs.

Needs of human actors are pursued
with sell-direction. Rather than look to
others for help, the actors try to fulfill
their desires by . themselves. Activities
concerned with satisfyinirneeds do not
follow ,harply differentiated sex roles.
Boys an girls play togethak in inter-

changeabre roleg'; men and wainen react
in interchangeable roles, usually parental
in nature'.

Activities lo differ by age-associated
roles in the stories arid drawings. The
activities of child actors center, around
play and other roles free from responsi-
bility. The activities of adult actors center
around parenting, work, and other roles
involving responsibility..In the few cases
when a child actor does take on an adult
role, social-psychological problems are
usually involved. It is if children take
on adult responsffiilities only in emer-
gencies, in situations which are neither
natural nor desirable. Ways in which

needs are satisfied do. not differ by sex or
-race of the child authonartist.

SATISFACTION OF NEEDS
Needs of actors are nearly always satis-

Afied in the first-grade children's stories
d drawings. In the stories, needs are

fully satisfied in 88% of the cases, par-
(Hairy satisfied in 2% of the cases, and
unsatisfied in 10% of the cases. In the
drawings, needs are satisfied in all but
2% of the cases. Table 4 shows the satis-
faction of needs, by type of person satis-
fying them. '

Satisfaction of needs varies in the sto,
ries by several factors. Neer o are more
likely tp be satisfied if the storY has a.
reality base and human actors with posi-
tiv e affect, interested in independenceor
achievement Needs are more likely to be
satisfied if few problems are evidenced
and if the approach to solving needs is
rational and intimate.

Table 4 ,Satisfaction of nice b? type of person satisfying them

STORIES DRAWINGS

SATISFACTION OF NEEDS:
Rewards fully satisfied

By work of main character
By work of others, adult t."

By work of others, children
Rewards partially satisfied
Rewards unsatisfied

88
59
25

4
2

10

98
/98

0
0

0
2
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In those works where the main charac-
ters express a self-image. in three out of
four cases it is a positive self-image. The
characters view themselves and-other hu-
mans as thil masters of their own fate,
rather than as the victims of larger.. more
powerful forces.

Finally the majority of characters main-
tain a positive view of the world. With
regard to the stories. 56% show the world
as a friendly place, 33% show it as both
friendly and hostile. 11% show it as a
hostile place. With regard to the draw-
ings, 92% depict the world as a friendly
place, 1% depict it as both friendly and
hostile, 7% drict it as a hostile place.
These views vary by setting and by negd,
the more realistic settings and the more
mature needs for independence and
achievement relating to a brighter view
e$F'the work!. Satisfaction of needs -does
not vary by sex or race of the child
author-artist.

Summary
The 6-year-old child of this sample

shows through his stories and drawings
considerable interest in activities cen-

.tered around the home. He shows interest
in the relationships of family members
with one another and he usually views
himself as the center of activity. serving
as the main character of his works. This
6-year,old does not show overt interest in
racial or ethnic differences- between per-
sons. His characters are simple in con-

.

structionthey are only generally out-
lined and they. tend to act as a whole.
without ambivalence, doubt, or hesita-
tion.

The child's needs concentrate on inde-
pendence and freedom. as exemplified in
his very serious child play. The family
group is looked to for satisfaction of
needs. and satisfaction is piirsued with
rationality and self-direction. Satisfaction
is in fact obtained, and the child reacts
with a positive view of the world.

Gesell and Ilg write of the lack of
command' of interpersonal relationships
at *pis age. What is found among this
sample is- great interest in interpersonal
relationships. primarily within the family
group. It is to the family unit that the
child looks for experience and for self-
confidence. in social behavior. He may
not yet have command of his social situa-
tion. IDA" the child is working hard to-
ward Bch beving this end.

The 6-year-old, as Gesell and Ilg point
out. is intrigued by language arts. He is
happy and well able to oblige with a
bona fide story. complete'with plot. char-
acters, a beginning and an ending. His
story is usually realistic, about something
with which he is familiar. Igliaerms of
science, as Gesell and Lig suggest. some
elementary knowledge is. apparent. The
knowledge expressed in these works. of a
biological and psychological Mature.
comes primarily from observations and
care of pets at home rather than through
school exercises.
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Gesell and Ilg point out the intdest of ,
the rear:old. in peer-groups' relations
and t frequent shift in peer-group conl-
position. In these stories and drawings,
play is the most important activity evi-.
denced; through play with other children
or with family members the child ex-
plores. reached out, practices role behav-
ior to be carried on later .among large1
numbers of persons in more complex
situations. Our 6-year-old may be just
beginning in terms of social relation-
ships, but his beginning is an auspicious
one with positive implications for the
future.

This general pictufe of course does. not
apply to all 6-year-olds in the sample.
With regard to sex, boys differ from girls
in thett interest in setting. bolls focussing
on more settings out of the home than
girls. Boys also differ from girls in their
emphasis on need, boys being more
achievement oriented than girls. Regard-
ing race. there are no significant differ-
ences in the major areas under analysis.



Stories. and Drawings

Selected stories recorded. as told by
the children, an theii drawings have
befin included in this section to point out
the expressivity of the first-grade sample.
The work were chosen not randomly but
with par icular -regard for clarity of
-thought-and depth 'of/feeling. They are
atranged in terms dr needs discussed.
Story 1, "My Loose Tooth:: is concerned
with physiological need.
4 deal with safe_ t
the home. Th
Story 5, "A. M.
and in., stories 6, 7, and 8 about pets.
Stories 9 through 18 show -needs for
indepeatlencer and freedom; play activi-
ties are most frequently menthined, travel

tories.2, 3, and
, in and out of
ove is shown in

an't Have a Heart.-

patside of the city is also described. Fi-
nanyo.Mories 19 and 20, are concerned STORY

with the, need for achievement among 1 girl white

child and among adult characters. !fp girl. white
boy. black

Drawing 1, ""Spider," in black and
whiter, shows a concern for safety. Quite
different in feeling are the next two col-
orful and expansive drawings concerned
with love and affection. Drawings 4
through 8 show ittnderest in independence
and freedom; the focus is on play end
adventure of a spirited sort. Drawings 9.4
and 10 show achievementone, "Mak-
ing My First Hotly Communion," relates
to an important religious rite of passage
for Catholic 6-year:olds; the °their., "The
Three Men That Went.to the Moon,"
refers to perhaps the. most venerated
adult accomplishment of air time.

The children who produced these sto-
ries and drawings were all within a few
months of their 6th birthdays. Their sex
and 'race characteristics are as follows:

DRAWING
1 boy. white

2 2 boy. white
3 3 girl. white
4 boy. black 4 girl. black
5 girl. black 5 girl. white

boy. white 6 boy. black
gal. white 7 boy. black

8 but black 8- girl. black
9 girl. white 9 A girl. white

10 girl. bla 10 . boy. white

r

I
11 boy. whi
12 girl. wh e
t3 guL bla
14 girl. black
15 girl. white
16 black

gi lack
18 lboy. black

'19 lioy. black
60N; while

i) tl 0 ?.,),)

S

re
I



Story 1
My Loose tooth

One day I felt my tooth. It was loose.
The nowtooth was in back of it. Then I
said I'd better gel it out. So I went to
school and toM my teacher Mrs. Wil-
liams to pull it out. She put a piece yf
Kleenex on my tooth arid pulled. It cante
Out and it didn't hurt. I put it in my book
and took it home. I showed it to my
friends and that nig11#1 put it under my-

kpillow. The next morning the tooth was
gone and one atollar was in its place.

Then my Mother took me to the den-
tist. FM -Waned my teeth. A week later
wptveniNto the orthodontist, and he said,
"Bring her back in the middle of July.and
if she doesn't lose"two teeth in the bot-
tom of her mouth, I will have to pull
them." I can't get them out because they
are not loose, so I suppose he's going to
have to pull Clem.

Siorjt, 2

One night I was sleeping and on my
balcony it looked like a burglar breakilitg
in. He was going to kill me and take
some money and take Mama and Daddy.
He was going to take them to the bottom
of the sea. That's. all.

Story 3
Once there was a boy Jimmie who was

real afraid of everything. Every time he'cL
g to sleep he'd have nightmares. There
was a "monster that had long claws and
chased-him all around the place. Jimmie
ran around the house and the monster
got tired and ran away. Jdnmie was shaky
and hollered out so loud he woke his
Mother up., His Mother thought someone
was in the house and woke up the Daddy
and the Daddy got,his gun and only saw
that Jimmie was sleeping but his covers
were off his bed.

Story 4
In the Forest

Once was in the forest and I saw a big
bear an I ran to my Mother home. She
say; "Do 't be afraid of that big bear; he
wouldn't do you nothing." And I saw a
lion jump in a tree, and an elephant
picked up the tree and threw it away and
the lion was og it. and the lion jumped
off and the elephant was, unning after
the lion. and then a whole pile of ele-
phants was running after the one lion.
and they had a leopard in the tree and
the lion pushed the leopard off the "tree.
And the elephants pushed the tree down
and the Pion was running and couldn't

%catch him again.

it

Story 5

A Man ilidn't Have a Heart.
The man bad no heart so he went all

around looking for a heart and a little Sid
saw him and the little girl asked biln
1,yhy he didn't have a heart, So he felt bad
and he went all over looking for if heart
and somebody gave him a candy heart so
he ate the heart. Se) he went and asked
everybody if they hknid heart. but nobody
wanted to play with him when he told
them he didn't have a*heart So he went
and finally found d heart and then every-
body wanted to play with him
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[Stairs ,s;

%My Dog With No Name
He's nice: My dog kills birds. He ate a

bird. He saratched my bed and made a
bole in it. He is a German shepherd. He is
a big dog. He jumps on me. He scratches
trees and! breaks branches. He likes to
'play Pith me. He likes to bite. He likes to
"bite email plants; sometimes he eats
Olants.He- likes to sniff you. He likes to
get dirty. He likes to play With water. He
lilies to smash plants. He likes td scratch
chairs. He.likes to get into my bookrack
And scratehmy books. Ne likes to knock
down things. fte likes to knock down

Au:vs.:He wakes me up by barking. He
scratches. He likes to scratc11 Arrniture.
He likes to sleep om thejehair. He runs
after birds. ;11.

tort'
My Cat

I have a cat. He is fat. Ha eats a lot."I
love him- too. MS name is Pernutsi acrd
he has lived with us since I was 3. One
day my Mother made a' beautiful flower
arrangement and Pernutsi knocked it
down. He .was' trying to get the catnip in
it. One night we heald this clatter. It was
our hurricane lamps in the living room.
Pernutsi and his friend had knocked
them down. They had gotten' in the
house through the wide mail chute. I
really own him because I clean his bed
and his bowls and I feed him Friskies.
But I share him with everybody. I do love
him.

Story 8

My joker
-I have a dog named joker. My Momma

bought hint froin somebody. I like to play
ball with him. I roll it to him and he
catches it in his mouths then he brings it
to me. Every time IIa11 him he Comes.
When night comes he sleeps in a box at
our house. Yesterday morning he woke
up before me and jumped on my bed. 1
woke tip and said, "What you're doing
on my bed?" And hran into the kitchen.
'I put whe dog food from a can into a
bowl aatl he had his breakfast while Iete
cereal. I love him Nlery. much.

Story 9

1 like to play with my friends, jump
rope, play magic and play outside with
Anne, Edie and Charlie. SoMetimes Anne
invites me over and we play games.
Sometimes we play dress up and we
wear high heels and long dresses and we
swing. We go on the slides and the
merry-go-round. We go out and pretend
like we're in a wedding.=Sometimes we
lite to look at the clouds. Sometimes we
play the piano. Sometimes we chalk on
the board. We pretend like we are talking
in French.

Story.10

On Sunday morning I get up ana sing
songs. My ftwo brothers are 13 and 8. Our
Mother fixes our breakfast,. then we get
ready c.or 10 o'clock Mass.. After Mass we
go home and I take off my good dress and
go out to play with my cousins anA my
friends. After a while my Mother calls me
to come get diriner. After dinner some-
'times we ride to the lake. I hare so much
fun that I like Sunday best o'f



Story 11
Things I like to'Do

Sometimes I like to play ball. I like to
rake things like leaves. SoMetimei I Ike
to cut the grass/ with my Father's. lawn
'mower. Well, I like to just go around,
either walk or ride my bike. Sometimes I
do this with my friends. I like to fly kites
because this is a lot of full. I will play, go

1-
.to -my friend's house and play "I Guess"
or

.
play with blocks. ,We made things

aome mud houses: castles. Sometimes I
[ water my plants, when they're dried out.

I

te.

Story 12
Once there was a little girl who met a

little horse and said, "Hi, little horse."
The horse said, "Hi." She said, "How can
you talk?" The horse said, "I can talk
when I drink lots of milk." The little girl
said, "Let's walk down the road and see
some other horses." They went down and
saw a horse. The girl said, "Hi." The
horse said nothing. They went some
more, saw a farm and no horses, only
chickens. They went some More, saw a
fan; and one horse. The girl said, "Hi."
The horse said nothing. They went some
more and saw houses, fields, and found a.
farm with lots of horses. Oh, so many
horses, can they talk? She said, "Horses,
please line up." The horses did and she
said, "Hello." The first said, "Hello." She
went on. The second said, "Hello." The
third didn't answer. The fourth said,
"Hello.... The fifthoh, boy, the last
onesaid. -"Hello." The girl said, "Lots
of horses can talk." She went to look for
more; no more. How to get back? She
went to the horses and said, "Where's
your farm?" She asked the horse the way
brick. When she got home the Mother.
said, "Where have you been?" The girl
said, "Looking for horses that talk."
That's the end.

Story 13

My story is about Christmas. When I
woke up in the morning r had a big
beautiful bike. and it was orange and
yellow. I said, "Eric, Eric, come and see. I
have a beautiful bike. I will share it.with.
you. But first I have to teach you how to
ride." I'm 7 years old and Eric is only 6. I
don't want Eric to break it up tjecause it
is my first time riding. Eric said, "I won't
break at -up." "OK,- I will let you ride it
every day when we come home from

,school." Eric lot a new truck and a train
and a station wagon. He said, "I will let
you play with my toys because you let
me ride your bike." Eric and his friend
John and I helped Momma fi4 the Christ-
mas dinner. We had roast and potatoes
and corn and rice and ice cream. After
dinner we went out and played with our
presents. John said he had a good time
with the toys. Then night came and we
played a little longer. Then we went to
bed. .
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Story 14
Our Picnic

One day,I was in kindergarten and we
all went on a picnic in City Park. Our
teacher gave us some bread and some
punch and water. We-played on the
swings and then we went on the train
and then we came back and had some
more punch and bread. Thbo we got on
the bus and rode back to school.

Story 15

Across the Lake
One day my Mommie, my Da y, my

three sisters, my brother and I went to the
beach across the lake for the weekend
We stayed at our friend's house. When
we got the:e we unpacked our stuff and
put it in the drawers. Then we went out
and played on the beach. I found a big
shell and when f put it to my ear I could
hear the sound of water. Then we got in a
boat and went out to where it was deep
and jumped off and swam. Then we went
back and put on our clothes and)ate
dinner). Then we watched TV: The next
morning real .early we went swimming
again. We found more sea shells. Then
we went riding in the boat again. We
made a -whole big square of sand castles.
Then we went-back and played wit the
toys. I liked the swimming best of all.

Story p3
One time I went on a trip to Texas with

my Mother and 'my sister on a bus with
my Mother's club members The'bus was
late and some of the people were so mad.
But when the bug came everybody was
happy. We rode all day and slept in the
bus seats that night. We took our food
with us. When +e got to Texas we went
to Six Flags over Texas. There were lots
of rides. I think I liked the train ride best.
After we went on the rides we packed
our clothes and got on the bus. The
driver wasn't very good because he dro've
the wrong way on a one way street. All
the people were fussing.

Story 17
My Plane Ride

One day I went on a trip with my
uncle. We got on an airplane to go to
California to visit nit Grandmother and
my Grandfather and y uncles. On the
plane a .lady came and gave us some
food. She gave us pork chops, green peas,
some carrots, and a cold drink. I looked
out the wirtaow and saw white clouds
and blue clouds. We had to change
planes and we were the first people in
the second plane. We sat right behind the
pilot. I was still sitting by the window
because I beat my uncle in. Then I got a
drink and my uncle got a Cep of coffee,
When he came back, I wasn't there. Owas
in the bathroom, and my uncle asked the
pilot where I was. The pilot said, "at the
bathroom." Then my uncle got up and
came back with some doughnuts and
coffee. When he calbe back I wasn't thete
because I went to .get some coffee too.
Then I gave him the coffee and he gave
me the doughnuts. When we got to Cali-
fornia, I was asleep and he cal:rite me off
the plan.
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StarY lit.
Boats ,

A boy named Jack likenl boats. They're
fon.to ride on, brit not sets to live from a
boat. You have to be i a dertain.placa on
the boat to dive off e boat. To live you

special.must have special. uipment-Lspecial
oxygen to stay long in the water, if you
leave the boat. To go in deepCvater or
high waves the boat has to be special.
Motor boats can ride'er the high waves.
If ye% want to go bier very ,high waves
.the boat has to haVe 'a speRial kind of
motor to go over the waves. My Father
took me in. oats and I got the HANG of it.

411
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Story 19
Patrol Boy

I want to be a patrol boy because a
cousin of mine is. I want to stay on walk-
ways an& streets, to stop people frOm
running and pushing. When on.the street
I could help i.hildren across the street. I
like to go to rtings tolearn about what
patrol boys do: watch cars, help children
cross streets. I'd like to walk home but I
some to school in a car. Later when I
grow-up-I want to be a policeman to stop
traffic, to giie .people tickets, to -stop
people. from, racing, to tell children to
watch street lights, not to cross in the
middle of th street.

Story 20
Firemen I

Once upon a time there was a fireman
and he went to put out fires. And he tried
to put out fires and almost got caught in
thefte_Every-day-he goes on'the engine
to put out fires, but he.gets there too late.
The house gets burnt up and there is like
charcoal all over the place because it's
burnt up. It's made of straw and the
fireman's truck engine gets btrint ;up and
the gas station Irian comes to fix them up
and the fireman never, never gets his
engine burnt up again, cause he gets a
new engine. The Brython quits being a
fireman because he got fired case his
engine got burned up.

41;
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CHAPTER 3

Baseball
Bills'

stories and
Drawings by

Third-Graders

The third-grade child, at 8 years of age,
is growing up as a person. Those around
him are aware of it, and so is he.1 Gesell
and Ilg (1946) mention three traits which
characterize his behaviorspeediness,
expansiveness, and "evaluativeness."
The-last-named trait describes his strong
tendency to appraise what happens to
him and what he causes to happen. He is
going out into the culture, testing and
applying his basic feelings about the
meaning of new situations and everts..

In physical aspects the 8-year-old be
gins to lookanore mature. Subtle changes
in body proportions foretell the ittbre
marked changes that will occur with pu-
bescence. He is fond of active play. His
psychomotor tempo is greater than evrr
beforehe tends tAtalk, to read, and to
write in high gear. He also tends to bolt
his food.

At the age of 8. the two sexes are
drawing somewhat apart. Boys on occa-
sion like to come together an to deride a
corresponding group of girls. he playful
enmity does not last, but it i4 sympto-
matic of developmental forces which are
bringing boys and girls toviard adoles-
cent and adult roles.

rhr folliiwing dem niffiiiti nl lost. helm*. nl .let .
taken hirxelv Itilm the f f 141,1 the 1i-tear-miff
with lopifoleti material <el the hail u. preseet.ifiii; wr 14.11.
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imitantly, the 8-year-old listens
closely when adults talk among them-.
selves. For his sense of self is becoming a
sense of status, and he is constantly re-
defining his status relationships with
peers, siblings, and elders. The 8-year-
old's relationship with mother and with
teacher reflect the complexity of these
interpersonal behavior patterns. Boys and
girls alike demand a great deal of mater-
nal attention; they show strong admira-
tion for their parents. expressing, affec-
tion both ir. action and in words.

At schobl the 8-year-old has already
attained a large measure of detachment
and is not as dependent on his teacher as
he once was. To a considerable degree he
and his schoolthates are beginning to
furnish some of their own discipline and
to control their own activity through mu-
tual criticism and assignment of respon-
sihlity. But the 8 -year -old is only a nov-
ice at well-coordinated and sustained
group activity. His spontaneous club or-
genizations do not live very long; his ball
games have ( hangeable rules. Through
constant group play he is acquiring so-
cial aptitudes and -social insights, and he
is also building up an ethical sense.
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1 Gesell and lig describe behavior pat-
terns or the 8-year-old in three 'basic
areas of learning: language arts, sciences,
and personal-social participation. In lan-
guage art, there iss an increased articu-
lateness. The third-grader converses al-
most as freely as the adult. He has us-
ually achieved good pronunciation and
good grammar. He has not yet mastered
the art of fluent penmanship as a motor
skill, but he has begun using punctuation
marks and capitals, and simple para-
graphing.

The greater fluidity in the intellectual
development of the, third-grader is seen
in his understanding of science. In arith-
metic he can break up quantities and
series into fractions and simple propor-
tions, a skill which leacis him to the
elementary insights of multiplication and
short division. In terms of social science.
he has a much greater interest in people
from afar. The American child, for exam-
ple, is delighted to know that Chinese
children are like him in so many ways
that they play hopscotch and marbles as
lv does. He is interested in Chinese but-
terfly and dragon kites, in their written
words which look so different from his
own. The 8-year-old American child is
differentiating here between fantasy and
reePty; he looks at his Chinese counter-
parts as real, not as storybook characters,
and views Chinese similarities and dis-
similarities with a certain scientific de-
tachment.

ti

Personal-social, participation for the
third-grader is in an expansiveuphase of
developmert. The child's irktellectual na-
ture seeks knowledge, and his...emotional
nature seeks rapport with the widening
world. He is venturing more and more
into the larger community from which he
gains insights, attitudei, and values.

Gesell and Ilg writh that the 8-year-old
may have a number of unresolved fears
left over from a younger age but that for
the most part he attacks life with courage
and is. out to conquer. Some children
instead of having outright fears may be
great worriers. They may worry about
missing a train di losing their lunch
money. These are the children whO tend
to cling to the past and have difficulty in
looking to the future. The 8-'year-old is
apparently not much of a dreamer. On
the whole he dreams, if at ell, of daily
happenings arkd, pleasant things. Fright-
ening dreams can usually be traced to
aonie immediate influence picked up
from TV or reading.

At his best, the 8-year-old is tolerant in
his sympathies, -liberal in his desire to
explore the unfamiliar, and glad to be
alive. He is a `promiSing preliminary ver-
sion of adult mentality, and he already
feels at home with adults. The 8-year-old
begins to see conclusions, contexts, and
implications, where before he saw only
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parts of ,people and things and events.
His universe is less disconnected, and he
is less submerged by the wtde.and com -
plex world. He begins to make funda-
mental distinctions between persona and'(
things, between the impersonal forces of
nature and the psychological forces "of
children and men. Finally, the 8-year-old
begins to see himself more clearly as a
person among personsmaking choices,
participating with others, and enjoying
life.

A

Analysis of Stories and Drawings

THE SETTING
The majority of the stories and draw-

ings' of this third-grade sample (N=228)
have reality settings; 64% of the stories
and 93% of the drawings describe activi-
ties and events which can and do happen
in the everyday life of the child. But,
fantasy life is also shown both in the
child's dreams of glory and in his night-
Mares of ghouls and ghosties. In the
stories, especially, some hu or is intro-
duced in the presentation o ettings or
events-13% for stories, 3% for rawings.
likimor is present in the introduction of
silly characters, silly situations, and
jokes.

Those stories and drawings which in-
dicate ,.a specific geographic location
most often indicate the urban locale (37%
of the stories, 43% of the drawings). Also
represented frequently is a setting on the



water (36% stories, 31% drawings). Chil-
dren in thisple,Vf course, live in a
big port cit, and w'ater is all around
themthe Mississippi River, Lake.
Pontchartrain, the Gulf of Mexico, innu-
merable inlets and bayous. The water is
pot only an active part of their present
scene but also of their past history and
folklore. The children respond to the
water in their thinking and their dream-
ing., Rural areas, the forest, and settings
in space are mentioned by few children.
When the settings of the stories and
drawings are related to .the main charac-
ters in the works, half of them are seen 16
revolve around the characters' home and
its environs, a circumstance more true of
the girls in the sample than of the boys.
Settings do not differ by race of the
children in this-sample.

Table 1Type of actors

THE ACTORS
The actors in the stories and drawings

are usually human beings. They interact
primarily with one another, to a lesser
61;ctent with animals and supernatural
beings. Some of the works shrill' 'only

.mats or supernatural beings; few of
e stories but about a third of the draw-

1 gs depict flowers, Ames, of inanimate
1)jects (such as the child's own home).
able 1 shows the frequency of types of

actors in the children's works.
Of those stories concerned with human

-actors, 35% describe family members in-
teracting with each other, 17% children
interacting with other children, and 11%
chOdren interacting with other adults. In
16% of the 'cases children act alone, and
in 18% of the cases adults act alonp; in
only a few cases do chilctren interact

STORIThS DRAWINGS

CTORS:
Humans only
Humans and animals
Humans and supernatural beings
Humans and animals and supernatural beings
Animals only
Supernatutal beings only
Animals and supernatural beings
Other: flowers. tress. inanimate objects

41
32

7

2
11

1

3
3

38
12

2

14
2
1

31
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with animals or. supernatural beings
only. qf the *wings concerned with
hUmaActors, 29% picture children in-
teracting with other children, 24% chil-
dren alone, and_27% adults alone. Chil-
dren interacting. in a family situation, or
with adults, ;lama's,. or supernatural
beings, are infrequently pictured. In the
drawings

' children involved in familt or
peer-group activity are more likely to be
shown by girls and by blacks.

Only two of the stories with human
actors' characterize these actors in -racial
or cultural terms. Iri the first such story,
Written by a white boy, the:Aaracters

ainclude black. children and white chit-
'clren, and the blacks pick, fights with the
whites. y the end of the story; however,
the dhildrern. black and white, age to
play in harmony. In the second such,
story, written by a white girl, the charaq.
ters. include the child-author, her family,
and a roup of hippies who live nearby
(stor : "A Story of Old New Orleans,").

Is story the subculture of hippies is
desdribed as immoral and dangerous: a
considerable amount of feai is shown of
an unconventional lifestyle. Only two of
the drawings showed black faces; one
waa drawn by a black and one by a white
child; neither drawing showed evidence
of statussor behavioral differentials.
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Xpproximat6ty'41% of the stories and
27% of the drawings include animal fig-
ures. Animal's as pets or relating to one
another in a strictly animal world are
most frequent. Zoo, park, or circus ani-
mals, or predators, are seldom shown.
Supernatural beings are shown in only
13% of the stories and 5% of the draw:
ings..12te bad guys (ghosts, monsters)
outnumber the good guys (God, fairies)
two to one in the stories but are evenly
distributed in the drawings.

The main characters of the stories and
drawings are for the most part children.
In the stories, 47% are the child-author
himself and 24% are other children. Ap-
proximately 14% of the main characters
are adults, 14% animals, and 1% suffer-
natural beings. In the drawings, 9% are
specifically, the child-author himself,
48% an unspecified child, 21% are_

adults, 18% animals, and 4% superna-
tural beings. Main characters differ by
race and class of the sample, with blacks
more likely to choose themselVes or ottier
children as main characters.

Emotional affect between .characters is
shitwn in most of the storrg and is pri-
marily positive in nature (68% show pos-
itive affect; only; 23% both positive and
negative affect; 9.% negative affect only).
It is shown .in few of the drawings, but
when present it is almost always posi-
tive. Affect varies by type of actor, hu-
man actors showing more posiNts affect
than animal or supernatural actors.

The characters in the stories and the
drawings do no, show a grreat deal of
complexity. Usually they act p a* whole,
and their activities revolve around daily
routines. Behavior of characters is most
often presented without interpretation.

Tale 2. -Needs of actors, ky sex of the child author r artist I

STORIES
Boys Girls

DRAWINGS
Boys Girls

NEEDS:
Physiological ' 8 10 0 4

Safety 18 20 13 A

Love of-people 2 14 6 10

Love of animals 413 17 2

Independence and Freedom 34 28 59 61

Achievement and Strength 25 11 20 18

.).904 5

Those interpretations which are prekent
in the stories tend. to pe moralistic lin
tone, good charactets receiving just re-
wards and bad cheracters, those who
drink or eat to excess or those whoati to
love God, receiving punishment.

NEEDS OF AETORS
The needs expressed by actors are var...

ied. In the stories', needs for physical
safety, independence and freedom; and
achievement ate the most frequently ex-
pressed. In the drawings the need for
independence and. freedom, as expressed
in play activities, is shown by over half
of the children. Table 2 gives the expres-
sion of needs in these works by sex of the
child author/artist. rn the stories such
needs differ by sex, boys showing more
need for ephievement than girls. ,Needs
differ alsobbr-sctting, type of actor, and
affect of the actA reality settings, human
actors, arid positive affect being corre-
lated with independence and achieve-
ment needs. Needs do not differ by race
of the child-author.

Half of tha stories, and a tenth of the
drawings presqnt prof ems which must
be overcome before heeds can be satis-
fied. The problems relate 'primarily to the
physical well-being of the main charac-
ter, who is threijtened by;Acidents, ill-
ness, or death. OccurrenceNof problems
varies in the stories by several factors;
those stories having reality orientations,
human actors with positive affect. and



needs for achievement, showing fewer
problems,

Usually-needs are discussed in terms of
eveiyday situations, though- in syme
cases they are discussed in terms orrites
of passage. Rites of passage occur in 21%
of the stories, with death, the passage of
the individual out of life, most com-
monly mentioned. Rites of passage are
discussed more often by girls than. by
boys. in stories that are likely to contain
supernatural actors and hostile views of
the world. In only 2% of the drawings are
rites of Vassage found, andOiere the, con-
cern is with birth rather than cleath. Girls
more frequently depict the occasion of
birth, which they associate with human
rather than with supernatural characters.

Clartacters in both the stories and the
drawings show interest not only in needs
for themselves but 'els° in needs for oth-
ifs. The characters reach out to include
others in their concern azid in their joy.
In the stories, interest in others varies

human actors, with positive affect and a
friendly view of the world, being more

)ikely to show interest in others.

HOW NEEDS ARE SATISFIED
The main characters in these stories

and drawings turn primarily to the fam-
ily group or to ply groups for satisfac-
tion of needs. Social in/praction* takes
place primarily betlkeeri children and
their parents, siblings, and peers. In the
stories, 29% of the activity takes place

> within the family nit and involves nur-
turing roles; gep% takes place within the
family unit and involves leisure roles;
30% takes place outside of the family
unit, usually with peers; -and involves
only leisure roles. Political, economic, IAr
educction roles are engagein far less
frequently. In the drawings, 12% show
family nurturant roles, 5% family-leisure
roles,, and 54% leisure roles outside of
the family. Religious, economic, and pol-
itical roles are infrequent. This social

Table 3Degree of rationality expressed. by type of actor

STORIES DRAWINGS
Human Animal Human Animal

DEGREE OF:
RA MLITT:
Rati nal
I nal

84 15 84 18
16 85 16 82

X46
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interaction pattern does not differ by sex
Or race of the child authoriartist.

Leisure roles are mentioned in the sto-
ries and drawings .oftet and with great
gusto. They differ in content hy sex of the
child, with boys showing a preferente for
organized sports played away from the
home and girls showing interest in se-
dentary play, usually in their own front
yard. The play activity of bays is more
achievement-oriented than is that of
girls. The toys are interested in competi-
tion .n their play: they want to win, and
they identify 'with winners. "Baseball
Billy" (slory 13), besides being a funny,
flamboyant, and wholly lovable charac-
ter, is one who has already internalized
success values of a competitive society:
His play-acting now is relevant practice
for work activity later on.

The human actor ion these stories and
drawings usually employs rational means
to satisfy his needs. A need. for safety'
brings the child holm to his parents: a
need for achievement leads to work at,
increasingly more complicates tasks. An-
imals and supernatural actors in the
works, on the other handd, are more often
than not irrational in the means taken to
achieve ends. Their activity often in-
volves trickery, magic, and inappropriate
behavior. Table 3 shows the degree of
rationality evidenced by type of actor.
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Relaticnships between human actors
are genRelly intimate rather than apart
(E4% for stories, 83% for drawings). In
the Ora Wings these relationships vary by
sex of the artist, girls being more inclined
to portraY intimate human relationships
than boys. Animal actors also tend to be
intimate in their 'relationships.

Human relationships are both individ-
ual-oriented and-group-oriented in the,
stories, primarily group-oriented in the
drawingsi Actors seek goals for them-
selves and cooperate with others on
shated goals. Animal relationships are
also both individual' -and group-ori-
entedsome animals go stone on their
own course, some pursue a goal with
others.

Neither humans nor animals show
many hierarchical relationships in stories
or drawings. Actors relate to each other
as equals.`The few unequal relationships
mentioned` a &e usually shown in a histor-
ical setting of kings and queens and
knights of old, There, royalty rules and
cavorts and fights and rides horses as in
the old fairy tales.

Needs of human actors arefor the most
part pursued with self-direction (95% of

the stories, 96%' of the drawings). The
actors pursue tasks on their own, without
receiving orders from others and without
feeling a 'need to Conform to the expecte-1-
tions of others. Often they are exploring
new situations and behaViors in life
from flying a kite to sailing the sea.
Rarely are they primarily concerned with
an "accepted" mode of behavior, with
rules and reEclations.

While sex oles are not sharply differ-
entiated ih the stories **drawings, the
boy-authors and the girl-authors do differ
in what they choose to represent: such as
active sports, blasting off to the moon for
boys; love of pets, interpersonal relation-
ships _for girls. Age roles are sharply
differentiated in these works. Children
bebave as childrenthey play as chil-
&CI, not as adults. In few cases are adult
roles undertaken. Concoinitantly, adults
behave as adultsthey commonly work
in adult settings of responsibility. Their
play, when they play, is not childlike but
appropriate to their age group.

SATISFACTION OF NEEDS
Needs of actors in these works are

almost always Satisfied: In the stories,
needs are fully satisfied in 89% of the
cases, partially satisfied in 2% of the
cases, unsatisfied in 9% of the cases. In
the drawings, needs are satisfied in 98%
of the cases. The majority of these works
are filled with activity which is purpose-
ful and which brings joy to those carry-

ing them out. Stmetimes big problems
.emerge -- monsters and witches and acci-
dents are meet withbut the actor usually
overcomes them and ends, up safe at
home. Such satisfaction of needs varies
by several factors in the stories and draw-
ings: human actors, with needs for inde-
pendence and achievement, with, few
iproblems and with positive affect, are
more likely than others to be satisfied in
their needs. Satisfaction of needs does
not vary by sex or by race of the child
author/artist.

Found in addition to satisfaction of
needs among actors are positiVe self-im-
ages among actors. Positive self-images
are shown especially by boys, who are
often the heroes of their own stories; they
pitch the winning pitch for their team or
fly to the nioon 'for their country, In
general, the view of man's wagon in the
world is a positive one in the stories and
drawings he is seen as controlling his
own destiny, as slitisfying his own needs
and desires. .

Finally, actors in the stories and draw-
ings view the world itself as a friendly
rather than a hostile place. For the major-
ity the world is a secure and challenging
environment. Table 4 gives the view of
the world in these works by main actor,
Those stories and drawings which show
reality settings, child actors, need for
independence and achievement, also
show significantly more friendly views of
the world,.
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Summary
The 8-year-old child in our-sample is

interested in his home and its environs;
he iiist as interested in the outside
world and is exploting the attractions of
his community. His interpersonal rela-
tionships continue to be primarily,with
family members and peers. He is con-
cerned with the behavior of others and in
his .works tends to reward the "good'
cad punish the "bad" characters.

Needs of the 8-year-old are varied. In-
dependence and play are of primary con-
cern, but there is also concern fovphysio-
logical and safety needs, love, and
achievement. The child turns to family
and leisure groups in order to satisfy
needs. He works at satisfying them with
rationality acrd self- direction; and he is
successful in this goal. Not surprisingly

Table 4View of world as seen by main actor

Child
actor

then, the child views himself and his
world in a very positive manner.

Expansiveness is a key word in Gesell
and Lig's description of the 8-year-old.
And indeed the 8-year-olds in this sam-
ple show expansiveness, first, in going
outside of the home, exploring other pla-
ces. (The 8-year-old loves family vaca-
tions and remembers with glee small de-
tails of such trips.) He shows expansive-
Wass, second, in his,eagerness to try out
new activities, more complicated tasks on
his own. (Interest in competitive sports
is high. and sports heroes are common.)

Gesell and IN state that by age 8 the
child shows increased ability in language
arts. The clarity and creativity of the
writing of this sample of 8-yeat-olds are
impressive. The scientific interest of our
sample is indeed shown not so much in

STORIES

Adult
actor

Ahimali
super-
natural
actor

Child
actor

DRAWINGS'
Animal/
super-

Adult natural
actor actor

VIEW OF WORLD:
Friendly 54 31 2& 92 81 - 70
Friendly and hostile 36 42 56 2 3 0
Hostile 10 .27 6 16 30

)%t) 0 113

4

concern for peoples of other countries, is
Gesell and Ilg suggest, but in concern kw
differences in people and events in their
own community. With regard to the ea-
gerness for persdnal-social participation,
noted by Gesell and lig, there is among
this sample a curiosity about other peo-
ple. an. interest in attitudes and values of
others. Our 8-year-old is also beginnhig
to state attitudes and values .of his awn
about people and events.

The ,8-year-old of this sample shows
above all a buoyancy and a desire to
explore in many directions. He feels con-
fident enough about himself to leave
hothe basecertainly a very large step,
He is intrigued by the world around hint
Ind want, to be a part of.it. He has ne
hesitation about his ability to participatg,
and he 'views his world in a positifie

.fashion.
There are differences in this picture of

the 8-year-old by sex and by race. In
terms of sex, boys show more interest
than girls in out-of-the-home setting,.
They show less interest in family and
peer-group interaction. Boys show more
covcem for achievement. Boys also show
m 4e positive self-imagesthey are evert
now preparing for adult roles of leader-
ship and responsibility iri the society and
they show pride and satisfaction in such
preparation.
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There are *met _differeAces in these

works by rac4 Black children tend to
stay closer to fetidly and peer roup rela-
dons than do white children They also

to pick a main chars tens them -.'
,selves or their peers. They do not yet
reach out into the broader society for
activities for ideas, for role models.

'Stories and Drawings

A select group of spirited stories and
' drawings by thirdigrade students is in-

cluded here to show range of needs ex-
pressed and ways in which they are ex-
pressed. Sforyi.:No Mt.q.e. Chesse," co
cerns a moon man's preoccupation wi
the physiological 'need for food. Story 2.

"The Mean Witch," concerns a witch's
preoccupation with the same need and
her delight in `;kiddy stew." Sfories 3, 4,
and,5 show worries over physical safety.
Stdries 6 and I show the need foi love in
family situations, a need that is not al-
ways satisfied by family members. Sto-
ries 8, 9. and 10 show the love children

for,pets. Stories 11 through 16 con-
(*) independence and freedom in the
form m-of child play. (Notice the greater
inter t of boys thin of girls in active
May situations.) Story. 17, "A Big Day,"
shows an important milestone for the
child: his first day in first grade. That
story is followed by three more stories
which also depict interest in achieve -
meet in increasingly complex tasks.

Drawing 1, "My First Swim'rning Les-
son," shows a fear, for physical .safety,
with the small swimmer surrounded by
seemingly endless quantities of water. tin
contrast. this drawing is followed by a
very relaxed piCture of a child enjoying
her pet. Drawings 3 through 5, by boys,
show independence in their keen interest
'in competitive sports. Drawings 6
through 8, by girls, show more docile,
and closer-to-home play interests. Fi-
nally, drawing 9. "Schoolroom," and
drawing 10, "The men are sailing across
the sea," show achievement- oriented en-
terprises of children and adults.
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It should be noted that the stories, as
well as the titles for the drawings, are
presented as Writtenincluding obvious
error" in spelling, capit ization, punc-
tuation, and grammar. T adult ader
of this book should have nog, oubl how-
ever in grasping what the child is trying
to communicate. And seeing how diffi-
cult it is for him to communicate, the
reader may appreciate and enjoy the
child's works all the, more.

The children wii.o...produced these
works were all cloie to their 8th birth-
days. Sex and race characteristics are as
follows:

STORY,
'1 boy. white
2 girl. white
3 boy. white
4 b9y. white
5 Arl, white
6 girl. white
7 boy, white
8 girl. black
9 boy, black

10 girl. white
11 boy. black
12 boy. white
13 boy, white
14 boy, white
15 girl. black
16 girl. white
17 girl. white'
18 Boy. black
19 girl. black
20 boy. black

DRAWING
1 giwhite
2 boy, black
3 boy, white
4 boy, white
5 boy.'white
6 girl. white
7 girl, black
8 girl. white
9 a. white

10 boy. black



Story I
No More Ches'se

Onece their was a tnoonman. One day
he got tired of chesse. So two days letter
he built a rocket and went to Mars. Mars
was made out of ham. Five days latter he
got tired of eating ha..I..,So he built an-
other rocket and went to Venus. Venus
was mad out of cake. Ten days latter he
got tired of eating cake. So he built an-
other rocket and went to the Milky Way.
The °Milky.Way. was made out of milk
and cookies. Seven days latter he got
tired of eating and drinking' milk and
cookies. So he,built another rocket and
went to the Big Dipper. The Big Dipper
was made out of bread and water. Nine
days latter he got tired of eating and
drinking bread and water. So he built
another rocket and went back to the
moon and never got tired of eating
cheese.

Story 2
The Mean Witch

Once there was a mean witch and she
had black teeth and black ragzly hair.
She rode on a broom at night because so
no one would see her and hear her. She
was mean and wicked. She hated adult
but loved children because they were
easier to eat for meals she called it kiddy
stew. Because it had children in it. She
was very simple abut it because all she
had to do was steal children and that was
It. She new so much about stew it was
pittiful.`Poor little children don't you
thinkso.

Story 3
.The Spooky House

One night I wen in a spooky house.
When I Open the I saw spider webs all
over the the old pitchers. Then I saw
blood all over the-floor. Then I got af-
raind then I saw people heads that were
choped off. Then I ran to the door but the
door closed before I kot there. I tried to
break the windows but they would't
break, Then I saw gost coming dut of a
old room. I ran all over the house. Then I
saw a hand it had a knife it sated to
chase me. Then it fell to the grourid then
I herd spooky noses then I arted to cry
and sat on a chek that had spider webs
all over it Then tie gost came back they
were ashamed of them selfs and they
open the door and I ran back to my house
and I never went on that street again and
I never would go the store on that street
after that.
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Story 4
The Hounted Drean

One-night when I was in my bed 'and
then I was six. I had my head on my

low. I heard a big stomping noise but i
didn't know it but it was my heart beat-
ing and it sounded like a monster trying
to come closer and kill me. but I took my
head of my pillow and I kept it of all
night. then in the morning i told my
mother about i( and she said it was my
heart but I didn't blieve her. So the next
night' when I was trying to go to sleep I
heard the noise again so I felt my chest
and I felt something hiting it so when I
woke up i asked my mother if it rele.wes
my heart so then i believed her so .I never
heard the noise again after that night.

Story 5
A Story of Old New Orleans

There are hippies in old New Orleans.
That is what.' hate. They are stuiped kids
to be hippies. They kill, mug, stick
knives out at people, they run around
half with clothes and half without
clothes. I would no like to say it but they
are quers, and we d. They never care
about Our Father p in heaven and I
think they neve say, word God. God
loves them but they don't don't care
about him. I will never be a hippy for as
long as I live. I love the word God but
they don't care, they prbbably don't even
know what it means. They are so .queer
like the one one my block. Oh and also
they always want to get DRUNK. I wish
God could try to tell them not to get
drunk, mug, kill, and run around half
necoud. They even go to church, when
they don't even know what the word
GOD means. I think they didn't even-
schobl to learn something about GOD. I
wish it was a peaceful would all calm. I

.wonder what they did when hurrcance
camle (Camille) came. they probably
went to their mothers and cried like little
babies. All I can say is they are queer
queer queer and weard weard weard.
They are so queer. I can't stand the sight
of them. Like me. I am a normal kid. no

af

all want to do is to get drunk% ntug, kill,
stab with nives. Like I said before I can
not stand the sight of them. I think they
don't even know what a vowel is or a
root word or a double Eonsonant is. My
sister Annie and her huby wanted to
know what did it to like in Hippies
Headquarters. So they ent to look, but
the leader would not -let them in. They

.

had to be a hippy if wanted to go in they
would have to look like a hippy. But just
geast of how much it was to get in 10
bucks per a person so the leader said
could get in with a ticket for of was 10
bucks per 2 tickets .so Annie and Andrew
said they would never want to go in that
place again' so they said Good by to the
hippies headquarters. They would never
want to go to the headquarters. That is so
weard I can't stand it

The End



The Flowers for Mothei
It was going to be mothers day soon, so

Lorna and Sharon did not know what to
give mother. Sharon said, "I know what
railther wants she wants a hat." "No she
doesn't," said Lorna. "We gave, mother
that last time," she said. She liked it but
this dog found it and chewed it all up.
"Mars the reason I don't want to get her
another hat," said Lorna. Let's go to the
store and see what mother mite like.
They went to. the store but they didn't
find anything that mottle' would like.
The weeks past by and they didn't find
anything that mother wanted. It was only
a week before mothers day and the chil-
dren spent all their time thinking about
what they should give her. All of a sud-
den a though came to Sliarons mind. "I
know what we can give mother: flower"
exclaimed Sharon. It was a day before
mothers day and the children hurried to
the store. When they found the flower
they wanted the children bought them
and left quickly. When they got hothe
Sharon put the flowers in a vase with
fresh water. Then Lorna put them in their
bedroom windowf It^ was mothers day
Sharon and Lorna gave their present to
mother. Happy Mothers Day they
shouted with joy. Their father came in
with a box of candy and gave it to
mother. And they all had a happy day at
the park. When they came home Sharon
said I wish it was mothers day again.

The End

Story 7
The Littlest Eagle

Once there was a family of eagles.
There was fourteen of them. But there
was a baby one. The mother cared for
him but he would alws cry. He would say
very bad words when his- mother
spanked him. And the bigger eagles
would say quit crying son, we can't aford
a little old cry baby. There was one thing ,
about the eagle. He would always cry
when he was.sleeping with .his big
brother. Father had a secret. It was to spy
on their room and see what would hap-
pen. The next night he was looking in
the room. Suddenly the little eagles big
brother got up anti pinched Him and the
little 43agle started to cry. Then father
came in the room and beet the some-
thing out of the eagles big brother. Now
the little eagle was laughing and his big
brother was crying. And then mother
came and to see what was the matter and
she found out the story right away. So
now they found out What the baby was
always crying for.

; I) a 2.

Story

Our Puppies
like puppies becusethey are fun to

play. When it is a wonderful d_ ay I look at
them. They are brown and white. The
finites one name is kindles. I give her
some milk and sheloeato sleep. I lad her
on my bed. Mother helps me with them. I
give the others milk too wheri Im finish
with her. I ate ray food she wake up. I put
her in the box with the others. 4 get milk
out of the refrigerator and give it to them.
Ail of them &ink at the same time. They
are the most bonderful puppies ii, the
world. They are nice becaues they are
small. The Mother dog is nice to.

story 9

I know a Robin Red-Breast*
I know a Robin Red Breast his breast is

red and in the morning he comes singing
at my winclOw he wakes me up in the
morning he comes and sing his nice 130
in the morning he climbs on the clothes-
line and when I go to school he follows
me to school and when I go home he
follows me back to my house and comes
back every morning and follows me ev-
ery back and fourth. When the neighbors
Moved he had a blue-Jay and his little
brother had a English sparroW and they
made friends. Every day they fly around
the yard and never foiled P-43 to school
again. Oh bird I know you are kind and
nice Oh bird I love you sq.

4
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Story 10
My Siamees Kitten

Everyone loves my siamees kitten. My "-
brother got it frea for no money. He gave
it to me for my birthday. As I said that
everyone roves him, I will tell.you how
they love him. My big brother sleeps,
with hik. My mother and father treet
him like their baby. My grandmother
feeds him when I'm at school. My next
brother play with him. And my last
brother, well he just loves him. And I do
all those, things. I treet him like my baby.
I feed him when I'm at home. I sleep with

im. I love him to. I play with him. But
different I give him a bath. And I kiss
him. And everytime we pick him up he
kisses us. He doesn't realy kiss us but he
licks our face all over. But when he is
sleeping and we wake him up he sticks is
tounge at us or sometime he tricks us to
bertend and when we're about to touch
him he goes: Mrrow and makes us go,
evertime me: help! and then I start laugh-
ing. And there is one more person well
not a real person but another siamees car

who love him. And this is how everyday
he comes in our yard.to find him. And
Kismet thats the namik of my cat comes
running out to fneet him. And when
we'er at school KisMet bringsiikis friend
inside to love a feast. He comes in Islien
we're at school because he's a.scardy cat.
And even a black cat.loves him. His
name is Elves. The other cats 'names is
Pasha. And you know something funny
about,Kismet? When I practice piano, we
treet Kismet like a gudge at an otatoriam.
He can sit up like a hugan being. And
you should see him. When we're not
home Kismet runs around the house like
crazy looking for us under the beds, In
the bathtub and bathrooms, on the chairs,
outside, in the living room, everywhere!
He's so funny, One day he may even look
for us in the moon and the whole uni-
vets! But he bet4r look in school first.

Story 11
-

Time to Go Fly My Kite,
-It was nice and sunny. It was time it

was time to fly my kite the windwas dice
to fly my kite. Up. up, up went the kite.
Up, up, up the kite went in the aia so.
high the string pop. Up up up ulkup the
kite went. Down down down down went
the kite. Down down down went the
wind. The little boy pick up his kite and
went home.

1

(1
Story 12
My Visit to an A olony

One day, wh I was walking around
my block, I ribled upon something. I
got up, brushed myself off and went on
my way. Then, one of the strangest
things happened. I had just taken two
steps when I heard a voice! I ooked back,
but I saw nothing in the stance. The
voice sounded again. It aid "Down
here." I looked down,. a , to my sur-
prise. I saw a rather large ant. Instead of
running away. I came closer. The ant
said, 'Push away some sand and come
on in." I gigled as I worked, but, as I
pushed away sand the hole got larger. I
stopped laughing and went inside.

What a busy place! I 'saw ants' fanning
the queen. Ants carrying eggs. You'nerne
the things ants would do and they were
doing it. I saw the bones of prehistoric
ants. The ants were as big as my head."

Several minutes afterward, I heard my
mother calling. I said good-bye and went
on my way. I thought mom would- ask
questions. Lucky for me she didn't.

The End



Story 13
Baseball Billy

Once.there'was a boy maned Billy. He
lovedto play baseball. He practiced every
day with his friend. One day he asked his
mother if he could join a team. His
mother said yes. Next Saturday his
mother registed him. At his first practce
he was exited.' After two monthes he
started. to play very good. And then one
day the had a practice game. Billy hit
very far and won. Everybody said that he
was very good two weeks later they were
having a big game. When Billy got up to
bat he hit it way out in the field. Billy ran
auiran. He made a home tun. That made
his team win the game. Everybody
cheered for him. At the end-of the season
he got a trophy. Since then, everybody
cheered for him. When he got home and
told his mother and father they said that
he could play next year. And when he.
showed his mother and hither the trophy
they kissed him and the keptett until they
died. And one day while he was watch-
ing Television someone knocked on the

door. When he opened it it was his
coach. He said that he would be very
happy if he joined-next year and he said
yes. His coach invited him to his party
next Sunday. He said o.k. At the party
they had hotdogs, 'hamburgers, candy,
cookies, and some milk. All his team
members were with him at the party.
After every one getheed around the table,
the coach brougt a cake in with Good
going Billy on it. After they had the cake
he recieved a medal and a certificate.
Everyone clapped for him. At the end he
made a speach and said I am glad I have
a good coach and a good team.

) 0 al,

k Story 14

A Boy Play Baseball
I -Was played cather for my eain. I

couth the ball it went 10 feet over my
head. I got the batter out I played:3th
base to and the batter hit a ground ball to
me. And I threw it to 1st base and w got
him out. I played 2nd base to and a atter
hit a pop fly to me. I batted clean and
the bases were loaded. And I hit a me
run. was playing cather again and the
pitcher stike out the first batter the se-
connd batter and the thid batter. And got
to bat again. The first batter got a double
and the second batter almost got a home
run he mist it by 1 yarn and he got a>
double. The third batter got a signal. The
fout batter got a walk. The Wises were
loaded and thehatter got a cripal and the
next, boy got a home'run. And the next
boys got out4The first boy got edouble
the second liby got a wall. The third boy
got a walk. The bases were loaded the'
next theree boy got out. We where, at bat
it was in3, bat and I got a solo home run
and the next batter got a sigital. The next"
batter got a singal. The next boy got a
walk the bases were loaded and the :boy
got a home run. The score was 6-0. It
there hat and they got' the bases loaded.
The next batter got a home run. And the
score was 6 to 3.
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Story 15
When I get Up Early

In summer the sun shines on my face.
Early the birds sing loudly by my win-
dow My dog tag and I run throught the
dewdorps in the wet gress.

Story 16
Visit A Talking House

Have you ever visited a talking house?
I'll describe one to you.

The house must one window to look
like a mouth like thistEEEET Mouth.

The house must have a nose above the
mouth. The mose looks like this (9
or

Then it must have eyes. It has eyes like
this or e a34 this.

The sad face is like this:
And the happy like this:

They are usually two stories. And red
brick." If kou find a house with a face and
it is not two stories and red brick it is not
a talking house.

These houses are hard to find in
Louisiana but in Texas, Calafornia, Aro-

`zina, Mane, Arkansag, New York, New
Jersey, New Mecio and Idaho they are
:plentyful.

The End.

Story 17
A Big Day

It was going to be a big day for Billy
because he was going to school for the
first time. He dreamed how nice it would

41 be. His brothers and sisters had told him
how nice it was. Billy could not wait any
longer. At last the afternoon had come.
Billy washed his face and hands and was
ready to go. When Billx got in the class-
room He saw his teachk. And she said
hello and said my name is Mrs. Johnson I
am your teacher. Billy said hello. Billy
said to hisself she is nice. And he took a
seat. She gave everyone a pack colors and
two books. A few minites latter a bell
rang for recess and we line up. Mrs.
Smiths class was out playing already.
Billy was just sitting on a bench. When a
boy named John ask him to play. Billy I
have a playmate now. At the end of the
day Billy asked John to come home with
him. And they went home together and
played.

4) ei 5

Story 18

I iiketo get up early
Why I like to get up early because I

don't want to be late for school. I usually
get up at.8:00. So that I want be late for
school>and sometimes I see my teacher
and I say may I carry your books. And
she says yes and carry her books when
school is over. And I ask my mother may
I help my teacher and she say yes. And
then I say good-by soon as I get out of the
door I sarted to run and soon as I get to
her I stop. And I help her carry her books
to her house. Thee she says thank you for
carring my books to my house. I saw my
teacher this morning going to school this



Story 19
On Weekends

I clean my house up on Saturday.
When I wake up I brush my teeth and
wash my face and I make my bed and
clean my room up. I clean the kitchen
and study in my books. I go outside and
play. I come in at 12 o'clock and eat my
lunch and go thick outside and play.
When my daddy comes home he brings
some candy home.

Saturday my grandfather call for me to
come to his house. My grandfather paints
cars I help him put papper on the car and
tap. Then he gives me ten tt then I go
home I eat my dinner. Then I look at tv
and go to bed. On sunday I go to church
and sunday school. When I come gom
sunday school I go to the store and buy
candy.

44

Story 20
Sandy IThes the Wash

On Ce upon a time there was a boy
named Sandy. Sandy and his family
lived in a trailer which stood in a park on
the California. His best friend was Tony
who lived two trailers away. Every dair*.
the boys went to play ball..

One afternoon Sandy said, I wish we
could do something different. Then he
saw the family cart filled with clothes to
be washed. His mother had put the cart
outside the trailer when she left for town
an hour ago. I have an idea said Sandy
we could wash the clothes. Sandy went
inside the trailer and got some of his
money. Then he took a big yellow box

e1 6
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filled with soap. Then Sandy and Tony
took the cart to the laundry. Sandy said
let's use this machine. lie put the clothes
in the wash. Then Sandy put the soap in.
Just then he remembered his mother said,
put a lot of soap in the. machine lot's of
soap makes all the crease get out of the
clothes. Sandy put more soap in the ma-
chine. The two boys sat doWn in front of
the machine. Just then something went,
Slurp._Slurp, Slurp. Sandy eyes began to
open wide at what he was looking at.
Tony said, I will call Mr. Anderson. Mr.
Anderson was the man who fixed any-
thing that went wrong in the launtry. He
said, that they must wait until the clothes
finish washing.
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CHAPTER 4 The 10-year-old fifth-grader is very
much in touch with the adult environ-
ment.1 Gesell and Ilg (1946) write that his

Theindividuality is well defined and that his
insights have reached such a stage of

Green iHared. maturity that he can be regarded as a pre-
adult. The 10-year-old is both relaxed

W t cli and alert. He has himself and his skills in
hand. He takes life in stride and often
shows a real capacity to budget his time
and his energy. He is self-possessed; his
whole organization is broader, and his
attitudes are more flexible.

This relative fluidity, according to Ge-
sell and Ilg, has important cultural impli-
cations. It makes the child particularly
receptive to social information, to widen-
ing ideas, and to prejudice. It is relatively
easy to appeal to his reason; he is ready
to participate in simple discussions of
social problemssuch as racial imbal-

#. ante, crime, war. His fluidity can also
lead to bullying and delinquent behavior
in an adverse environment; gang behav-
ior at this age organizes these traits for
better or for worse.

As Gesell and -418 point out, the 10-
year-old is concerned.more with applica-
tion of skill in th9 solution of problems
than with training for skill. He likes to
use his intelligence; having mastered his
intellectual tools he is interested in put-

Stories and
Drawings by

Fifth-Graders

1 The following description of psychological development is
taken largely from the Gesell and Ilg (111411) profde of the 10-yearmid
Suppanentary material regarding thechild in his present.day setting
is also given.

It a 1
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ting them to use. He is less driven by
time and the urgencies of school; he
"knows where he is at." Even his voice is
more modulated, and he has a capacity
for self-criticism which makes for a real-
istic and factual approach to school tasks.
He is ready and willing to work by the
clock. At age 10, sex differences are pro-
nounced. In general, girls show more
social poise and more interest in niatte
pertaining to marriage end family. Gir
seem more aware of interpersonal rela-
tionships than boys. They are also more
aware of their own persons, clothes, and
appearance.

Gesell and Ilg outline developments
among fifth-graders in language arts, sci-
ences, and personal - social- participation.
First, with regard to language arts, they
state that the child is employing a more
subtle use of words; vocabulary is grow -
in in size and discrimination. Langufge,
is used as a tool.in describing people and
events. The printed word is also used as
a tool. The child learns hew to employ
the dictionary more systematically, to
make simple outlines, and to consult in-
dex and table of contents.. Writing as a
motor skill is under relatively good con-
trol as penmanship becomes smaller and
more uniform. By fifth grade, writing as a
means of communication coined into its



own, and the fifth-grade child develops a
',sentence sense and a paragraph sense.

Second, with aggard to the sciences,
the fifth grader is showing increasing in-
terest in and use of scientific tools. He
extends his arithmetic skills and compu-
tations, Arithmetic becomes truly mathe-
matids, which he applies to a range of
practical problems. He builds up tables of
measureliquid and dry, length and
weight, time and...money. There is at this
stage of development a definite adVance
in critical or abstract thinking. The child
is able to define abstrati words like ..cur-
iosity," "morality." He accepts natural
origlni and natural processes in the

*physical world. Co_ ncomitantly, he is
More reasonable in the interpretation of
social relationships. He acquires through
history, and geography a beginning sense
of 'social evolution and of the interde-
pendence of people.

Third, in relation to personal-social
participation and its applications, the
fifth-grader is able to keep information
and attitudes in good balance; he is less
likely toconfuse the two. Through field
trips, through studies of plant and animal
life, the _child begins to sense something
of natural laws and their effect upon his
own life.. He also learns about his tech-

nolOgical culture, by some direct contact
with industry and transportation and,
even more important, by constant contact
with the television image.

His television viewing is greater than
that of 'a younger child (Lyle and Hoff-
man 1972). Comedy programs and fam-
fly-situation programs are favored. In the
family-situation programs particularly he
identifies with children of his own age-
group, and also of-course he makes some
judgments as to what family life is and
what it should be. This television feed-in
is an important source of cultural values,
a cultural leveler for children at this age;
in later years the rock-music scene will
take over much of the same function
(Lystad 1973).

Fears are few for this age, though fears
vary considerably from child to child.
according to Gesell and Ilg. The thief
fear is of school failurethat the individ-
ual cannot meet the demands of competi-
tion. Ten-year-olds enjoy frightening
each other in games of spying, hiding.
Dreams are commonhorrid, scary
dreams of being hurt, shot, kidnapped;
not only the child himself but his mother
or a friend may be the victim.

The fifth-grader gives evidence of ap-
proaching adolescence. Ten or more
years of adolescence lie ahead. Endocrine
changes bring about new physical and
mental abilities; but the patterning of
behavior remains a gradual process of

n fa 9

structured growth. The changes that oc-
cur, state Gesell and Ilg, are in essence
comparable to those described for in-
fancy and childhood. The foundation and
most of the framework, of human behav-
ior are laid down in this first decade and
they remain a vital part of the behavior of
the maturing youth. The teens do not
transform the child but continue him.

Analysis of Stories and Drawings

THE SETTING
The fifth-grade stories and drawings

(N-201) are for the most part reality-
oriented. For 66% of the stories and 96%
of the drawings, persons and events fa-
miliar in the child's daily life are de-
scribed. Episodes revolye mostly around
family and play-group relationships. Fan-
tasy is also present in the stories, but the
fantasy is less related now to childhood
fears than to childhood curiosity about
the world surrounding the child. In the
fantasy story, "The Green Haired Witch"
(story 2), the witch is not really a scary or
threatening figure; she is an intriguing
modern, technologist. And her efficiency
in sweeping up victims is nothing to
worry about, for human beings are quite
able to outsmart her in the end. Most of
the stories and drawings are presented in
a straightforward manner, without bene-
fit of humor (89% of the stories and 98%
of the drawings). Fantasy and humor are
more likely to occur in stories by white
children.



In those stories where geographic loca-
ion is specified, urban settings account
or one-third of the total, rural for one-

irci, and water, forest, or space settings
;lather third. In the drawings the setting

the water assumes considerably more
mportance. When the settings are related
o the main characters in the work, home
rid environs account for 45% of the story

tings an d--19%-of.th e- drawing settings.
Iso of interest now are trips in the city

13% for stories. 10% for drawings), trips
utside of the city (36% for stories, 57%
or drawings), and even trips in outer
pace (6% for stories, 14% for drawings).

oice of settings varies in stories and
rawings, with girls and bldcks more
ikely to choose settings of home and
nvirons. Boys and whites are more
ikely to explore other settingsfrom the
ity park to the moon's surface.

able 1Types of aptors

THE ACTORS
The actors in the works of these fifth

graders are usually.. human beings. Hu.
man beings interact primarily with one
another, sometimes with animals, and to
a small extent with supernatural beings.
In the drawings inanimate objects are
also pictured frequently; such objects
often consist of things closeto,the child:
a familiar house an garden or play-
ground. Table 1 =give the frequency of
type 'of actors, in the tories and draw-
ings. In, the stories this varies by sex of
the author, boys picking more human
actors.

Of those stories which deal with hu-
.

'man beings, 34% deal.with\ the interac-
tion of family members with .one an-
otherfamilies play together in the
'home, they do chores and tend to the
daily,daily. household routine, they go on tips

STORIES. DRAWINGS

CTORS:
umans only
umans and animals. ,
umans and supernatural beings '
umans and animals and supernatural beings
nimals only
upernatural beings only ..
nimals and supernatufal beings
o actors: flowers. trees, inanimate objects

24
12

0
0

17
3

0
44
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together. In 17% of the stories, children
interact with other children, usually in
play situations; in 12% of the stories
children( interact with edults, usually in
informal situations where the adult takes
the child for a special outing. The child.
acts alone in 16% of the stories; the adult
acts alone in 18%; and the child interacts
with animals and supernatural heings_in_
3%.

As for the drawings which show hu-
man beings, families interact with each.,
other less frequently (3%) than do chil-
dren with other children (29%),, children
with adults (9%), children with animals
and supernatural beings (8%). Children
are often pictured alone, playing or ad-
miring nature (24°M. Adults too are often
pictured alone, doing adventuresome
things like piloting boats of airplanes
(27%). For both stories and drawings the
type of human 'interaction shown varies
by sex. girls choosing relationships with
other humans within the family unit
more often than boys.

Human actors are rarely characterized
in ethnic and racial terms (3% din the
stories, less,than 1% in the drawings). In
stories, ethnic groups are mentioned by
white children in the context of returning
to Europe to visit the old country and



renew extended .family ties. Racial
groups are mentioned by black Children
in tents of the need for racial equality,
for fair treatment of blacks. Story 18 is
the one irripaisioned and lengthy plea to
a white society for respect and just treat-
ment of black people., Written by a black
girl, the story foreshadows adolescent
outrage and alienation, about which
much has been written; in this sample of
10 -year -old children it is the exception
not the rule. In only one drawing is a
black face- colored in. The rest of the

-eliewings show white faces, along with
brig flowers and attractive middle-class

o es (not apartments or housing proj-
or slums which is where a substan-

tial number of these black children live).
A third of the stories and drawings

Show animal figures. In the stories, 43%
of the animals are pets, 2% are zoo or

circus ,beasts, 7% are predators, 48% are
domesticated rural animals. In the draw-
ings., 16% of the_animals are pets, 3%
predators, and 81% dtimeiticated rural
animals. The type of animal depicted
does differ in the drawings by race of the
child-drtist; black children are more in-
clined to picture animals as pets. Super-
natural beings are found in only 13% of
the stories and 3% of the drawings. The
"good guys" (God and his associates) and
the "bad guys" (monsters, ghosts) are
about equally divided in the stories; only
good guys are depicted in the drawings.

Main characters in the stories are us-
ually children, theochild-writer himself
(32%). Or other children (34%). Adults
account for 22% of the main characters,
animalefor 9%, and supernatural beings
for 3%. Main characters in the drawings
are also usually children, the child artist

A

Table 2Niiods of actors,* sex of this child author or artist

STORIES
Boys Girls

DRAWINGS
Boys Girls

% %

NEEDS:
.Physiological 3 5 11 4

Safety 18 13 0 4

Love.of people 5 22 4 7

Love of animals' 9 12 0 .0
Independence and freedom 34 33 35- 74

Achievement and strength 31 15 30 `11

1

himself (3%) or other children (37%).
Adults account for 24% of the main char-
acters in the drawings, animals for 31%,
and supernatural beings for 5%. Type of
main character varies by race, blacks
being-the more likely to choose them-
selves as main characters.

In those worki'where emotional affect
is shown among characters, the affect is
primarily positive. Positive affect only ig
shbwn in 52% of the stories, both posi-
tive and negative affect are shown in 32%
of the stories, and negative af4ct' only is
shown in '16% of the stories. As for the
drawings, 67% show positiVe affect, 33%
negative affect. Affect varies in the works
by race, blacks expressing more positive

,..affect. t
\The characters in'these iiverks, espe-
cially in the stories, dotexhibit complex-
ity of feelings and of ideas': They are able
to express mixed feelings about the same
personannoyance at a teacher who
punishes them and: at, the -same time,
respect for her because she shows her
interest. They are elle to talk about' good
and bad aspects of the same

m
situations,

sumer time is fun, but it isles fun if
you bieak your arm and are unable to go

Contomitantly, value judg-
ments are being expressed more and
more by these children. Morals are often
given for the action in a story:
"Every, time someone destroys life,
beauty, and kindness he only destroys
himself in the light of God."



"Wise men learn more from fools than
fools from wise men."
"Think before acting."

The 10-year-old is indeed beginning to-
think before he acts, or at least right
afterwards.

NEEDS OF ACTORS
Needs of actors in these stories and

drawings vary considerably. Inclepend-
enceand freedom, in the form of child
'lay, are still of prime importance. The
play is more active for boys' than for
girlsboys go_ outside home more, en-
gage more in strenuous and imaginative
pursuits. Achievement is also of impor-
tance for the children. They give evi-
dence of trying their wings: they speak of
wanting to achieve in school, they fanta-
size about achieving in adult tasks, they

admire. 'adult, achievers. Table 2 gives
needs of actors by sex of the child author-
artist. Needs differ by sex in the sample,
boys shring twice as much interest as
girls in achievement. Needs vary also by
setting, achievement being related to set-
tings outside the home.

In 43% of the stories and 94% of -the
drawings no problems arise in solving
needs. In those works where problems do
arise, the problems are primarily psycho-
logical in naturefear of loss of love, of
loss of face. Occurrence of problems var-
ies by sex and race, boys and whites
being the more likely to mention prob-
lems. It also varies by setting, by actor,
and by need, settings away from the
home, nonhuman actors, and physiologi-
cal needs correlating with problems.

Expressions of needs are usually
placed in the context of day-to-day expo-

Table 3Social groups involved in pursuit of actor's needs, by en of the child author or artist

STORIES
Boys Girls

DRAWINGS
Boys Girls

GROUPS:
Political 11 0 13 0
Economic 11 2 21 0
Family. 18 35 0 5
Family and leisure 21 39 0 5
Leisure 39 18 58 81
Religion 0 1 8 5
Education o 5 0 4

riences rather than in the context of ex-
traordinary experiences such as rites of
passage. Rites of passage are mentioned
in 21% of the stories ana 2% of the
drawings, the rite most frequently cited
being that of death. The child seems
dimly aware now of his own and other
p: 1. le's mortality, often because of the

of a close relative or pet. Rites of
passage are more likely to be mentioned
by girls.

The majority of need expressions show
a concern for both the individual and for
the group (54% of the stories, 63% of
drawings). Some expressions show con-
cern only for the individual (32% of the
stories, 26% of the drawings) and some
show concern only for the group (14% of
the stories, 11% of the drawings). Such
interest varieshuman actors, in home
settings, showing more interest in group
needs.

HOW NEEDS ARE SATISFIED
Needs are satisfied primarily within

those groups most familiar to the child:
his family and his peer group. Table 3
shows the social group involved in the
works by sex of the child-author. The
focus varies by sex, boys looking toward
the less familiar, adult-oriented groups
more often than girls; the focus does not
vary by race.
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The human actors by and large satisfy
needs with rational behavior (73% of the
stories, 96% of the drawings). Animals or

ernatural beings on the other hand
irrational behavior (89% of stories).

Human beings, the child evidently feels,
should be appropriate in their behavior.
and irrational behavior is simply attrib-
uted to nonhumans. Relationships be-
tween human actors are usually intimate
rather than apart (85% of the stories.
100% of the drawings). Relationships be-
tween animals on the other hand can be
either intimate or apart in the stories.

Human actors tend to be group-ori-
ented (57% of the stories. 82% of the
drawings); animal actors by contrast are
more individually oriented (60% of the
stories). Human actors for the most part
pursue their needs without regard to dif-
ferentials in social status. It is as if. in

93% of the stories and 92% of the draw:
ings, wealth and privilege do not exist.
Animals too, in 90% of the stories. are
free from such barriers.

The satisfaction of human needs does
not involve sharply differentiated sex
roles.' But the stories and drawings of
boys. about boys and girls. db show more
active play, more 'Competitive experi-
ences outside of the home environment.
and the stories and drawings of girls.,
about girls and boys. show more seden-
tary interests. Age. roles are sharply dif-
ferentiated, child actors accepting tradi-
tional subordinate- child roles and adult
actors accepting traditional superordi-
nate adult roles. The works of boys, how-
evv. differ from those of girls in this
respect. the former shot more child ac-
tors trying out adult roles and more
adults performing adult roles.

Table 4Satisfaction of needs, by race of the child author or artist

STORIES
Whites Blacks

DRAWINGS
Whites t

%
Blacks

Mb

SATISFACTION OF NEEDS:
Rewards fully satisfied 78 92 98 100

By work of main character 72 90 95 94
By work of others. adult 6 2 3 0

By work of others, children 0 0 0 6

Rewards partially satisfied 3 0 0 0

Reward unsatisfied * 19 8 2 0

J9023

SATISFACTION OF NEEDS
Needs of actors are usually satisfied in

these stories and drawings. They are sat-
isfied by the main characters themselves,
who, having defineda goal, work to
achieve it and succeed in achieving it. In
the stbries,.satisfaction of need variee
tace but not by sex of the) author, with
blacks more likely. to shoW satisfaction
(sew table 4). Satisfaction also varies by
actor. those stories involving human ac-
tors with positive affect more likely to
show satisfaction. Satisfaction varies by
occurrence of problems (absence of prob-
lems relates to satisfaction) and by view
of the world (a friendly view relates to
satisfaction).

The actors hold positive views of them-
selves and their abilities (89% of the
stories, 94% of the drawings). They ex-
press positive views of people's role in
their society; people go forward to
achieve their goals, and they assume con-
trol of their own destiny. Finally, the
actors view the world itself, its values
and ideals, in a positive fashion. In the
stories, 40% show a friendly view of the
world, 40% show both a file/Idly and a
hostile view. 20% show a hostile view
only. Such views vary by race of the
author, blackswho also receive more
satisfaction of needshaving a more
friendly view of the world. In the draw-
ings. 91% show a friendly view of the
world. 1% both a friendly and a*hostil
view, and 8% a hostile view of the woil,



Summary/
Opr 10-year-old fifth-grader shows in

his works a reality base, an interest in life
outoide of his home as well as in his
home. His social interaction usually in-
volves family members and peer groups.
The child shows little concern .with. the'
racial or ethnic identity of those around
him. He shows positive affect toward
others, and he focuses more on the moral
implications of human behavior:

Need for independence and play is still
9f major importance to the 10-year-old.
Also of importance is achievement. The
satisfaction of his needs is usually sought
in family or leisure-group activities, is
most often approached rationally and
with self-direction. Satisfaction is usually
obtained by the 10-year-old, and the
child views himself, other people. and
the world generally in a positive manner.

One characteristic of 10-year-olds.
mentioned by Gesell and Ilg, and evi-
denced frequently in the present works.
is that of fluidity. Fluidity is seen in this
sample in the child's grasp of the fact
that good things and bad often go to-
gether. It is apparent in his assessment of
fair play, especially in relation to games.

Another trait of 10-year-olds, men-
tioned by Gesell and lig, is that of secu-
rity: the fact that the child "knows where
he is at." This trait is seen in several
ways in the stories and drawings. In the
reality-oriented works, the child shows
appropriate interests and goals for his
own future. He shows regard for.the
problems and the behavior of others, for
the technological world around him. In
his fantasy-oriented works he shows that
he knows the difference between fact and
fictibn and he shows little fear of the
unknown.

In language arts, as Gesell and Ilg have
pointed out, writing is indeed a means of
communication. The child in these works
is able to portray not only characters and
events but also subtle shadings in moti-
vations. situations, moral judgments of a
person's behavior.

Gesell and lig mention the 10-year-
old's scientific interests; such interests
are evident in these works from his con-
cern with gadgetry and scientific explo-
ration. They are also evident in his obser-
vations of natureof the mating and
births of animals, of the color and
warmth of springtime.

Finally. in the area of social participa-
tion. as Gesell and Ilg suggest, the child
is learning more and more about the
outside world and developing attitudes
toward it. In a drawing of his playtime
activities, he is able to sketch his front
yard within the perspective of the sur-
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rounding neighborhood (drawing 3). He
shows knowledge of other people, and,in
some cases, of the difficulties in which
certain minority statuses place them (sto-
ries 18 and 19).

The 10-year-old child of this sample
holds above all a positive view of himself
and his world. Things seem good to him
and anything seems possible. He is not
hung up about general social problems
his Jack of opportunities to achieve his
own goals. He is reaching out, exploring,
testing the world around him; he is doing
so rationally and with insight into the
complexities of his social milieu.

Such a picture does not of course apply
to all the 10-year-olds in this sample. Sex
differences between children are noticea-
ble. Gesell and Ilg emphaize the social
poise. the maturity of social relation-
ships. among /iris: Girls of this sample
slam an interest in the home setting and
in family relationships. They also show
an interest in quiet child play. Boys in
the sample are more interested in settiniis
outside of the home and in relationships
with other than family and peer groups.
Boys show concern with both active
child play and with achievement; they
seek achievement for themselves and are
interested in adults who have achieved.
It would seem then that the boys are
more socially aware, are reaching out
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More for social roles and -responsibilities
in their future. Both girls and boys seem
to be veering toward traditional sex-role
differentiations, girls taking a quiescent
background position and boys taking an
aggressive forward stances

Race 'differences, while less pro-
nounced than sex differences, are also
evidenced in a number of ways. Blacks
tend to have more interest in the home
environment than do whites. They also
show more satisfaction of needs, a friend-
lier view of the world. These more posi-
tive social attitudes of black children
contrast with their more deprived social
backgrounds. The blacks apparently do
not see segregation and poverty as insur-
mountable obstacles to the achievement
of their own goals.

Stories and Drawings

A select grow of stoiies and drawings
by fifth-graders is included in this sec-
thin. As in the previous chapter, the
works are presented verbatim with gram-
matical, punctuation, and spelling errors.

Story 1, "Fat Fanny," describes the
extreme consequences of physical in-
dulgence. Poor Fanny! Stories 2, 3, and 4
describethe need for physical safety (but
notice how the children now are more

self-assured about their ability to handle
threats to physipal safety). Stories 5, 6,
and 7 discuss the need for love among
persons. The authors of these stories are
able to verbalize anxieties about loss of
the love and affection of someone close
to them. Stories 8 and 9 concern love for
pets. Stories 10 through 14 show de,light
in independence and play; they incltide a
very matter-of-fact and humorous discus-
sion ofthe feuding and fighting which is
a big part of child's play (story 13:
"FunThier Own Way") Story 1p. "The
Boy and The Squirrels," discusses a boy's
adventure-discovery of animal nature.

Lastly, stories 16 through 20 focus
upon achievement of the lack of it. Sto-
ries 16- and 17 show achievement by
means of good luck. Stories 18 and 19
show the Protestant-ethic road to
achievement: hard work. And story 20
shows achievement as it is perhaps most
often experienced, mixed with failure:
the "moral" given at the end is an in-
sightful one.

Drawing 1, "My frist Time Out,' shows
a boy's concern with physical safety. in
an undertaking of considerable daring for
a 10-year-olda campout in the woods.
Drawings 2 through 6, all by girls, focus
on independence and play. The play is
quiet rather than active, and even when it
does reach out from the home the setting
is restrained in nature (a trip to the
beach, an ocean voyage). Drawings 7 and
8, by boys, also focus on play, but of an
active and more unusual nature. Drawing
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7 shows a meticulously designed racing
car. Drawing 8 shows a boy rising majest-
ically from earth in a basket, held aloft by
a large balloon. Drawings 9 and 10, also
by boys, concern achievement. Draing
9, "The Flight To the Moon," unlike the

'drawings of first- and third-graders on
this subject, which now the initial blast-
off, shows the time of triumph when the
space capsule is about to land on the
moon. Drawing 10, "What It Will Be Like
in 2000," shows several new social in-
ventions, including more spectacular ad-
vertising media. The perils of technologi-
cal advancement!

These children were all within a few
months of their 10th birthdays. Their sex
and race characteristics are as follows:

STORY a DRAWING
1 girl, white 1 boy, white
2 girl, white 2 girl, white
3 boy. white 3 girl, black
4 boy, white 4 girl, black
5 girl. white 5 girl. white
6 girl, black 6 girl. white
7 girl, black 7 bOy. white
8 girl. white 8 boy. white
9 girl, white 11 boy. white

10 boy, white 10 boy, white
11 boy. white
12 boy, white
13 girl. white
14 boy, black
15 boy. white
16 boy. black
17 girl. white
18 girl. black
19 girl. black
20 boy. white



tory 1
at Fanny
Fanny was an enormously fat girl. She

ived in an enormously fat house, and ate
n enorrrvius amont of ice cream. Every
ay Fanny would wake up and have

brae boxes of ice cream for breakfast. At
school she would have three boxes of ice
:ream for lunch. At home she would
eve two and a half boxes of ice cream

or dinner. The only reason she would go
bed was to wake up the next morning

rid eat three boxes of ice cream. Every
n()rning Fanny would ware up and

igh herself. One day she stepped on
he scale and it went hay-wire. "Oh, no,"
said Fanny. "I must go on a diet. From
ow on I will eat one box less of ice
ream for every meal." She tried this and
stead rebating one box less, she ate one
x more. Fanny started to ride in a truck
school, an ice cream truck of course.

She grew too fat for the truck so she
started to ride on an elephant. Instead of
er.riding on the elephant, the elephant
de on her. One aley Fanny was sitting

utside and she began to sink. She sunk,
d sunk, and sunk, and sunk. Today she

s still sinking. Some say she sunk right
hrough the earth,.and others say she was
he maker of the bottomless pit.

1

Story 2

The Green Haired Witch
Once in the kingdom of Popycake there

was a terrible witch with green hair.
Every night she would ride a- vacuum
around the kingdom. She rode a vacuum
because she was modern and it. was
handy because she would sweep down
on the town and her vacuum would catch
dogs, cats, mice, and _everything else she
could find including people. She would
:put them in a prison. She would Heed
them (tell because she used them to try
experignents and potions. She loved to
use people becausdk they had the best
reaction. She always got them to try
whatever she had in mind by locking

*hem in a room with no escape then she
would pour the potions in them. There
was only one who could trick her. That
was Joe. He acted like he wanted it and
the whitch who was mean would not
give it to him so everybody did it so they
did not get the potion and the whitch
moved:
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Story 3

Fools and Wise Men
A time ago some very wise scientists

needed some human guinia pigs for their
experments. They searched and searched.
For weeks they found no one foolish
enough to do it. After about a month they
came in luck. The men finall came
across some fools:' The fools didnkknow
better so the followed the scientists into
the labratory. They were killed in the
experment so their friends goi very an-
gry. They wanted to get the wise men
back.'

They built a deadly machine easily and
asked the wise rgen to help them with it.
The wide men were not as foolish as. fools
and did not except for they didn't want
to risk their lives in a fool's experment.

Moral: Wise Men learn more from
fools than fools from wise men.

41
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Story 4
In the Woods

. One day I was walking in the woods by
myself. I unpacked my things and ate my
dinner and thenit was time to go ,to
sleep. Next morning I woke up and then I
went hikntirig to find my breakfast befor I
knew it n giant bird was attacking me I
didn't know what to do so I started to
run. The bird still was after me I started
to run 'faster and faster unil finglly I
reached a dead end. sp I tried to slip
away but I was trapped so I picked up a
rock'and threw it at a bird but it missed
him. Now I rememerred the bird whistle I
got in camp so I blew it and the bird flaw
away and now it was night time the
wolves were howing and I got a little
scard because I wouldn't know what
would happen next. The next night the
wolf attacked and I was fighting it and I
stabbd it with a knife and he was dead
and that was the end of my campout.

Story 5
Tracy and Tessie

Once upon-a time there were two little
orphan children.

They lived in a house just on the cor-
ner of Shamrock Street. The house was
old and broken but this was the only
house that they had. The paint was off
and the roof leaked badly, the steps were
gone and worst of all there was no front
door.

The children were a years old and
there names were, Tessie and Tracy, two
twin girls. They both slept on a mat on
the/floor and they each had two dresses.

Thier parents had died in a fir2, these
two children had managed to escape to
this old broken down house with a bag of
food and two dresses each. They had
been here one whole week and now they
were running out of food.

Where would they go? What would
they eat? Tabiggest question was, How
long would they live?

Suddenly as these two orphans were
sitting in deep thought. Tracy broke the
silence, I have a magnificent idea what
begged Tessie what. We could go to an
orphan home. There we would get plenty
to eat and we would have clothes and a
bed, and best of all we would have love.

Yes, Tracy you're right we can go look
for one now If you wanto replied Tessie
quickly.
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Wait cried Tessie, "We can go and look
for a policeman he will give 'us a ride
there.

"Let's go now," cried Tracy
Well yes you guessed right this story

has a happy ending.
Tracy and Tessie went to an orphan

home and very soon after. that they were
adopted.

The End.

Story '6

A Big Surprise
One day after school Betty wflked

home with her friend, Jenny. "Tombrrow
is my birthday," said Betty, 'child no-one
has said a word aboutzit. "Mat feel so
bad," said' Jenny, "Someone has to re-
member it. jenny had to turn the corner

'so Betty went straight. Betty walked in
her house because her mother usually is
busy.

Betty thought her birthday was going
to be just like the other days

The next day she found out she was
wrong. When she walked teethe everyone
said "happy birthday". Even Jenny was
there. From then on she never felt that

1 way anymore.
The End



Stiy 7
Helen's mystery

Once upon a time there was a little girl
named Helen. Helen was.going to ask her
mother.. if she loved her. So she went
downstairs and said, "Mother do you
love, me?" Her mother said, "of course I
love yop dear." Then Helen went up-
stairs gain. When she got into her bed-
room again she started to think ,about
what er motor said She said. "I bet she
just id that because she doesn't want to
hurt my feelings. Then she thought a
while and said, "If they don't redly love

it
me, I wiill run-away tonight.

When- night came, Helen started to
pack her bags. She sneaked out of her
bedroom window. When she-was outside
she started to walk. She walked for

.hours. When she turned a.corner a man
started tc follow her. He got closer and
closer. He grabbed her and put her in his
car and drove away. Then the car
stopped. He brought her in this old Wok-
ing house. Then she knew her mother
loved her. Fier mother called the police
and then they found her tied up in the
old house. When the police brought her
hrsi, she knew her mother loved her
v rY,much.

S The End

Story 8
Barney the talking Beagle

Barny is a dog looking for a home.
Barny was standing by,a school bus stop.
He saw e bus coming. Mike got off at
this stop When Mike got off he did not
see Barn . Then he saw him.

Mike began to walk home. Barny fol-
lowed him. Mike decieded to bring him
home. Mike asked his mother could he
keep him. His mother said Yes if it's O.K.
with your, father. Mikes father came
home soon. He said alright.

Mike brought Barny to his room. Barny
said nice pad. Mike looked at Barny and
said did you say that. Barny said yes.
Mike was anraised

Mike said I'll call you Barny. That's
how Barny became Balmy. Mike and
Barny went on walks. Barny and Mike
had fun during the summer.

j 9 i)

Story 9
Charkie and Sparkie

Once thier was a girl. She had a dog
named Sparkie. She had jist moved into
the neighbor hood in a big house. "

Their neighbors name was Logging
family. They had a german shepard by
the name of Charkie. Charkie got of the
Logging's yard. Sparkie was out too
Charkie jumped into the Hudsons yard.
Charkie was chasine Sparkle. Everybody
was so excited because Charkie could kill
Sparkie. They didn't, know that Charkie
was 'a male and Sparkie was a female. So
thiy stoped chassing each other and
rested under the grape vine. 'Later on in
the year they mated and had .little pup-
pies. When the puppies got old enough
to sell they sold then. Charkie and Spar-
kie kept having puppies so the Logging's
where happy and so were the Hudsons.
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Story 10
Me and my frie9cis and the way we play

Me and my friends always play spy.
'We hide awl kreep and peep on others. It
is fun. We hide in different places when
we are being chased. Somtimes we ride
on a go cart to get away faster.* It goes
very fast, and it goes so fast you can
'hardly steer. I was riding it and I was
leaning back and suddenly I lost controll
of the go cart. And I fell half way off. My
back was scaping on the .ground. r said
stop, slap, but they were going to fast to
stop and anyway someone was chasing
us. I was hangingthalf way Off and about
to fall off.

The End
Tune in to next weeks story when I fall

off of the go cart.

Story 11
Spring is a Very Special time
for Some People

Spring is the time for relaxing. Your
away from shcool and house 'Work. You
can play and have fun without worry of
homework or bedtime and sometimes
you get to go on a vacation to Hawii.
Puerto Rico, or Florida where you can
enjoy swimming all year round and enjoy
the beatiful scenes.

Spring is a trouble sometimes.'Lake
last summer my brother mised camp be-
cause of a broken arm and he needed a
cast all summer. So that is why you
sometimes hate Summer and everything
that gos with it but on the other hand
summer is time that everyone loves/

Story 12
The Sluggers

There .was a baseball team called the
Sluggers. They called thier team the
Sluggers because they played baseball
well. On,thier team were Bill, Joe, John,
Rob and Reed. There were not many boys
15dtthey still played good baseball.

One day they played a game with an-
other team. Reed, Bob, and Joe had each
hit a home run and all pf,them had each
caught one fly ball.

When, the other team got in they were
not doing good. They started cheating so
they could Win but cheating did not help
them. A boy on the.other tlsam was thier
captain and he cheated io much that
nobody liked him but his team and the
other team let them cheat.

The cheating that the other team di&
did not 'help them because the Sluggers
still won.
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Story 13
"Fun-.Thier,Giwn Way"

Anne was walking to her room when
David and Chris tripped her and got her
to the floor. "Get off of me!" she cried.

"No. You gonna make us?" they asked.
Davit was six and Chris was five. They
were brothers '"arid always fought. Anne
fought with them too sometimes.

"I don't make trash,",she said.
"You're just chicke-n of the sea."
"Mama, David and Chris won't get off

me" cried Anne. -*

"DAVID!!! CHRIS!!! Come here!" said
Moma, "Go Abide and play with your
cousins)'

went outside all the time. This
tifrhe they got in a fight with thier cou-
sins. Anne was playing the piano and
enjoying herself. So now David and
Chris, and Anne were having ,funthier
own kind of fun, that is!!!!!!!

Story 14
Camp Big Horn

Camp Big Horn's location is-on eighth
street at the Elks Lounge. We have fun
there. We go through army drills at camp
it is a fun place. And you don't get home
sick becous it is a day camp and you
come home every day. We go- swimming
on Tuesdays and Thursdays and Mon-
days and Wednesdays and Friday we go
to City Park, qr sometimes Audubi
Park. We so on bikes too, and at the end

H* we go torthe pool and take our test.

Story 15
The Boy and the Squirrels

There was once a boy who hid nothing
to d Until one day he saw a squirrel's
nest d welched it every day for 'Week.
Then finalif (28) he saw a squirrel come
out. Than a baby come outpin another
baby come out. He watched them
through his window until one day he
(54) wanted to pet them. He went outside
but they ran away from h#n. Than he --,
threw some food on the grohnd for them
to eat. 01'hey ate (81) it than became to
come tamer and tamer Sometimes they
would go up to his hand but he wouldn't
let them eat out of it because they might
accidentaly bite him. (113)

[N.B.: A number of children, as did this
boy, counted words and recorded prog-
ress as they wrote their stories.]

o :1) 0
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Story 16 .
James Jackson and his Wife

Once upon a time there as a man and
his wife who wanted to move to Chicago,
but they did 'not have any money.- One
day while he was outside cutting the
grass a man droffped a walet. Ire pick it
up and gave it to the man. The min gaye
him a 100 dollar bill -so he ion inside and
-told his wife and his wife she said I am
going to have ahaby. So the next,day the/
man went to the air-port and bought two
tickets to Chicago. He told all his Mends
about it. The next day he biewed $900
from his bother, He entered a contest and
first prize was $14,000 dollars. 'Then he
pick up the laugeuge and put it into the,
car and left for the airport. Helarked his
car then 2.houre later he was off the
plane at Chicago airport. The called a
taxi and bought a home on the shore of
Lake Michgan. The next day hagot a job
so he couhl earn some money and he got
a letter say Dear Mr. James Jackson you
have won 1st prize of $14,000_,aollark
told his wife and they -wer so ha
How that he got a job he could pay his
bother back and he put the $14,090 .001-
tars in the bank to Lave it and they jive
happy ever after.

The End
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.Story 17

/Co Lucky Pear
Once there was a pear ,e. It belonged

to.a farmer and his wife. Every morning
the farmer or hiewifewould go and pick
the pears. it

One day the farmer was walking back
from the orchard and he' reached into the
basket and pulled out a pear. He tried to
bite into it.but he couldn't. He.went back
to the; house and told his wife that he
couldn't bite into the pears q-lis wife told*
him to save it because it might bring him
luck.

The next day he went to pick pears and
he didn't stop pitkiag pears. He was still
Picking..pdars,until dark and the pear tree.
still had pears, an it. He sold them all and
pecame a millionare.

4

.God
Bless You!

Story 18
Freedom of Negroes and Color

Freedom is one of the biggest problems
of today's wedd. Why? Because of the

leofor of a person's skin, but not only
1111Fecause of that because of people's, be-

liefs.
Long ago, the ancestors of NEGROS

lived in Africa. Why were these people
called NEGROS? Because of the amount
of sun. they received. But somo people
cell them BLACK PEOPLE.

But did you know that the first to reac
the North Pole was BLACK?

Some Negroes discovered a country i
Africa. Do you know what that counjfy.
was? Yes, it was Liberia. but not only/the
North Pole, and Liberia, but many other
countries and things.

But the main thing that NEGROES dis-
covered was SOUL. Negroes may be
black, but they surely have a lot of talent.
Such freedom songs of Negroes such as:
We Shall Overcome, I'm Black and I'm
Proud, etc.

Now let's get off the soul business and
get on to color problem.

Negro ancestors of long ago were
slaves. The white men of our history
Went to Africa to look for something of
some sort.',And instead, they found
BLACK PEOPLE wandering around. And
they took them back with them and they
made them serve them, and do all their
work. These people were called slay s.
They sang beautiful songs of praise such



as: Sweet Low SweetChairio he `s coming
for to c9.rfy me home.

By the way the HE in that song is GOD'
ALMIGHTY. They believed in God and
the majority of them worship GOD of
today's world. I .

Some people say that Negros are free,
' 'Yes, free in word but not free in mind

and heart Cet me show you an example:
signs such as: White Only. No Negroes
Allowed. There you see?

Some Negros just give up.
But even WHITE MEN have given their

. life to set the hearts of a white person to
let all black men in. But some people just
hate freedom, not only for Negros but for
everyone. .,

Four .persons I can remember of are:
Abraham Lincoln (White), John F. Ken-
nedy (White), Martin Luther King
(Black), and Ifebert Kenntitcly (White). All
wire killed or murdered. just because
thh wanted freedom.

But please don't" get me wrong., What
I'm trying to say is. I LOVE EVERY-
B YI

s the LORD MY GOD said, "DO
0 OTHERS,AS YOU WOULD HAVE

THEM TO DC UNTO" YOU. 'Amen.
So remember PEACE!
Alla one day we hope that all colors

cap join hands and .sing as Marini Luther
King said, "FREE AT LAST FREE AT,
LAST THANK GOD ALMIGHTY WE'RE
FREE AT LAST." Amen.

Story 19
My Books

My books or a good help to me. It help
me how to spell and read. I nead all of
my books,to go to collage. Like you did. I
like to read my books at 'home and in
school, too. Thats why you went to col-
lage by readin3 books. J am rearling book,
so I can go to college like you did and get
a good job, too. At school I read books. I
like,"rny reader best. 'and then come my
spelling, and then come my arlthmetic,
they are all good books to read. And in
the reading they are some good stories in
them that you might. like. Becouse I like
the stories in my Books. My speller help
me to spell more words.
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Story 20

Peachy Pete
Peachy Pete is a boy who loved

peaches. It was a hot.summer day when
Pete decided he needed money. So he set
up a peach juice stand and called it
Peachy Pete's Place. It was getting
cloudy, it started to drizzle. So he de-
cided to go inside. Then he came out in
about half an hour. It Nas all wet but he
didn't mind. Soon he had lots of cus-
tomers. He was trying to serve all his
customers at once. It was a slipping slid,
ding mess. The pitcher turned over he
slipped 'on peach peelings. Everything
turned out to be a mess. He had to pay for
pitchers, cups, and other things. He-
cided never to do it again.

Morale: Think befdire acting.
The End
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CHAPTER 5

144 0

Children s
Stories and

Diawings troni
a Developnwntal

Point of X kit%

The past three chapters have been con-
cerned with differences in the content of
children's stories and drawings within
various age groups. In this chapter are
discussed differences in content of chil-
dren's works between age groups. Sev-
eral questions are raised: Does the scene
of activity change for older children? Do
the kinds of actors focu,ed upon change
for older children? Do the needs of these
actors, and the methods they use to ob-
tain satisfaction of needs. change? Fi-
nally. does the amount of satisfaction
itself change as children grow older?

At age 6 the child leaves home for first
grade, and he is away for the better part
of his day. Thereafter, more and more of
his active hours are spent in the school
classroom, in the neighborhood street or
playground. The child is enlarging his
contacts. trying out new roles, observing
and bvaluating his surroundings. As he
experiences and explores, his perception
of the world grows and expands. Com-
parison of first-. third-. and fifth-grade
works shows something of the direction
and the force of these developments.

'Analysis of Stories and Drawings

THE SETTING

The settings of the stories and draw-
ings are primarily reality-oriented. The

I TI. tullowont tielCr1111.1113 s.11 pba. kUll/glil al deg e101114111

"'ken 1411-1011, 111-111114 Gesell th4 .rolls of the 8-ear-old wtth
ntni.tett mittens' on the chtItt In pretent-thtvm_metv

fin
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emphasis is on reality locations and situ-
ations, and this emphasis does' not
change significantly from first to fifth
grade.' The geographic location of the
stories and drawings does change signifi-
cantly by age group. In the first-- and
third-grade samples, their own urban
scene, particularly their hom6r..gccounts
for most of the settings. In tile fifth-grade
sample. other awessuch as the country-
side, the forest, the seashore, or outer
spaceassume more importance. Al-
though the task requested pf them was
not. "Write about what you did on yolk
vacation." many-fifth graders wrote sto-
ries of trips' they have taken. providi
detailed accounts of their adventure and
their fun.

The chaenge from settings close to
home to settings far-out differs by sex
and race of the older child. Boys are
much more willing than girls to reach
out into new territory wherry they are
older: whites are more willing than
blacks to move outward when they are
older. Most girls continue in fifth grade'
to talk about life in the home or at the
school and the playground. Boys. includ-
ing black boys., go miles further from
home base. One black by talks of visits
to his grandmother's home in the country
and describes the pear tree. the peach
tree. the Om tree. the apple treegifts

4r
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of nature not likely to be found in his
urban setting. Another black boy talks of
his whole State and its varied points of
interest:

.My State .
My state is Louisiana. It is not mine. it

is the state I live in. We have many fun
things out here. The city I live in is New
Orleans, that's the swinger of Louisiana.
We -have parades that many people,
comes to see from alover the United
States. And we have the French Quaters.
And most popular Lake Ponchitrain, it
has rides and a penny land. It is o very
hice state to live in and N.O. is a very
nice city to live in. In all the other cities
the're o.k. Baton Rouge is the State Capi-
tal of ,ouisiana.

Fifth-grade white boys tend to stray
even farther away from home. Some are
fapcinated by islands. especially those
with buried treasures and with danger
lurking at every turn. Others focus upon
mountains or fortipt lands. One has as his
setting the country of Vietnam. a land
distant in physical space but close in
social concern to him:

The War ih Vietnam
In Vietnam theAmerican soldiers are

helping South Vietnam fight North Viet-
nam, because North Vietnjim has gone
over to communism and South Vietnam
has not. The U.S.A. thinks that all free
countries should stay free.

Evry year thousands of people die
fighting the North-South Vietnam war.
Since 19 men hive been shooting
and killing one pnothzir.

If President Nixon1 could take all
Americans out of Vietnam, he probably
would, but then North Vietnam would
take over South Vietnam, then all of
Vietnam would be communist so he can't
do that.

THE ACTORS

Older children not only show less in-
terest in the home setting. they also show
less interest in family actors in the home.
They look outside of the family, to other
children. to other adults for the actors in
their stor(es and drawings. While they
focus on people outside of their own
family, outside of their own neighbor-
hood and sociocultural :hey
rarely bring up sociocultural differeuces
between such people. In stories, the older
children as well as the younger ones see
persons as siMilar to themselveswithout

4. distinctions of race or ethnic group mem-
bership. In drawings older children as
well as younger ones shbw almost all
faces as white.

The 'main actors in the work differ by
age group. Whereas the first-grade stories
and drawings often shoal the child him-
self as main actor, fifth-grade stories and

-drawings are much less likely to do so.
The fifth-grade stories e more likely to
show "other" childri laying; the fifth-
grade drawings sho pictures of other
children in play or landscapes or pictures
of inanimate objects. The kind of affect
shown between actors also differs by age
groupfifth-grade children view inter-
personal relationsfhips less positively
than do first-grade children. Older chil-
dren show more perception in their pres-
entation of human behavior. Whereas
first-graders just describe actors in ac-
tion. fifth-graders to some extent de-
scribe actors in action and additionally
some of the reasons for their action True,
the explanations are rather simply formu-

lated; but thechildren nevertheless indi-
cate awareness of and interest in ccgrti-
tive processesJ

The changes found between age groups
in characterization of actors varies by sex
and by race of the child author-artist.
Boys and girls stastszut in first grade with
'similar proportions of family actors in
their works. The proportion of family
actors declines by fifth.grade mucl.more
sharply among boys than among* girls.
Blacks start off with more family actors,
than whites in first grade but by fifth
grade, have almost exactly the same pro-
porVonwhich involves for them a
higlier rate of decline. ,While fifth-grade
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girls talk-of themsplves and their family.
playing together, performing tasks :n the
homq, boys talk about themselves or
otherchildren having adventures out of
the home. Boys also talk of adults having
adventuresscientists doing spectacular
experiments. men of the future leading a
futuristic existence. as in the following
story by a white boy:

How it will be in the Year 2000
In the year 2000 the world will be

amazing. Houses will be built up in the
air hundreds of feet high.

People will be going to work and to
other ploces on air (In jet scooters).

Going to the moon will be nothing like
going out of solar system. People have
probably never heard of an ocean.
They've been dried up for years. Dogs
don't bark any more,they talk.

And. as for People they haven't
changed a .bit, their still themselves.

Changes found betweenlge groups in
type of affect among actors varies by sex
and raca of the child. Although boys and
girls stdrt out in NV grade with Very
positive affect, boys become significantly
more negative than do girls by fifth
grade. Although whites and blacks start
off in first grade with similar proportions
of-positive affect. whites become signifi-
cantly more negative over time; blacks do
oot change in affect over time. The fol-
lowing story, by a white boy. is an exornT

ple of conSiderab negative affect among
actors. leading to violent and tragic
death:

The Funhouse
Once in winter the Funhou-Se gate was

left open but rides were off. So Kathy
went in the only thing that was open 1vai.2's
the Miror walk So she went she walked
and walked she ktocked and bumped
into mirors she met up with this-man he
chased her and chased her she never got
out' of the walk she went in circles. He
was about to caught up went she fell to
the ground. He picked her up. He then
brought her to the ferris wheel he
throned it on as fact as it can go. She fell
and broke her neck and died.

NEEDS OF ACTORS

The needs of actors shown in these
stories and drawings do not differ by age
group. They remain varied; the principal
need continues to be for independence
and freedom...However the degree of in-
dependence and freedom sought in-
c ,z.ses for older children as they spread

-

tna r wings and reach out further from
home. 'Whereas, first-graders search for
independence and freedom in, simple
child, play near homeflying kites,.
jumping ropes, riding on merry-go-
rounds, singing songsfifth graders con-
centrate on childd, play of a more adven-
turesome and also more skill-oriented na-
ture: vocations to Hawaii or Puerto Rico.
explorations in a forest or an island or a
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mountain, baseball games and basebdl1
games and baseball games. diving, teln-
nis, archery, riding.

A sizable number of the children's sto-
riesniention problems which must be
overcome before needs of actors can 6:
satisfied problems which involve eithe
physical or psychological obstacles t
need satisfaction. The occurrence o
problems/changes significantly from firs
to fifth grade, the older children express
ing more problems concerned primaril
with psychological obstacles..

The similarity of needs expressed be
tween age groups holds for t
subgroups studied. Most boys and girls
most blacks and whites are interested i
independence and freedom in first a
well as in fifth grade. In first grade. boy
are twice as interested as girls in ac.aieve
ment and they continue to be twice a
interested as girls' in higher grades
blacks are as interested as whites
achievement in the first grade and the
continue to be so in higher grades.

The _change in number of problein
found between age groups does not hol
for subgroups. Older boys manifest sig
nificantly more psychological problem
than do younger cloys in their works
older .and younger girls do not differ
Older whites show significantly mor
psychological problems than do vou4ge
whites; older and younger blacks do no
differ. The problems described includ



ear of inadequacy.ond abject failure,
loneliness and rejection. the following
tories are example's of such concern; the
irst is by eblack boy. `the second by a

white boy: ,. .
.

The Supper Ball
Once a poun a time a boy learned how

to nack a supper ball. He nude a little
ball. Then lie made a little bigger Ball
!and a bigger ball until he made a ball
:higger. then a eight by eight room. The
`at:toper ball wcissgreen (the little one) the
pig one was puprile. He made another
,supper non the same size as Big6 pupate.
jone; but toes one was chistl, ball with
Iglitterin it. The ball was also bigger lick
to eight by eight ball. He tried to makke
a bigger than-the eight by eigit ball, arid
it fell on hint

The Lonely Tree on a island
There once was a lonely tree on a

islands all by itself: Some boy was riding
In a. boat and threw the seed. Arid then
the seed started to 'sprout; it giewttri be a
big tree. But it was the only thing'ibrte the
Island. Therewas not anything but
Water all around it. Sometimes birds,
turtles, chicks, pigons, and othyr animals
Would stop by to visit the tree. Buttthey
would only stay a minute because The
Island was sa lonely. No One wants to
itay on it very long.' So one day the tree
an off the island and drowned in the
water. And the tree was never lonely
main.

HOW NEDS ARES4TISFIED

'r

The needs of actors' in these stories and
drawings are .satisfied primarily within
social .reiationsliips of faintly and peer

..groupv. Family ahepeer-group relation-
ships remain important for the order
groupin fifth grade as in first the chil-
dren ale little concerned with political,
economic, religious, or even educational °
relatioriships.

Basic pattdrns of social relationships
continue to be rational, intimate, individ-
ual as well as group-oriented and non-
hierarchical for the older children. The
'first-graders as well as the fifth-graderst
are indeed rational, with a firm grasp_ofN
the real and the possible. The younger as
well as the older children are intimate in
their social behavior, choosing informal
and spontaneous contact with others over
foritial. highly structured roles. The-chil-
dren show an qrientation to the individ-
ual and to the group; first-graders to the
same degree as fifth-graders are inter-
ested in the individual's personal effort
as well as the group Wort to achieve
goals. All the childrep are nonhierarchi-
cal in their social behavior; the first-
graders do have a,few kings and queens
ih their stories and the fifth-graders a few
presidents, and principals., but neither
group hasyery many'

\
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Adtors in the stortes and drjwings
work toward satisfaction of their needs
creatively and with self-direction. They
seek goals and solve problems through
their .own initiative, without *vat con-
cern for what mother or, teacher, or .any-
bne else "will say." This approach is as

. true for first-grade productions as it is for
fifth-grade productions.

In working toward satisfaction of
needs, the actors do not deline participa-
tion in terms of sex rbles';. boys and girls
in these,works do much the same-sort, of
things, with the exception of playing
baseball and football: The actors do -de-.

fine participation in terms of, age roles
child actors primarily play at children's
games and adblt actors primarily work in
the home or the office. These sex and age
orientations do not ,change between age
groups.

While similarity 'is found between
older an younger age groups in the
.ways nee& are satisfied for. the samplo as
a whole, it is not found between older
and younger age groups for ont3 subsam-
ple: boys. Boys change significantly in

/ their focus on social relationships, erela-
, tionships out of the faniily being more

important to the fifth-glade boy. The
Nh-gi.ade boy is interested in social rely-
tiOnships in the scientific- community)
(the implications of new discoveries), in
thg" economic world (in man's .struggles
to earn a living), in the political arena (in
national pride, national problems). One
blaVoY, writing about a need for
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chievemed:? couches it ie terms of a
uture economic roji

What I Wapt:Bew

I -wanit to be a nationalguard when
Vow; up. gven when I twas five years old
'wanted to be a-- notional-guard, From

!Then I wassmalll lo_ ved to.play with
y soldiers. At home I have a bunch o
y guns. My daddy has a riffle for me.
e is going to give if to me when I groW
p. Whut are You going to be when you

krow up?

A white boy talks about his country's
ecl-i ',for achievement and for safety,

escribing someof the economic and
vial-pcolitical relationships involved in

he satisfaction of these needs: .
illf

4. America'

merica is a beautiful,. country. It has
ifty beautiful -states. AlmOst all of her
totes produce many products of whidh
anlives bri The states produce things
at build different materials that malt

an use/ and live in. The country pro-
aces many things not only for itself but
or other countries too. 'Just like other
ountries give America supplies.
The supplies that America gets and

ive builds transportation, ghelter, and
they inventions that, may help man:
Ame5ica's polution is very liad. It is

illing and injuring mon...If she doesn't
ryto Ago her polution, she may come to

end.

SATISFACTION OF NEED,

`Older children as well as younger piles
show satisfaction of needs in their'work.
The fifth-grade sample seems just as se:
cure, joyous, fulfilled as the first- aryl
third-grade samples. The older ,children
show positive self-images in their charac-
terizationsthey dare, confident about
themselves and their talents. They also
remain positive ,about o nthepeople and
other people's abilities to handle needs--t-
they seenothers too as seekers, initiators,
doers' in, the world rather than as 414,1.
passive victims of outside forces.

The view of the world itself, as a com-
fortable environment to live, in, does dif-
fer between older -aatl younger children;
for the older children the world is a less
secure, itorethreatening place. Fifth -
graders show twice as many negative
descriptions of the world in their stories
as do first-iraders--they are more in-
cliad to show the world as a place
where children iet hopelessly lost, are
threatened by superhuman beings, large
animals, tomadog, mild other overpower-,ing forces. , _

Satisfaction 6f neeci.and view of -one-.
self and of other people do not vary

- 'between age grouts pf the subsamplei...
View of the world (foe§ vary betAveen age

-groups of the subsample. Boys and girls
both show twice as many negative feel-
ings about the world in fifth as in first
'grade; whites sbow almost three times as
many negative feelings abopt the world
by fifth gr;de, whereas blacks show half'

8

as many negative feelings in, fifth as in
first grade. Very few older black children
see the (world as a,sinister and 'unhappy-
environment; almost a third of the *Kites

' see the world this way.. The following
two stories, the first by a white boy, the
second by a white girl, show scenes of a
hostile-and unpredictable world:

The Trea\are Map
Joe, was walking on the beach one day..

He stumbled on some rocks.. When he
fell on the saVd he saw a funny rock. He
looked in it and saw a piece of ,gaper.
Just as he was about to open the .paper
Stun came along. "Mich ya, doing.' said
Sam. Joe replied; "I found this funny
rock and it has a piece of paper in it.
Well go ahead and4open it.

"What does it say," saiX.:Sanit. It
doesn't say anything. It's just a piece of
paper`' w-ith pictures on it. Let me see it.

Your Cracked! This is a treasure map..
"Where doe; it say the treasure is?" Joe
asked. It's on Seasond Island." Do you
want to go ell the way therer'saki foe. I.

want to go if there's lots ;of money. `/
want to go," Sam said. We'll hail to get
out of here on Tuesday. When it was
Tuesday they set sail.

When they-got there they were very
hungry. I wonde how Mom and Dad
are" said Joe. Oh, they probably a
right.
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The next morning they got readqfer
the huh+. As they got where X was th y
started digging. They found ( .hest. Le s

Fopen it. When ihey opened they fo
a few, beads. They were very disap-
pointed.

When they went back to camploe
asked Sam which way do we gt. -"I
thought you knew" Sam said. Now we're
lost! As to this flay they never found.'
there way home.

The Girl that,picked Strawberries
This story takes place in the United

States. There was agirl named Anne
that loved to pick strawberries. .

One cool summer morning she got up
and went strawberry picking in the or-4
chard. Anne picked about one basket
tslhen she saw something moving in the
brishes. At first Anne was scared but she
thought it maN. only be an animal.

sAnne walked to the bushes and looked
in. There in the bushes was a big, giant, .

twelve story spider. The spider chased
her all around the orchard. Her father
saw the spider and killed it.

That was the end,of the spider. Now if
Anne sees the bushes moving she runs.

r
people outside of the home for the fifth-
grader. Older and plunger children qre
not different in basic speeds expressed, in
the manner in which they go about satis- ,
fying. such needs, or in the amount of
satisfaction of need obtained. ThePo
differ in affett toward othef people, view
of the world:in general, and perception 4...
problems involved in satisfying needs
with older children feeling less positive
toward other people and the world, and
showing more conce with problems.

This 'general pict re does not hold to
the same degree for all groups o .ghildren
in the sample. Boyd and whites reach out--
into the world more as'they frow older.
They are more interested in Aretv-places,
new people. They also tend to see prob-
lems with greater- frequency and to view
the world lesv sanguinely' than do. girls
and blacks. "- 4

One might ask what it is in the experi-
ences off boys and of ohites that makes
them more adventuresome. An obvious
fact is that' boys enjoy higher social
status in our society that+ do girls; they
are expected to acttieve more and as
adults they do achieve much more in
terms of power and income. The same
can be said to a lesser degree of whites
compared with blackswhites start off
with greater cultural advantages, more is
expected of then'', and as adults they
perform better.

This sample consisted of school chil-
dren of-bothsexes, black and white, from
New Orleans. What aboutt:phildren from

1 . .-
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ummary andjConclusions
In our sample the qlder group of chil-
ren demonstrate intest in environmen-
1 settings and human actors which are

_fferent from those of their younger
unterparts. The differences are in the

ature of greater interest in areas and
.10

Othersregions of the country, with sti
other statusesSpanish American chil
dren, American Iddian children, children
of migrant 'workers, children with :physi
cal handicaps? How do their unique s
cial statuses aftct their expectations an
interests in the society? There is a nee
for more cross-cultural analysis to aster
tarn social perceptions and goals of di

. verse children in-this diverse country.
One of the cherished myths is that th

United,States is a land of equal opportu-
nity.ithe older children of this semple do
not seem to respond equally to the chal-
lenge of this myth. Boys are considerably
more interested in new experiences than
are girls; whites are more interested in
new experiences than are bleckS.' Both
boys and whites also see the frustrationl
of trying out these experiencesthe ob-

Abstacles. die hurts; the failures along The
.waybut this does not deter them from
forging ahead.

If a goal is to encourage children to
male use of opportunities, to participat
actively in the society, children must b
given meaningful role models with

. which to identify. The best role models
are, of course, real-life ones. But these at

,,not always available. Not insignificant
;,pare role' rrrodels to be found in book
schildren read in school, And they ore

available. For this reas n the focus o
attention in the next c apter is on th
content of children's booksbooks th
child himself- chooses as his favorites,
books adults choose for him.



CHAPTER 6

Books
for

Children

Those Children Read,
Those Adults Pritise

A

Through the pages of a book the child
is ablq to explore many places, to meet
many people, to do many things.
Through the book world theichild's own
world grows and expands. A ide rime
of book expedences are avails e to the,
child; the Child's book world ,is far more
varied than is his real world or even his
television world. Not all children have
equal access to books, not all children are
encouraged to read. The child is
prompted to make use of books by a good
school lihrary, a good neighborhood li-
brary, sighific.ant adults who enjoy read-
ing.

The purpose of this chapter is to study
the kinds of books dhildren like to read,
the kinds oftooks significant adults sug-

t gest that they read:in order, to ascertain
the role models present in suck exposure.
The analysis involves, first, what chil-
dren look for in booklin terms of settings
and actors, needs and rewards. Second, it
involves what adults.look kir in books for
children in terms othese variables. Scru-

i tinized are the choices of two typpis of
adults: literary critics {who are often
professional educators as well) and "per-
sons who buy books for children (who
are usually parents, grandparents, aunts
and uncles). Finally, the analysis in-
cludes a comparison of children's crea-
tive riting (the stories discussed in pre-
vious chapters), children's book choices
and adult book choices for children, to
ascertain similarities and 'differences in

'depiction of social behavior.

To be discussed first are the af:Ibk
choices of a gampre of elementary school
children who do, have good library facili- .
ties and who are encouraged to read. The
sample consists of whole first-, third-,
and fifth-grade classes in a largely white;
middle-class school in the suburbs of
Washington, D.C. The N includes 56 boys
and 44 girls who were asked by their
teacher in the classroom to write down
the titles of their favorite books (see ap-
pendix A for a list of titles).

Next discussed are the book choices of
adult reviewers of chirdren's books. A
number of literary and educational publi-
cations regularly review books for chil-
dreni two of the more prestigious and
widely circulated were chosen for analy-
sis: The New York Times Bookilevie.w
(11/7/71, 11/5/72) and 'The Washingtolf
Post Book World (5/9/71, 5/7/72). From
The New York Times, those books la-
beled outstanding during the years 1971
and 1972 in the categories of picture
books, books for 6-6-year-Olds and books
for 9-12-year-olds were analyzed. From
The Washington Post prize books a*d
honor books for .the years 1971 and 1972
in the picture books and 8-12-year cate-
gories were analyzed. The several cite-



tories include totals of 40 different Woks
for 0)6 ytunger age groups and 35 for the
older age' grotips (see appendix Alor a
list of titles).

Best-selling chijdien's books, listed on
three different' dates in 1971 and 1972 by
The New York Times 01/7/71s 517/72, 111
5/72), are also reviewed. These best sell-
ers-14 in number--'were reported by'
more than 125 bookstores in 64 commu-
nities in the United States. Best-selling
children's books are not classified by age
categories, although they do seem to di-
vide themselves fairly evenly betweeh
selections for beginner readers, with few
words and simple themes, and selections
for emerging adolescents, with complex
characterizations and plots (see appendix
A for ajist of titles).

A 4

Books Children Read

THE SETTING

The settings 'of children's favorite
books differ by age group of the child. In
the .first-grade sample; fantasy orienta-
tjons are chosen 70% of the time.
whereas in the fifth-grade sample fantasy
is found in only 40% books..-)
Though humorous works a osen by
47% Of the first graders, they are chosen
by only 15% of fifth graders. The choice.
patternis for increasingly more down -tof

-

earth stories for the older child. But these
down-to-earth stories do not necessarily
involve the urban scene with which the
child is familiar! for older children espe-
ctally, the scene shifts to other locales
tuN'al areas, the forest and the ocean,
outer space. Furthermore, settings for
older children are less closely rehtted to
the homy environment of the main char-.
'acterthe main character moves outward
to areas farther and farther away from his'
home and often moves about from one
area to another.

Favorite story setetngs vary by sex .0f
the younger .children in the sample,
younger boys preferring stories that are
reality-oriented, humordus, set in rural
areas, away froin the home environment.
Favorite story settings do not vary by sex

/as older children in the sample, girls
'"-.as well as boys reaching out toward new

and broadening environments.
Agdod example of a comfortable, fa-

miliar setting enjoyed by younger chil-
dren is 'found in Brunhoff's The Story of,
Batter the Little Elephant (1933). The
young elephant Bibar loses-his mother in
the forest to the bullets of a great white
hunter. On his own he musters inner
strengths and proceeds to a life Of adven-
ture inz,the city. He finds a mother-substi-
tute wiio affords him a'home and a safe;
secure existence. He travels about the
city, delights children are famil-
iar with' visits to a big.stord and to a
pastry shop, trips in a car, walks on the

boulevard. There are hilarious, impossi-
ble scenes, such th'at., of Babar in a
proper shoe store being fitted with very
large but proper shoes with spats. The
scenes, however impossible, do provide
settings which are recognizable to the
child.

By third grade the child itinterested in
reality settings, including reality settings
quite different from his own. He is, for
example, interested in how people ih the
past have lived. Wilder's books, such's*
On the Banks of Plum Creek (1937), anti
popular %kith the third grader. These
books take the, child baq.k.,to the Ameri-
can Wht-100 years agothe setting is
not just that of rural land; it is of unde-
veloped rural land where a new country*
and a new way of life Eire being formed.
In these stories there is considerable fo-
cus .orl home life, bill out-of-home set-
tings are drawn as wellshowing how
people of this period worked and prayed
and went to school and built a via le
community.

THE Ad'ORS
Actors differ in the favorite stories .of

younger and of older children in the
sample. In favorites of the younger age
groups, human and animal actctis usually
appear together; in'favorites of the older

0



age group. hugians appear alone more
;often. For first-graderS human actors are
primarily child actors, but for fifth-grad-
;ers adult tickors are very much in eiii-
dence, particularly adult achievers. Mott
factors in all of the favorite stories are
L

1whites: blacks and American Indians ap-
kpear somewhat more often in the stories
of older children and when they appear
they generally share equal statuses with
whites.

Main characters in the stories also dif-
er among children of different ages. For
first- graders, 22% of the main characters
re _childremond 44% are animals; none
re adults. For fifth-graders however,

28% of the main characters are children.
_0% are animals. 43% are adults. The
emaining main characte in both
roups are inanimate objects r superna.
ural.beings. The older child is then look-
ng up from his own world..increasingly
ubstituting adult role models for child
ne§. discarding animal characters and
maginary creatures. ..

Affect shown among characters also
iff rs in favorite stories of younger and
f lder children. Among favorite stories
f first graders the actors show positive s
f ct 77% ofthe time. positive and nega-
ive-affect 23% of the time. Among favor-
te stories of fifth graders. though..actors
how positive affect only 41% of the time
nd positive and negative affect ,59% of
he time. Favorite stories of older chil-

dren showkrrore ambivalence in social
relationships; they also show greater
complexity of characterization and pro-
vide information on why actors act in the
ways they do.

Portrayal of actors does not differ in
the favorite stprie's of younger girls hnd
boys; it does differ in the favorite stories
of older girls and boys. Older boys prefer
stories with, adult main characters. in-
cluding blacks: they like books about
achievers, particularly those who achieve
inithe world of sports. Younger girls and
boys both enjoy the character of Harold
in Hprold and the Purple Crayon (John-
son[1955), Harold is an irrepressible boy
who likes to make his life more exciting
than it ordinarily would be. So he draws
with a purple crayon. He draws pictures'
of far-off places and far-out creatures, and
in his dreams he is in these places. with
these creatures. Harold plays games and
has itnagirrary adventures wirt_childlike
abandon and high spirits. Older boys
enjoy the Character of Wilt the Stilt, in
th4 biography. Wilt Chamberlain (Ru-
deen 1970). Wilt is a very different or of
characteran adult who has achieved
superbly in his profession. His determi-

41,
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nation and his years of practice befor
,becoming a top-flight professional has
kethrall player are described at sore
length. .1-1:ts early difficultieg as a bloc
person in a wbite-dominateti society ir
also described, Finally. Wilt's honors an
award and Cs place in the histo'ry o
basketball are extolled, and the1child
reader is able to identify with a rea
winner.

NEEDS OF ACTORS

In the children's favorite stories th
primary needs, expressed are for inde-

,pendence and freedom, as shown in
child's play. These needs are more im-
portant for younger childrenr with 79%
of the first-grade stories as compared to
63% of the fifth-grade -stories focusing
olflhem. Needs for achieverrient 'and
strength are the second most frequently
expressedthey are less important for
younger children (5%) than for older
children (18%). Older children are inter-
ested in stories of achievement of both
chil+and adult actors.

Needs presented in the stories of older
children are not satisfied as easily as
those presented in the stories. of younger
childrenproblems are more likely to
arise and must be solved before needs
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can be. met: Rites of passage are also more
likely *-1.:n seen in the favorite stories of

-children; they favor biographies in
which a person's birth and coming of age,
and;sometimes death are described. In
he. favorite stories of ohiler children,. ac-

tors are less .interested in just their own
individual needs and more interested in
they persons' needs as well: they help
ut others less fortunate than they and

cooperate in joint endeavors.
Needs of actors' in favorite stories of

older boys and girls are primarily for
play; but older boys are also considerably
interested in books in which the princi-
pal need is for achievement. The sports
biography is very. popular sports, after
all, are important day-to-day activities of
the boy; he has some knowledge of the
skills needed to play various games. he is
eager to learn more'skills, he enjoys relat-
ing to a sports hero.

For younger children, the need faulty
is joyously expressed in Dr. Seuss' 11960)
beginner readers (see Creen Eggs and
Hain and others). These books include
marvelously qcuberant stories with fanci-
ful characters like Sam, who enjoys the
greep eggs and ham, and like Lomaxes.
Grinches, Wumps and Nooks, who dis-
play independence and fr_eedom and
have remarkable adventures. What child

wouldn't love to do the same! The as-
sumptidns behind such books are signifi-
cant: play' is .important and worthwhile,
life is to be enjoyed.

For oldet children needs for play are
often seen in-''mystery-book choices,
where amateur sleuthsusually chil-
drenprowl in empty houses and empty
caves, in woods/ in castles 'and other
foreboding places. For older boys, needs
for achievement and strength are ex-
pressed in biographies of sports heroes
and other men who have become very
successful in their professions. Nee( s for

girlsachievement and strength n mon
areseen in stosi of a
up d. ove

b Uer-

es ; grring
oming difficulties in both

and child-parent relation-
ships; the main characters typically gain
in knowledge and wisdom.

HOW NEEDS ARE SAT-ISFIED
%The needs of actors in favorite stories

of first graders are 'satisfied pritnarily_
through leisure-time activity (80%); those
of actors in_ favorite stories of third: and
fifth-graders are satisfied primkily by
leisure-time activity (63%) but also by
political and economic activity in biogra-
phies of famous men. The acrots in favor-
ite stories of all grades shbw rational,
purposefulbehavjor which is both indi-
vidual and group oriented. Their social
relationships are intilhate and face-to-
face; .encounters are, with equals rather
than with higher and lower status per-
sonages. ,

The favorite stories of the children in
the sample show actors with considera-
ble self-direction in their approach to
needs. Having defined goals, the actors
seek positively and resourcefully to ob-
tain them, whether they are the improba-
ble fantasy characters first-graders love or
historical or present-day heroes fifth-
graders prefer. There is no such thing as
conformity to norms or timidity of pur-
pose. True, Come of the characters do fail
in what they are trying to. accomplish,
sometimes several times. But they try and
try again until they accomplish their
goals.

Favorite stories of the first-graders do
not usually show social roles exclusively
related to one or the other sex. Stories.of
third- and fifth-graders do show sex-role
identification, primarily male, identifica-
tion in biographies of acilievers. Favorite
stories of all children show 'Social roles
linked to age. groups---Children assume
traditionally subordinate child roles and
adults assume traditionally superordinate
adult roles. In fifth grade, however, a
number of the. Children's favorite Stories
concern growing u and the' difficultie
of transition from child to, adult statu
there are stories about a child's changin
relationships Oith parents, with peers, a
he seeks both independence and love
human relationships.

S.
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The manner in which needs are satis-
fied differs in favorite stories of older
boys and older girls. In .stories of older
boys, rewards are more oftenk obtained
through political and economic roles.
tnore interest is shown in rational behav-
ior and formaf-apart relationships be-
tween actors, a greater degree of sex-role
identification is. present. Older girls pre-
fer stories of adolescents and their chang-
ing relationships to the family group,.
:stories .such as Neville's It's Like This,
Cat (1963). The main character of this
book. Dave Mitchell. is,14 years old, w-
ing ir the midst of New York City.
Dye's companionship_withan older boy.
his friendship with a girl, his affection
for a stray tomcat, and hiS changing rlla-
tionship with and increased understand-
ing of his father as-a htiman being are
tolf with sympathy ..and\vithbhurnor.
Altough the protagmtst is a boy, girls
do \identify..with and reCeilte enjoyment
from this tale. '
SATISFACTION OF NEEDS

Satisfactions are obtained in all of the
childtents favorite books. They are -ob-
tairied usually by the main character
hisnsiif, without the help of others. The
main character, in addition to being suc-
cesiful, holds a positive view'of, him-
selfhe -.is confident and glad he is he.
He views other characters and their role
in the world positivelyothers too chart
theirown courses, control their own des-
tinies.

View of the world is more positive in
favorite books of younger, as compared
with those of older, children. Among first
graders, positive views are shown in 75%
of the storiesthe world is friendly and
satisfying, and hardly anything goes
wrong. Sometimes the world becomes a
little"dull, but when it does the main
character in these stories livensit upby
painting the scenery, changing institu-
lions around, performing impossible
feats. Among fifth-graders the world is
seen as both. positive and negative in
65% of the sttlries, as social problems of
the environment, of human growth, and
development, of social relationships, are
introduced quietly but forcefully. Diffi-
culties are not presented as insurmounta-
ble. but they are presented as formidable.

Satisfaction of needs differs in favorite
stories of boys and thOse of girls in the

Boys' favorites show very posi-
.(tive views of self: the heroes are self-

assured, confident key are going to win
Girls' favorites show heroes and heroines
who ,have self-doubts and uncertainties
about their future. Boys identify with
strong ma,le images; girls identify with
individuals who are less strong and who
often need reassurance.

) 1)
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The favorite story, of third-grade boys ks
the sports biography', baseball, basketball,
and football giants are featured. The fa-
vorite story of fifth-grade boys though
takes achieveMent astep further, for it is
the Guinness Book of World Records
McWhirter and McWhirter( /970). 'Here
boys can go beyond hiographies of a few-
specific people and find all kin of
success stories. They can find the igh-
est, lowest, biggest, smallest, astest,
slowest, oldest, newest, loudest, greatest,
hottest, coldest, strongest in the human,
animal, and plant world, in the scientific
and mechanical world. in the universe
and in space. They learn that the tallest
recorded man of whom there is irrefuta-
ble evidence was Robert Pershing Wad-
low, born in Alton, Illinois, on February
22, 1918. They learn that, in terms if
record stunts., studentsOf the University
of Surrey held a protracted game of hop-
scotch that lasted 24 hours and included
212 games. taking place at St. Martin-in-
the-Fields Church, Trafalgar Square, Lon-
don. on November 15.-16, 1968.

The favorite books of fifth-grade girls
"show success in human relationS. Satis-
factions come in the resolution of the
actors' interpersonal problems, as fOr ex-
ample in Sachs' Amy and Laura (1,966).
Ten-year-old Amy and her older sister.
Laura struggle through their own prob-
lems with friends and with teachers in
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order to avoid worrying their 'invalid
mother. In another book about Amy. the
trials of being the new girl on the block
are ,portrayed. All ends swell though in
the books of this series as Amy gains in
social awareness and in self- esteem.

/looks Adults Praise

THE SETTING

Books that adult reviewers chOose for
yoUnger children up to 8 or 9 years have
primarily fantasy settings (62%) and are
sometimes htimorous (33%). Books these
reviewers choose for older children up to
12 years have primarily reality settings
(77%) and are seldom humorous 16%).
Rural- scenes 'pfedominate in the book
choices for all agestt-ley are alMOst
twice as frequent as urban scenes. The
settings relate to the home and neighbor-
hood of the main characters infre-
quentlyin 28% of the reviewer choices
for younger childrin, in 25co of the
choices for older children; in theamajority
9f cases they relate to other areas. often-

.

times fei away from home. For younger
children. Tudoi's Corgiville Fair (1971)
is a sprigh* fantasy set west of New
Hampshire and east of Vermont, detail-
ing the delights of a Fourth of July cele-,
bration as experienced by a number of
smatl,animals. For older children, Kerr's
When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit (1971),i, a
sensitively drawn story of the.flight from

..

s,

homeland and political persecution of a
warm andiclosely knit Jewish family.

Best- selling children's bookS' are, most
often fantasy-oriented. They are seldom-
humorous.-Set frequently in *um! areas,4
they describe what happens in or near
the homes. of the main eharacters. A clas-
sic example, first published over 70 years
ago and still beloved, is Potter's'The Tale
of Peter Rabbit (1902). Peter Rabbit's
world consists of his home and of Mr. Mc
Gregor's appetizing gardenwhere good
quality lettuce and French beans and
radishes are to be found. Peter helps
himself to Mr. Mc GregOr's yield. The
naughty- rabbit is pursued hotly by the
dissgrun,(led farmer, who objects stren-
uously to Peter's invasion o is privacy.
his lettuce, 'and his radishes."Fiinally. like
any sensible child. the exhausted Peter
returns home to the security and the
warmth of his Moer and her camomile
tea._

THE ACTORS

,Reviewer book choices focus on human
actors in 67% of the hooks Cor ysounger
children and in 80% of the books- for
older children. They focus less on animal
actors in choices for older children, td
rarely on supernatural beings for either
age group. Elliman actors are more apt to
consist, of the child and tither children or
adults interacting with each other than to
consist of the child and his family. Role
models are thus varied and adult-role
models are plentiful.

These revieAer choices are concerned
primarily with white actors; some stories
have all-black or all-Artterican Indian ac-
tors (8% for the younger age group; 17%
for the older age group), fewer stories
show racial and ethnic groups together'
Thus little opportunity is provided fin.
identification with other than white per-
sons', little understanding is provided of
unique raciaj,or ethnic social values or of
the nature of Anflicts between groups
holding different value systems!

Of main characters in the book choices
for yOunger age groups. 39u-i, are chip

dren. 29% are animals.21% are adults.
Of those in ale book choices for Rider age
groups-. 35% are children, 9% animals,
41% adults. Remaining 'main characters
for both ginups are 'supernatural beings
or inanimate objects. Affect between
characters is usually-all positive in books
fo- the younger age group and usually
both positive and negat't?, in books for
the older age groups.

In bdok choices for yoilkiger children,
characteiizations areikept simple, .moti,
vational and behavioral analyses are min-
imal; in choices for older children such
analyses are much more frequent. Un
.gerer's The Beast of Monsieur Racine
(1971) is a good example of a book choice
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for younger children .which has simple'..
characterizatiop and lots of action. Its
main character. Monsieur Racine, meets
up with a very unusual. never-before-
seen beast in Ms own backyard:,
makes friends with the beast plays with
it, gives it special treats. arid studies it.
He reports its: strange characteristics to
the French Academy of Scienobs. The
Academy. is astounded and invites Mon-
sieur Racine to Paris to present his find.
When the beast is indeed presented on
stage it giggles. tears itself apart. and
dissolves into two mischievous children.
The text is adventuresome, the illustra-
tions superb. and the joke'very funny. An
example of a book choice for older cHil-
dren which does contain depth of human
characterization is Baker's Cockleburr
Quarters (1-971). In a rundown section of
town: a.'10-year-old black boy helps a
crippled, half-blinci'mammy dog" and
her eight pups. While caring for and
protecting the broqe the boy learns
about the problems of survival, and about
man's role in helping others. The story
points out the interdependence of living
creatures and has a special message of
love and kindness.

Best sellers usually have human actors.
primarily white, middle-class children.
Animals are sometimes present as pets or
in their own world: supernatural beings
are not,ound. Affect shown among char-
acters in best sellers is most often posi
tive: and friendship, cooperation, and

generosity are extolled in parables of
rigiteousness and civilized behavicir. Sil-
verstein's The:Giving Tree (1966) is a
warm aricLwise tale of a boy's discovery
of the value of loving and of giving.

NEEDS OF ACTORS

Reviewer choices for younger children
focus on a variety of needs-5% foCus on
safety. 27% on love, 60% on indepenc-
ence and freedom.. 8%, on achievement
and strwgth. Rioices forolaer children
show somewhat different need empha-
sis=17% concern safety, 36% love, 17%
independenpe and freedom, 30%
achievement and strength.

Needs for independence' and freedom
in the reviewer choices for younger chil-
dren are often expressed in the fascina-
tion of child actors for trips and out-
ingsboat rides, train -ridea, airplane
rides. An example is Burningham's Mr.
Gumpy's Outing (1970): a book aboilt a
no-nonsense old gentleman who agrees
to take a Collection of yes-nonsense cfril-.
dren and animals for a rideyin his row-,
boat. Mr. Gumpy cautions the children
and the animals over and over and over.
again ..bont proper boast ehavioi. only to
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end up over rned in the middle of the
riverall"beca se of the livelinessi of his
guests. The high spirits in the book,
though, are catching and Mr. Gumpy. the
children. and the.animals have a happy
as well as a wet time.

Need for love in therevie;.ver choices
for older children is characterizes by a
desire on the part of both adult and child
actors fo; acceptance and understa _ding
and affection. In Klein's Mom, The Worf
Man. and Me -(1974 a modern tale of
romantic love. an 11-year-cild, fatherless
girl wor,ries when, her unmarried mother
thinks ormerriage. Will her mother re-
main a free individual? Will she herself
remain free? When her rnpther has'a fight
with the boy fri4nd. however. it is the
child who comforts him. In time. the
three character's learn to liveo together
witileinutual respect and concern.

Reviewer choice§, for younger children
rarely bring up problems ,which muss be
solved before needs can be satisfied;
choices fo*?<older'children often bring up
problems. Problems are 'shown in fiction
as well as nonfiction bogks; they deal
with individual concerns. such as lack of
self -teem. drug `dependency, and with
sociff concerns. such as war or pollution.
Books about probleml of special interest
to the young. +such as the use of. drugs.



tell. it like it is with a fair amount of
"technicalAiscussionthey are often writ-
ten' by scientists or science writers.

Although life psgiges are, seldom
mentioned in the book4for younger chil-
dren. they are often 'Mentioned in the
books for older \children: birth:. death,
human growth and development are dis-,
cussed in ways the older reader can un-
derstand. Act6rs in these reviewer
choices are 'almost always interested in
other persons as well as themselves. and
the concepts of community and society
are implicitly or explicitly preseht.

In best sellers the need expressed) most
qfterr is that of love of humans and of
animals foi one another. In White's Char-
16tte's Web (1952) this need is shown on
several levels. Charlotte i;a spider whose.
love of a fellow creature in the barn. a
pig, motivates her to save his life in a
wiseand witty cmanner. 1,,ove and respect
between animals in .the barnyard are
echoed in love and respect between hu-
mansadults and childrenaround the

*barriyard. In ;his stow a range of human
emotions is actually presentjoy. sor-
row. anger. concernIkith low coming

through as a unifying force in the actions
of living criatures. In best sellert few
problems show up in solving needs. but
when They do they usually involve diffi
cultie in`finding love and dignity and
respect among individuals.

11:10W NEEDS'ARE SATISFIED
In reviewer book choices for you ger

children. needs are most often sati Pied
through leisure -time activity. Famijy ac-
tivities are- next in importances . political
and economic activities. least in evi-
dence. Lobel's Frog and Tpad Together
(1972) shows the delights of to friends
as they tell stories, walk tri",the woods.
and swim in the river together. In re-
viewer book selections for older children.
needs are satisfied frequently through',
political and economic institutions, less
often by family and leisure inintutions:
Political and economic institutions are
shown especillly in n6nfiotion works
concerned with important historical
events or modern social problems. The
Gobles', Brave Eagle's Account of the
Fetterman Flight (1971) recounts hSg, ief
Red Cloud's 6 montiv' war against the
United States, the only war in which the
United States ever negotiated for peace
onfithe enemy's ttrms.

Actors show' rational behavior only
about half of the time reviewer selec-
tions for younger childrenthe fantasy
stories for the young often take them up,
up and away from normal activity to
marvelous and impossible worlds- and
marvelous and impossible feats' Actors
are rational almost all-of the time in the
selections for the older age group. Inti-
macy between characters is almost al-
ways shown ip books for younger chil-
dren: characters are more apart and for-
Mal in books for older children, espe-
cially when deliberating on social issues.
In mast reviewer selections, grpup orien-
tations and nonhierarchical /social rela-
tionships are found. V,

All of the reviewer choices for younger
and older age groups show self-directed
behavior. Actors seek out satisfactions
with determination and spirit: they tackle
difficulties wijh new and innovative ap-
proaches rather than with old. estab-
lished methods. The stories show few
sex-determined roles; girls and boys
share ,,pctivities, and riiher sex is barred
from certain areas of participation. Most
roles are age-determinred: children acrd
adults knout and respect their places in
tike world: children are free tw experi-
Ment and to dream; adults work. some-
times at exciting. sometimes at quite dp11
pursuit§.
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Best sellers are usuall.N concerned with
amily or With leisure-tim activity. their
haracters for the most part ,show ra-
ional, intimate. group-oriented and non-
ierarchical behavior. The characters are

iso s411-directed: are not sex-deter-
iced lint they are\agit41)termined. In

est sellers actors pursue their needs
ith.gustoas in Dahl's Charlie and the
hocolate Factory (1964). Charlie is a
ery poor but resourceful young chap
.tio manages to win -one of the fi,ye.
olden tir'ets which permit fivelucky
hildren to visit WillylVonka's chocolate
actory. .0n his extraordinary tour
hrough Mr. Wonka's factory. Charlie's
irtues of goodness and hulhility win
im the strong friendship "of Mr. Wonka.
ho makes him a present of the_ choco-

ate factory. This wondrous gift provides
harlie and his family with, lifetime

ustenance. No longer will they be hun-
y most orthe time: in faot, no longer
ill they be hungry any of the time. And

hinkof all that chocolate!

I I

SATISFACTION OF NEEDS-
In reviewer choices, needs are invaria-

bly' satisfied. They are satisfied by the
works of the main actor himself in 83%
of story choices for younger children, in
93% of story choices for Older,children.
StorieS for the younger age- group show
needs primarily for independence and
freedom, and child actors_are very adept
atsatisfying such needs. for example
in the book. Train Ride (Steptoe 1970),
Young children from Brooklyn take a
train trip into Manhattan, first stop 42nd
Street. They explore and enjoy the flash-
ing lights. giant *gns. and a penny ar-
cade. They have a "boss' time.

Stories for the older-age group show
needs for-love and respect. achievement
and strength. These are difficult needs to
satisfy./ but the actot. are strong and
resourceful: child actors solve their diffi-
culities in growing up, in establishing
their identity. adult actors strive their
difficulties in achieving success in their
work or in reducing the social problems
of war* pollution. and disease. Byars*.T-he
tiouse of Wings (1971) tells the story of a
¶0-year-old who comes to, Ipve. rather
than hate. his grandfather. as he helps his
grandfather care for an-Injured: blind
crane.4fhe boy's developing awareness of
and respect for others are taken` up with
insight and with compassion in this
work.,

f.
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Actors in reviewer book*selections.,(for
children tend to ilditc at themselves and
at their,capabilities realist cally. showing
both positive and- negative self-iinages.
They vie*-other ,pedple as self-dirvted,
and tfley view the world itself as a favor-
ablg'place.for creatures to grow and /le-
velop. In reviewer choices for older Ws
dren ekpecially. the opportunities and
the challenges of the world are presented
clearly and forcefully,

With, hest sellers, too. satiskittions are
obtained, usually by the main{ character.
View of self, other people. dnd of the
word are essentially positive, as in the
perennial besi seB r, Winme-the-Pooh .
)Milne 1926). Winnie-the-Pooli. the bear
who loves honey, and histiend Christo-
pher Robin. the boy who loves adventure,
N4 a series of marvelous, insightful stories
Oilrip through surprises* difficulties. love
and friendship, independence and play .
in a book which4taN many adult as well
as child readers. The pppularijey It this
work undoubtedly lies in the joyousness
of needs `expressed and the imaginative.
wonderful ways in which such needs are
satisfied. Winni9-the-Pooh bear brings(
delight to the reafiers world As well as to'
his own_
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[Storiqp by Children, Books for Children
Sotne general' comparison.: between

:children's own stories, children. fvorite
"steries, adult reviewer choices. ane3est
:sellers are in order. Discussed %vitt be the
[similarities and differences iri both what
[these materials present and how Vey
[present it. Two general questions,: are
iraise'd: Are childrep's interests, as shown
in their ow9 and their favorite stories,
['reflected in stories chosen for them by
adults? Are their horizons. enlarged by
available reading fate?

With regard to setting. the older child
as compared to the vqunger one moves
"outward from the safe entlave of the
'home to new areas, in both his own
stor,,ies and, his favorite stories. He is
'bore reality-oriented, less inclined to hu-
men He shows interest in environments
other than his/ownthe rural plains. the
rivers and oceens. outer space. Rel.iewer
choices for older children encourage this
Ipro.`cess of moving outward; they provide
Isettings _across the globe, away from the
[house and home of the main character.
Best sellers on the other hand hold ttack%.
in terms of horizons: in best sellers an
actor's milieu is more circumscribed.
These settings are usually rural and often

0

hark back to farm life of an earlier period
or our country's hiotory before heavy in-
duStrialization: they focus on the home
as the lotiis .oftsocial activity.

In terms of actors. the-erlder child more
than the younger is interested in human
beings rather than anireals in his own
and his favorite stories. Hris interested
in peer group .rather thaq'family group`
relationships. He is somewhat interested
in members of minority groups and. he
enjoys stories in which both positive and
negative affect ale intermingled.

Reviewer.'choices for older children
also show more interest ill human actors.
in peer group relationships. They are
more inclined than, children's own or
favorite stories to show minority -group
members and to show .negative affect and
aggressive behavior. Best sellers tend to
show human actors in peer group rela-
tionships;,these actors are usually white
middle class in background. In best sell -'
ers. actors most often display positive
effect. portraying a romanticized picfure
of human naivre.

With regard to needs expressed in their
own and their, favorite stories, the older
child show leXs interest in independ-
ence and freedom and more irr strength
and achievement than does the younger
child. The older child also expresses
awareness of problems to be solved be-
fore needs can be achieved.. Reviewer
choices for older children focus even
more on achievement and strength needs.
presenting clearly and forcefully adult
achievement models. They also show
more a eness of problems to be faced
in reachi g gals than do children's own
or favor= stories. Best sellers on the
other hand are primarily cyncerned with
interpersonal relationships. in childhood,
with love and friendship needs in day-to-
day'activity. Best sellers are not as prob-
lem- oriented as are reviewer choices.

Needs are satisfied in children's own
works primarily through family relation-
ships. Children's favorite stories are
much less family orientedthey provide
children with a variety of other social
groups with which to identify. In most of
the children's own stories and their fa-
vorite stories, talionality, intimacy, indi-
vidual and group orientation, and non-
hierarchical interaction patterns prevail.
Reviewer choices and best sellers are also
less family- oriented than children's own
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orks. They too srlow rationality., inti-

onacy, individual and group orientati.
nd nonhierarchical patterns. ...

Rewards are usually obtained in the
hildren's own and in their favorite sto-
ies. hi the younger( children's own sto-
ies, they are obtained both by the main
hairicter and by others who help him: Irp
e older children's own stories and in

'I eir favorite stories. rewards are almost
lways obtained by the main character
lone. Main, characters in these works
iew themselves positively. View of the
orld is very positive in the younger
ildren's own and favorite stories, both

ositive and negative in the older Ail-
en's own and favorite stories!-
In reviewer choices rewards are also

sually, obtainedisThey are obtained pri-
arily by the'main character alone. Main

haracters View themselves and the
orld naturalistically, with expressions
f both positive and negative emotions,.
n best kellers rewards are obtained. and
obtained by the:main characters. View of
ctors anck, of the world are highly posi-

the-wbrld is seen in a rosy haze.

In comparisbn with children's own sto-
ries. chieldren's favorite books present
broader vistas, to explore, new people to
relate to. new ways to expresS love and
friendship. to be independent. to achieve

_on their own. Adult reviewer choices of
books for children push, these perspec-
tives furtherin frequently insightful,
warm and tender tales. Reviewer choices
for older children focus on settings away
from the home, unrelated to parent-child
iNationships. They discuss a variety of
needs and present distinct role models
for satisfaction of needs. And in almost
all cases, needs re satisfied. Reviewer
choices do shoe n# both an awareness of
children's interests as well as the desira-
bility for enlarging their interests further.

nest sellers cn the other hand do not
necessarily enlarge the ..child's world.
They concentrate on home-based set-
tings, on the need for love and .affection
among peers who are all members of the
white middle class. The world is gener-
ally viewed' positivelythings turn out
happily. Best sellers show the familiar.
they reassure the child and the parents
who give them to the child. that all is
well. They -do not involve themselves
greatly with exploration and change,
doubt and defeat.

t 1 0
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In the next cha ter the question bf
whether or: not boo offerings push child
dren's horizons as far as they can is
discussed. Suggestions for new reading

.1
materials and educational programs de-
signed to encourage reading/writing
skills are given. Alsdpresented are addi-
tional social indicators to study percep-
tual dev3lopment among children, for it
is through such continued research that
we learn better methods of involving
children meaningfully in their own edu-
cation and in theil. own society.
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CHAPTER 7 The original hypotheses of this study,
4_. discussed in chapter 1, relate to develop-

. . mental 'patterns in children's social con--
cepts. It was found i'n this analysis ofChildren and stories and drawings of e ementky

1 sclrol children that, as compared with
the younger ild, the older child has
significantly nitiff-thveisified and corn-

Educalion plex views of the physical world, the
people in i'; and their needs and activi-
ties. It was also _found, in .the analysis of

, favorite books of children andbctoks chb-
sen for children by adults,' that such
books do present an increasingly broader
and more detailed view of the world.

The overall picture of conceptual de-
velo ent, obtained from research with
first-, ird-, and fifth-graders, varies by
social characteristics of the child. The
two,characteristics.analyied in thig study
were sex and race. As itegards sex, the
differences between girls and boys are
quite pronounced. In their own stories
and their favorite stories, girls are much
more interested ,than boys in the home
environment. They s o con Truing in-
terest in interpersonal relationships
within the fSmily unit and in child-ori-
ented rather than adult-oriented behav-
ior. They are less concerned with
achievement needs and see fewer prob-
lems in solving needs than do boys. They

3 are less involved with the more formal
social institutions of politics, economics,
religion, and edtication. And finally, girls

I
are more inclined than, boys to see only
positive view's of the worldfor girls the
world has a rosier glow.

With respect ti;-race, the differences are
less pronounced. In their own -stories-,. '
black children show more interest- than
do white children In settings close to- .
Dome and actors withirilhe family groups,,:
Both black children and while children
have similar interests in need f,' but
blacks are less, concerned than vbhites
with problems to ti,solved in satisfactiOn
of their needs. Blacks also are more likely
to see only ,positive views of the world
than are whtte.

Not only are therq differences by sex
and race in the childien's.,interests,but
the children's own stories; thtir favorite
stories and'adult choices.for them differ
in the ways in which sex and race are
presented. Boy and girl,actors do appear
together in mostof the sticies,-but boys
especially ,white boys---lagre more in-
volved in achievement roles. The black6
boy achieves in np particular area:
professional sport . The girl of any color
is denied interest in or success in profes-
sional achievement, although she- can
achieve in interpersonal relationships.
Similar findings haye been reported in
anAlyses of other groups of children's
books, in beginner reading texts (Zimet
1971) and prize-winning picture "cooks

-fWitzman 1972). The female is passive
aWstays at home.
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With regard to the presentation of race,,
these stories :and books focus primarily')
on white actors. Wacks are prdented,,., if
at all, in a largeW white, middle-class
milieu. American Inklians sometimes ap-
pear:but they do so in torws of the
stereotypes of their 17th and 18th cen-
tury, ancestors. The here and now of ra-
cial!interaction. of racial conflict and
cooperatiOn, are largely ignored.

In recent years there has been consider-/
, able 9uestionin4and criticism of reading

*'farp for chitcAt. The,. concern is vdiec
that reading fare is not meaningfuloto
chtildren; it is unrelated to the real world
in to to the values professed by the real
world. Consequently many children du
notlearn how to read, and drop out of
schpol'and out of society as well. Tfire
are some dismal statistics regarding read:
ing failure. According to a recent U.S.
Department of Health. Education, and
Welfare report.(1969)-, each year from 2 to
10 percent of children are not promoted.
And nonpromotions occur chiefly be-
cause students fail in reading. Since one
must be able to read in order to master
other subjects. troutles ,multiply and fail-
ures increase. Reding disorders affect
about 15 percent of the children in

schools today. Language disorders affect
at least 10 percent of all school children,
50 percent of school dropouts, and 90
percent of juvenile delinquents. Zimet
(1971) and others caution that, unless we
are successful in affording children more
meaningful reading materials, we cannot
expect, them t6 want to prepare them-
selves well in school for active "'participa-
tion in their society at a later time.

The argument is carried here even fur-
ther: Unless we give children moue
meaningful reading matehaks and in par-
ticular see that these materials present
persons of minority, including female,
glatus with respect and with dignity:4
then we are encouraging loss of self-
esteem and social failure among signifi-
cant groups of children.

Social Values, Children's
Books and Children's Education

The question remains: Uow *can the
content of children:s books be enriched
so as to stimulate the child's imagination,
so as to reflect more adequately-social,

isconcerns of our society? America oci-
ety*of today, particularly its wekedu-
cated and youth population, has been
characterized as "hulmanistic" in its
.value orientation, as focusing increas-
ingly on the dignity and worth of man

(Lystad 1973). In political affairs, it
shows concern for the protection of the
rights of all people, especially the pool,
the sick, the downtrodden. In economic
affairs, there is special interest in the
economic security of those at the bottom
of the ladder. Leisure and self-expres-
siondoing one's o,wrn 'thing are
deemed both legitimate and iropoitant
activities today. In family. affairs, the fam-
ily member mare than the family group is
focused upon: his own individual values
and belief structures, his peer-group yela-
tionships assume considerable signifi-
cance. fteligiOus experience also tends to

ka.
be an individual rather thait an institu-
tional affair in American society. Finally,
education as an institution is respect9d
more for its own sake, for. the gaining of
knowledge, than fOr thk sake of achieving
economic success (for recent studies on
the diffusion of these values in present-
day America, see Harris (1971), Hooper
(1970), Lystad (1973), and Seligman
(1969).

If one accepts these humanistic valuifk
as being not pnly valid but significant to
the future of American society, one wants
to 'ascertain whether or not modern chil-



dren's books convey this concern for 46th-
ers, this recognitIon of human differ-
ences. To some extent they obviously do.
To some extent they do not.*

`First of all, the bobks studied Jere
w a Invited number of physicarset-

tings. The heavy emphasis on bucolic
[ rural scenes.is a focus on a rural environ-
ment of yesterday rather then that of
today. Far greater variety should be pro-
vided. especially with regard to the ur-
ban scene, with all of its .multicolored
sights and multifaceted behavior. The
city is not ali upper-middle-class suburb.
Neither is all slurris. The city is under-
ground in subways and .subbasements,
performing the myriad sereices required
of population concentrates: it is above
ground, in high-riie apartments and

"Fbr an analyhis of children's books which'teflect
significantly differetit value systems. see appendix-,
B: A Comparative Note on Early American Books for
Children and ModernoFtuSsian and Chinese Books for
Children. The religiously orionted American books

1 of the 17th, 18th, and eirly 19th century are quite
different fro Those published today in thit country
They are n w considered rather humorous examples
bf a narro and repressive view of life. a view which
emphasiz, d future salvation at the great expense of
present m, .1fare and happiness. The politically
oriented modern Russian and Chinese books also
differ from contemporary American and western

' European books in their didacticism and cIncentra-
tion on nat,onal goals and in their cluoemphasis of the
individual and. his own interests: the individual and
his own interests are highly favored themes of the
children and adults of this study

I
skystraper office buildings. It is also
ever-changing as people try doggedly.
innovatively, sometimes successfully: to
alter the environment to meet needs. Al-
tering the setting, the very fact that it can
be altered to fulfill felt needs, is some-
thing that should ,be portrayed in chil-
dren's bqoks.

Second, there is limited diversity of
actors preAtted in these books. The hu-

'4man beings depicted are almost all white
middle-class. Few blacks appearand
those that do resemble very successful
midd+e-class whites more than- they
should. American Indians appear some of
the time, but not as American Indians of
todayrath'er, as their feather-wearing.
tom-tom-beating, ancestors. What about
other minoritiesPuerto Rians, Mexi-
can Americans, Asian Amekcans, poor
whites from Appalachia. people with
physical and emotional handicapS? They
do not appear at all. The need is for
different kinds of racial and ethnic actors
and different social-role mode . It is im-
portant to show that a variety o ifestyles
are possible and useful in a soc ety sych
as ours.. And there is a need to give
respect to actors who are not eminently
successful in competitive endevors. not
even in competitive sports! In an era of
humanism, the individual as an individ-
ual is of value.

t I
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The suggestion of greater diversity in
both .settings and actors does not rule out
fantasy in books. A liberal' amount of
fantasy encourages children to dream
about what could be, what should be'in.
themselves, in their world. It encourages
them to stand on the outside of their
society and look incritically, humor-
ously, conApassionately. The suggestion
of more diversity is, then. a suggestionr
for wider vistas of many vies for young
imaginations to take hold of And to en-
large upon still further.

Third, although a range of. human
need"Ns presented in -children's books,
the needg are not presented as applying
to all social categories. For example, the
need for achievement is related to male
activities. There are accomplished
women apists, writers, teachers, scidn-
fists, politicians, entrepreneurs, athletes,
and more books should be written about
them. Also, the inaccessibility of needs to
parts -of the population is not shown in
childfen's books. The special problems
minorities face in satisfying needs are
ignored. It is important to talk -about the
problems attendant on need. They are
real they vary with age and sex and
sociai class of the actor. and with acts of
nature. If the child is aware of various
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*kinds of social problems attendant on
need, he will be better able to cope with
his own problems and to help" others
with theirs.

Fourth, the social\frameworkIn which
human needs can be satisfied is ex-
plored 'inadequately for all but family
and' leisure-time activity. How does one
toe the political system to advantage in
trying to effect an bcotopl. measure? How
does one prepare for occupatiOns other
than those in the professions or sports?
The answers to questions like these are
not found in the children's books. The
b#oks shoulti also give .more information
on boar individual means and group
means for obtaining satisfactions. What
resources are open to the individutl, to

group? What additional resources-are
eded? How can these resources be ob-

tained? Raising new quesfions 'about so-
cial processes is of greater importance
than providing old answers about then.

Finally, the easy availability of satisfac-
tions in children's books is too patly
drawn. Rewards in the children's book
world, unlike the real world,are always
attained; people live happily everafter.
There ip a need fora more realistic por-
trayal of what is or is not attainable, of
the difficulties to be solved along the
way; few people, if any., live happily' ever
after. If rewards were handled with more

iscretion and insight, they would have

increased meaning for the child who has
already experienced. the pain of falling

I down and the fear of the unknown. Con-
comitantly, views opeoplethe .actor's
'own self-image as well agt his image of
other personsare too facilely presented.
The presence of interpersonal .conflicts,
especially among human beings, should
be acknowledged. Too often the manies-
tation of negative emotion is confined to
animal actors. It is the animalrn the.book
that is allowed unkind thoughts, violent
acts. But humans. too, are unkind and
violent; their frustration and their rage
should be dealt with more openly so that
they can be dealt with more sanely.

In additionto these general recommen-N,
dations for the presentation of more hu-
manistic values in children's balks are
some specific recommendations for the
presentation of these values in relation to
minority groups. First, there is simply a
need for the inclusion of more minority-
group members in children's books. Sec-
ond, there is a need for a more.respectful
and realistic description of minority
groups in the books. Both inclusion of
and fair treatment df minority racial and
ethnic groups and of women are in order.
Third, there is a need for children's
books designed especially for 'minority

.grourrs. Blacks, Spanish Americans,
American Indians, and Asian Americans
deserve more material on their own eth-
nic heritages so that these children may
acknowledge their differences and share
pride in their strengths.

I

Children's books must pay more atten-
tion to the diversity of human back-
ground and experience. Children them-
selves crave diversity; their 'interests are
short-lived and they are eager for nov-
elty. But cultural diversity should be pe-. i
sented as more than novelty:. it should-be.
presented as a significant part of the
country and olthe world. Evidence of the
woeful nWe-erand mishandling of mi-.
norities has been adequately documented
for a number of different kinds' of
bookspicture books, beginner readers,
biographies. Educators, reviewers, and

.4.

parents have all acknowledged the need
for changes !"it is time to implement
them. ,Ahd the implementation-should
come about with the assistance Elf minor-
ity-group members.

Until nem we have spoken ,of, one im-
portant yvay to provide children with
relevant experiences: that of giving them
books, which*portray both human dignity
and 1jurhan differences. There is another
important way: that of providing educa-
tional programs which enable the child
to express himself in writing o commu-
nicate his interests, ideas, a feelings
through his own stories. The writing o



thechildren in this sample is vivid and
aliove; reading the stories' one wishes to
conFatulate their authors, to tell them
how enjoyable their works are. One cer-
tainly hopes that these childrerrtontinue
to express themselves freely and openly.,

Story expression at the first-grade level.
is"hampered of course by the child's
inability to write his itOties., Should a

1 tape recorder be vailable in the class-
room, he could ictate his stories and

they could be p aye back, for his own
satisfaction 'and for that of his peers.
Such experiences at an early age help,
him in commu4setion skills and also
show him that People are interested in
What he has to say; they give him more
lawereness ontie statements of other per-
sons,and the difficAties all individuals
face in intercommunication. Story writ-
ing at third- and even fifth-grade levels
does not come easily; boys in particular
tend to have trouble with small , motor
coordination in writing. But tape re-
corders could also Ile used in these class-
rooms, the stories typed upby volun-
teer mothers if the school budget doesn't
permit paid secretarial helpand read by
all.

Children's stories can be talked about
in the classroom, their irtiplications ex-
plored further. In the present sample,
even first-graders were tinterested in

e.adult .acters and adult rots. Such roles
need to be explOred more fully; adult
roles in the occupational sphere and also
in other spheres need to be discussed and
debated. The children show concern in
their own stories for kinds of human
needs. They raise questions in the class-
room about the universality of needs,
about different priorities in needs among
different peoples. In mist of the chil-
dren's own works, rewards akobtained.
At_ indeed satisfactions al Oays ob-
tained? Orrare changes needed by the
individual, by the group, by the institu-
tion befoie certain needs can be'satisfied?
Such points deserve. thoughtful consider-
ation. Participation in social dialogue of
this nature will irivolve the child in re-
flections on human nature, social struc-
ture, social responsibility, and finally bn
social change.

By learning ...at arr early age how to
communicate, how to listen to the com-
munication of others, children will have
increasing opportunitPto become active
parts of' their world. If key are made to
feel that their ideas havt merit, that Iheir
own interests are important, then they
will be less inclined to apathy, to with-

r.awal from the school and the society
They will be moil inclined to learn; t

n t
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learning of writing and reading skills
will have meaning for them because such
learning will enable them to interact
more folly with their fellow man.

A cautionsuch writing programs
should not be programs in which chil-
dren are graded on their. performance.
They should not be used to correct or
position children. They should be used
to stimulate their imaglnaion and in-
crease their self-esteem: In this way
dren tvill learn the fun of iting, of
seeing their own ideas on paper of enter-
taining a listening audience.

Innovations in educational programs
are continuously being suggested; New
texts, new eaching procedures, new
classroom groupings, new school archi-
tecture are ,presently being tried in the
hopes of making education more relevant
to the modern child. Whpnot try writing
'programs in which children are invited
to _express themselves, and listened to
with respect and are given thoughtfu4
response? Such programs are really. not
new, but they are inrequentlyutilizta
today. These childres worts won't
amaze us; some of them will show lackof
knowledge, soil& will show lack of judg-
meht, but still some will bring new de=
light to the children as well as to us. Let
us encourage the children to speak I),nd
let us hear what- they are sexing.
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1 How to Hear the Children
.,.,

It is not easy for adults to hear chil-
ciren. In pap the reason is because adults

[themselves talk a great deql of the time.
In part.the.reqsori is because the indica-

i

tors yvhich adults eaiploy to hear are not
ry, systematic. AJnumber of different

kinds of indicators were used in this
;study of children's stories and 'drawings
to describe thevariables of social struc-

[tare, Social actors, needs of actors, meth-
ods for satisfaction of needs,. kinds of

`satisfaction of needs. These indicators are
described in chapter 1. In this final sec-
tion some additional indicators, sug-
getted by the findings, are provided.

With regard to the child's conceptiorf
of social setting, three additional indica-
tors can ,be explored: those of (a) time
span. (b) culture span. and (c) wholeness
of presentation. in terms of tijnespan, the

in the ast. in tht
<,extent o-which the child shows interest

life of his ancestors.
and, in the future, The life of his children,
c-an be studied. In terms of culture span,
the extent to which the child is curious
about cultures other than his own, both
those within his society and those out-

side,' can be studied. It is important to
learn of the child's- enlarging cultural
interests so that we may provide hire
with-as wide a diversity of material as he
can comfortably handle. In terms of
wholeness Of presentation, the extent to
which thXchild looks at a whole setting
or a part of a setting can be focused upon.
Does the child view the scene strictly
from his owevantage point or doesir
look above and beyond it?

With regard:to the child's conception
of social actors, Iwo additional indicators
are suggested, those of social class and of
personality development. Racial and eth-
nic, indicators were explored in this
study,, but class characteristics were nat.
To what extent children identify with
actors of their own class, and with those
of higher and lower social status, and to
what extent this overrides racial and eth-
niC considerations, are of some signifi-
cance. With regard to personality- devel-
opment.,,these questions could be asked:
Does .the child indicate change in, an
actor's personality as a result of social
experience? Does he indicate flexibility
and adaptability of actors as they relate to
sItuations?..In a society, of rapid change
such as our own. such attributes are im-
portant for psychic survival~.

With regard to social needs. the br id
category of "basic human needs" used
here could be subdivided into a number
of more specific needs. Physical needs

/4
i 7

can be separated into (1) those connected
with physical survival and (2) those con-
nected With comfort and enjoyment.
Need for basic nutritional requirements is
not the same as need for more and more
chocolate candy. or. as in the case of "Fat
Fanny" (see p. 69) for more and more
ice cream. Safety needs Can iv subdi-
vided into,(1) those concerned with bod-
t-ly -harm and (2) those concerned with,
psychic disruption or rejec.tron. The need
for love can be studied, in terms of love
object(1) parent, (2) sibling. (3) friend.
(4) friend of the -opposite,sex. (5) man
kind, (6) supetnatural being, (7) animal,
o(8) toy. All of these love obj5cts were
present in both the children's own en4
their favorite stories; the frequency of
their occurfence.the change in frequency
by age oft-the cttild.. afford meaningful'
study. The need for independence and
freedom can be subdivided into (1) needs-
in familiar situations of home and school,
and (2) needg in new situations away
from-home involving new activities and
experiences. The need for strengtik and
achievement can also be subdivided- into
(1) the need for approval of othefs, and
(2) need for approval of oneself.ln this
sample, boys show preferenc(e, for the
former. girls show preference for'Itro-lat-
ter.
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With regard to how needs are satisfied.

two significant variables can be studied:
(a) whether needs are achieved by means

,.of adhering to the' status quo.or by means
' ofcinitiating social change, and (b)

whether niieds are achieved through in-
dividual, Aroup, dr institutional effort.
'With regard to theformer variable, do the
children feel that the way to accomplish

' their needs is through obeying one's.eld-
ers or through questioning. changing
one's environment? With regard to the,

F latter variable, ,do the children see the
process of solving needs as singular in
nature o,;. as involving many people?

E How they see this process has obvious
' implications for the roles they elect to

play. x...
Finally, with regard to satisfaction of

needs, three more indicators can be ex-
plored: (a) degree of satisfaction, (b) ex-
istence of alternative or substitute goals.
(c) conceptualization of societal change.
In terms of the first indicator, how often
does the child present satisfactions as
being partially satt fied rather than
wholly satisfied or n satisfied at all? To
what extent are children able to express
disappointment. unhappiness? As for the

second indicator, when satisfactions are
unobtainable, is thIt the very end, or are
substitute goals introduced, allowing for
some rintasure ofifulfillment? In terms of
the third indicator, that of social change.
isthere an interest in as well as a realiza-

tion of social evolutionof a society
growing and developing as, a result of
people growing and developing? How
easily is the conception.of socialchange
introduced as a natural phenomenon?

These additional iticlicators of convep-
tual awareness have been introduced in
the hope that researchers will continue to
study the child's social attitudes and val-
ues. Such study is important for a better
understanding of the child's develop-
mental perception of social structure. of
the life outside of himself to which he
must give attention. The study is also,.
needed for better understanding of in-
tercultural And intracultural differlences
among people, the waysOn which an
individual's position in a 4crciety affects
his acceptance of the sociealues of that
society. of using chil-
dren's stories -and drawii.igs is less cul-
ture- bound than most projective meas-
ures and for this reason may ,afford
broader insight into human responsive-
ness, adaptability. and creativity. Finally,
the study is needed for the design and
evaluation of educational programs for
the youngreading programs. writing
programs. and certainly social-science
programs. It shduld help us to answer

ar

questions about relevancy and signif
cance of courses of study, of teachin
procedures.

The study of the child's world provide
-new insights for helping him to grow an
develop. Such knowledge enables us t
offer the child more meaningfirl exper
ences for participation in his society. Th
child of this sample shows intelligene
and imaginations.curiosity and spirit. 14

'-needs an intellectual' environment i
which he can continue to explore an
create, confident in our resp.ect for hi
uniqueness as well as his importance.
such an environment willIthcchild se
the world aS.promising and challengin
In such an environment wilI'he ventur
to chart ,his own courseand' that ce
tainly is our hope for his future.
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Appendix A.

Book Choices
of Children and

for Children

I
ti

e.

I: Favorite Books of Elementary
School Children, by Grade and by
Sex of the Child (N=100)

First Grade Boys
Bethe 11. Jean. Barney Beagle Plays Baseball. New

York: Wonder Books.
Bridwell. Norman. The Witch Next Door New

York: Scholastic Book Services, 1966.
*Brunhoff, Jean de. The Story of Babar the Little

Elephant. New York: Random House. 1933.
Geisel. Theodor Seuss. How the Grinch Stole

Christmas, by Or_ Seuss (pseud.). New York:
Random House. 1957.

Geisel. Theodor Seuss. Ten Apples up on Top. by
The-Orions Le Sieg (pseud.). New York: Random
House. 1961. .

Geisel. Theodor Seuss. The Foot Book. By Dr. Seuss
(pseuk). New York: Random House. 1968.

Henry. Marguerite_ All About Horses New York:
114, Random House. 1967.

Hornblow. Leonora. and Hornblow. Arthur. Insects
Do the Strangest Things. -New York: Random
Hbuse. 1968.

Johnson, Crocjetk Harold and the Purple Crayon
New YorE7H4rper and Row. 1955.

Lopshire. Robert. Put Me in the Zoo New York.
Ranclain House. 1960.

Rev. Hans. Curious George. New York: Houghton
Mifflin, 1941.

Scar/N. Richard. illustrator. The Great. Big Car and
Truck Book. New York: Golden Press. 1951.

Scarry. Richard. Richard Scarr's Great Big Air
Book. New York: Random House. 1971

First Grade Girls
Brown. Margaret W. Chriktmos in the Barn. New

York. Thomas Y. Crowell. 1952.
Eastman. Philip Sam and the Firefly. New York:r-

'Random House. 1958.

Chosen to two boll
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Griset. Theodor Seuss. The Foot Book. By Dr.
pseud ., ew York: Random House. 1968. '

Giannini. Bra 'rue and Puff Paint the Doghous
New Yor : Golden Press, 1972.

lohrir n. Cmckett. Harold and the Pug* crayo
'New York: Harper and Row, 1955.

Lionni. Leo. Tico and the Golden WintNe
Yektk- Pantheon. 1964.

'114. Hans. Curious George New York: Hought
Mifflin. 1941. -..,

Scam. Richard. Superyn4rket Mystery. New Yor
Random House. 149. . a

iidry, Janice. What Mary foe Wanted. Chicag
Whitman Publishing Company. 1968.

Third Grade Boys 00.

Arden. William. Alfred Hitchcock and the Thr
lrwestigatbrs in the Secret of Terror Cast!
New York. Random House. 1964.

Arden. William. Alfred Hitchcock and the Th
investigators in the Mystery of theMoani
Cave. New York: Random House. 1968,

Beals. Frank L. Rush for Gold. New Yea: Ha
and Rove,

Brunhoff. lean de. The Story of Babar the 1.,itt
Elephant. New York: Random House. 1933.

Christopher. Matt, Hard Drive to. Short. New Yo
Little, Brown and Company, 1969.

Hawthorne. Nathaniel. Tanglewood Tales. Ne
York: Dutton, 1853...

Hoopes. Roy. and HOopes. Spencer. What a Bas
ball Manager Does. New York: John Day. 19

Judson. Clara. Sod-House Winter. Chicag Foll
Publishing Company. 1957.

Lane. Ferdinand. All 'About the S:a. New Yo
Random House, 1953.4

Lofting. Hugh. The Ston.of Doctur'Dolittle. N
York: Lippincott. 1920.

Robinson. Ray. Stan Musial- Baseball's Duro
Man. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1963.

Chnspn bs two girls



sdeen. Kenneth Wilt Chamberluitt New Y urk
Thomas I. Crowell. 1970

llverstein. Shel Latc-adio. the Lion Who Shot
1 Buck New York: Harper and Roth. l963
tayer. lane Blueberry Pie Eh New York Ntor.ro%

1961
thitehead. Dooald The FBI Stoll. Nets York.

i
Random House. 1413 4

bird Grade Girls
mans. God f ried The Wilt- W !rant and the

Wicked Wilt. Altew, York Franklut Watts.
1969

men. Frances The Secret Gorden New York
Lippincott. 1911

;Dahl. Roald Charlie and the Chocolate Fin tort
New York- A4tred A Knopf. 19b4

rper WIlhelmina Ghocits and Goblins New'
Yfirk: E. P Dutton. 1965

gaard. Jim. Big Fled. New York Holiday House_
1956_

Lofting. Hugh The port- ot Dr Dolittle New
York Lippincott. 41920

c Gregor, Ellen. and Parnell. Dora Miss Pickerel'
Goes on a Dig. New York. Mc GrawHill

lone. Mary Mihun Hershel. Chocolate .1%.
Charnpaign. Miens: Garrard. 1971.

kwell. Thomas Normnn Rot ktsell's Harnett:inn
New York: Windmill Books. 1970

lverstein, She) Latcadio. the Liar( Who Shot
Back_ New Ytiikqc: Harper and Rcust'1961

*White. E. B_ Charlotte's Web. Nets 17ork Harper .0.' 1961.
and Rowe. 1952

Fifth Grade Boys
*Arthur. Robert Alfred Hitchcock and the Three

imestigutors on the 'Olsten ot the Whispetint;
Mumint New \kirk Random House

Bongos. Godtried The Will: Wizard tint! the
Wicked Witch New York Franklin Watts
1969

"Clemens. Samuel The Ailt rota yes ot Hui klebei
Finn. tn. Mark Twain Ness 'York E P Dutton
18134

Cole, Vi.illmm. ed Beastlt Rots ainf Gbastlt Gicls
New York World Publishing Cumparn, 1971

Garst Shannon Bed Eagle New York Hastings
House. 1959

Heitman. William Pro Football Staffs New York
Dodd_ \lead and Col-Ivan\ 1967

"Hitchcock. Alfred. ed A l t ed Hitchcock Solt e
The in Yourselt MiAteries New York Random
House 1963

Hitchcock. Alfred Allred Hitchcock -s Spellbinders
in Suspense New York Random Home. 191.7

Hyde. !Margaret Animal Clocks and Compusst,s
Ness York Mc Grass -Hill, 1960

John. Betty Hummingbirds Chicago Follett Pub-
lishing CompAm. 1960

kielgaard. Jim Big Red New York licilida
.,..klouse. 1956.

11Lane: Ferdinand All _About the Sea Newyork
Random House. 1953

Loomis. Robert, Great Amen,. WI -Fighter Pilots ..t
World War II New york Random House.

Wilder. Laura. On the Banks ot Plum Creek Eau
. Claire. Wisconsin. Hale and Company. 1937
on. Gene The Sugar louse Cake New York

qharies cribner's Sons. 1964

( hr(syta ht ho.F to,,
howl( (, gutlk

ti.sen bt b.., ywN

\lc Call: Edith. Pirates and Pry. uteers Ness York
Children's, 1963

\lc Closkey. Robert. 1-tomer Price New Yorl. The
Viking Press. 1943

\1c lklurter. Norris. and 4t Vi. hirter. Ross Gum.
ness Book at World ecords Ninth Edition.
New York Bantam Br ks. 1970

stesenscm. Robert TreaSure Island Nets York_
Grosset and Dunlap. 1883

White.. Stewart Daniel Boone Wilderness Scout.
New York Dpubleday and Company. 1946

Lan. . Herbert Monekret York Morrots. 1955

Fifth Grade Girls

Burnett., Frances. Fri, Sec net Gardcai New Y ork-
Lippincott. 1911

Roald fumes and the,,,Giant Peri( New
'YoraliAltred A Istioptk 19b1

Etnetc. Anne A Spt- in Old Philuileiphiu Chtcago,
Rand Vic Naily. 1958

Fitzhugh. Lou:se. Harriet the Spt New York Hat?,
per and Row. 1964'

`Garfield. lames Foliou Mt Leaflet New York. The
Viking Press. 1957

lane. Mary The Dark Totter oat. New York_
Lippincott. 196171

London. lack Call ot the Wild Ness York. Grosset
and Dunlap

Money. Walter Gentle Ben New York E P
1965

Necilte. Emily It's Like ThiS. Cut New York Har-
per and Row. 1963

Rawlings. Marjorie. The Yearling Ness York:
Charles Scrtbner's Sons. 1938

Sachs. \lartlyn A int' and L(1111-11_ New York- Dou-
bleday and Ccunpcinv. 1966

tiptn lohanna Heidi New York Grasset arid Dun-.
lap. 1661.3.

Vance.. Marguerite_ Elizabeth Tudor': Sot ereign
LaiTc New York F. P Dutton.1954

`1 be V.tt. wt I .
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H. Adult Reviewer Choices
for Children, by Reviewer and
by Age of the Child

Outstanding Books bf 1971-1972. selected by
The New York Times Bbok Review:
Picture Books and Books for 6-9-tear-olds
Nov 7. 1971. Nov 3. 1972

dAulatre. Ingrid. and d"Aulaire. Edgar D-Aulaire-s
Trolls New York_ Doubleday and Company-.
1972

du Bois. William Beur Circus New York The.
Viking Press. 1971_

Brown. Margaret The RUITURUt Burtrit- New York
Harper and Row. 1972 'first published 19421

Huila. Clyde Open the Do* and See All the Peo-
ple. New Thrly-. Thoma4 Y Crowell, 1922

Burniqh1m. fait Mr..Gumpt--s Outing New
York- Ijiait. Rinehart.. and Winston. 1971

Cole. William Oh. That's Ridiculous New York
The Viking Press. 1972

Crossley-Holland. Kevin The Pedlar of Swart-ham
New York_ The Seabury Press. 1971

Domanska. lanina I Suit- 0 Ship A- sailing Nett
York. The Macmillan Company. 1972; ,

Ehrlich. Amy Zeek Siker Moon Neu York The
Dial Press. 1972

Giovanni. Nikki Spin a Soft Black Sung Poems far
Children New York Hill and Wang. 1921

Godden. Rumen The Old Woman Who 1_..t ed' la a
Vinegar Bottle New fork The Viking Press.
1972_

Grofer. Eulalie. ed ,Mother Goose the Classic Vol.
land Edition Northbrook. Illinois... Hubbard
Press. 1971

Hoban, Tana Look Again' New York The Macmil-
lap Company. 1971

Hutchins. Pat Changes. Changes New York The
Macmillan Company. 1971

'bnesco. Eugene Story Number 3 for Children
O'er Three Years of Age New York Harlin
Quist. 197 1

larrt,11. Randall. translator SnowWhite and the
Seven Ott arts A Tale From the Brothers
Grimm New York Farrar. Straus and Girou..
1972

Koren. Edward_ Behind the Wheel New York Holt -
Rinehart and Winston. 1972

kraus. Roahrt Milton the Early Riser New York
Windmill-Dutton. 1972

Lobel. Arnold.Frog and Toad Together New York
Harper and Row. 1972

Lobel. Arnold Mouse TifIes Nev York Harper and
Row. 1972

Lourie. Richard. translator Soldier and Tsar in the
Forest New York_ Farrar. Straus and Girowy.
1972

Marshall. lames. George and Murtha New York
Houghton Mifflin. 1972

Monjo. F N The Visburg Veteran New York
Simon and Schuster. 1.971

Monjo. F N The Secret of the lacheni-s Tree New
York. Coward. Mc Cann Ai.Geoghegan. 1972

Mosel. Arlene The Funny. Little Woman New
Yfirk- E P Dutton. 1972.

`Spier': Peter Gobble Browl Grunt New York Dou
bleday and Company. 1971

Spier. Peter Crush' Bang' Boom' New York Dou-
bleday and Co any. 1922

Steptoe. lohn Train ide New York Harper and
Row. 14,71

Sterg. William Amos. and Boris New York Farrar -
Straus and Girou\. 1971

Tudor. Tasha Corgis ille Fair New York Thomas
Y CroWell. 1971

1.!ngerer. Torni The Beast otilonsieur Rucre New
York: Farrar. Straus and Gtrouv 1971

Watson. Clyde Father Fox-s.Penrivrhtmes New
York Thomas Y Crowell. 1971

Zolotow. Charlotte_ William's Doll New 'lurk Har-
per and Row. 1972

.1, 9
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Prize Winners of 1971-1974..
selected by The Washington Post:
Picture Books

FIRST PRIZE
Gee lean. All Upoo a Stacy' New (irk:

Thomas \ Crowell_ 1971
Storm. Theodor Little lobe, Nev. M ork Farrar

Straus and Girou.. 19-2

HONOR BOOKS

Aleviander. Martha SeibrIlHa New irk The
Dial Press. 1971

Carle. Eric Do You Want to Be AC Friend
New York' Thomas Growell 1971

Coatsworth. Elizabeth Under the Green Willow
New York The NlaCillitian tech -pant/
1971

'Holland. Viki We Ate Hir. lug a Bala'. tae
York Charles Scribners Sons 1972

Hutchins. Pad Chunges, Chau.,es hews M" "odic:

The Macmillan Comtonv 1971
Lobel. Arnold Frog and loud to

ork Harper and Row 1972

Toone. Richard Subliet rfa, FR
New York Farrar `,111%.us and "_-it,oux.
1972

Pearce. Philippa f he Squirrel Write New Voilv
lionlas Y Crowell

ether Net

est
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standing Books of 1971-1972, selected by
,New York Times Iktok Review:

ooks for 9-12 -vear-old's

.. -

ker, Betty. A Stronnr and Afraid. New York:
issThe Macmillan Company. 1972_

ker. Charlotte. Cockleburr Quarters. New York:
Prentice-Hall. 1972..

Byars. Betsy. The House of Wings. New York- The
Viking Prese1972.

pole, William., ell: Pick Me Up: .74 Book of Short
Poems.. New 'York: The Macinillan Company.
1972.

mrichDuncen, collector. The Hodgepodge Book.,,
AlYilmariac of Atherican Folklore. New York:
Four Winds Press. 1972.

oble, Phil. and Goble. Dorothy. Brove Ebgle's
Account $ the Fetterman Fight. New York: -

'Pantheon Books. 1972.
aviland. Virginia, selector. The Fairy Tale Treas.

.ury. New York: Coward. McCann and Geoghe-
gan. 1972. _v

.,1:. )

alt. Constance. The Sword antrthe Gall! New
York. Thomas Y Crowell. 1972.

odges. Margaret. The Making of Wsbua Cobb.
New York: Farrar. Straus and Giroilx. 1971.

tinter. Mollie The Haunted Mountak. New _York:
Harper and. Row. 1972.

.,

shKishor. Sulamith, The Master of Miracle. A
New Novel t! the Golem. New York: Harper
and Row. 1971

lei *. Norma. Mom, the Wolf Man and Me. 'New
York: Pantheon Books. 11372

rtIpmart. Evelyn. Once Upoit the Little Big Horn.
New York: Thomas Y. CroWell. 1971.

adiion. Arnold Drugs and You New York: Mes-
sner. 1971

Mc Halve: Georgess. The Impossible People. A
_ HiStory Natural and Unnatural of Beings

Terrible and Wonderful. New York: Holt.
Rinehart and Winston. 1972.

Pettit. FlOrence. How to Make WhirligigS and
Whimmy Diddles- ond Other American Folk-
craft Objects. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell.
1972.

Pomerantz. Charlotte. The Day .They Parachuted
Cats on Borneo: A promo of Ecology. New
York: Young Scott, 1971.

Provensen, Alice. and Provensen. Martin. compi-
lers. The Provensen Book of Fairy Tales. New
York: Random House, 1971.

Reiss. Johanna. The Upstairs Room. New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell. 1972.

Rounds. Glen. The Cowboy Trade, New York: Holi-
day House. 1972.

Sachs. Marilyn. The Beors' Ho se. New York:-Dou-
bleday and Company. 19 1.

Schwartz. Alvin. collector. A wister of Twists. a
Tangier of Tongues. New York: J. B. Lippin-:.
cott Company. 1972.

Shub. Elizabeth. About Wise Men and 'Simpletons.
New Yolk: The MacMillan Company. 1971.

Snyder. Zilpha. Tk(Witches of Worm. New York:
AtherteuinPublishers. 1972.

Taylor. Theodore. Air Raid -Pearl Harbor! New'
York: Thomas Y. Crowell. 1971.

Tunis. Edwin. Chipmunks on the Doorstep. New
York: Thomas Y. Crowell. 1971.-7.,

Yolen. lane. ed. The Fireside Song -gook off' Birds
and Beasts. New York: Simon and Schuster.
1972.

Zimnik Reiner. The Bear and the People. New
York: Harper and Row. 1971.

of
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Prize Winners of 1971-1972,
selected)by The Washington Post:
Books f6r,f3-12-t ear-olds

FIRST PRIZE:.

Not given in 1971.
Baker. Charlotte. Cockleburr Quarters. New

York: Prentice-Hall. 1972,

HONOR BOOKS:

Almedingen. E. M. Anna. New York: Farrar.
Straus and Giroux. 1972.

Babbitt, Natalie. Goody Hall, New York: Farrar.
Straus and Giroux. 1971.

Edmons. Walter. Beaver Valley. New York: Little.
Brown and Company. 1971.

Fieichman. Sid. Djingo Django. New Y7k: Little.
Brown and Company. 1971.

Kerr. Judith. When Hitler Stole Pink /Rabbit. New
York: Coward. McCann and Gedghegan. 1972.

Levey. Myron. The Witch of Fourth Street and
Other Stories. N6w York: Harper and Row.
1972,

Mc Hargue, Georgess. The Impossible People: A
History of Natural and Unnatural of Beings
Terrible and Wonderful. New York: Holt. RI-

..
nehart and Winston. 1972.

Williams. Ursula. Three Tovmakers New York:
Thomas Nelson. 1971.



HI. BEST Selling
'children's Books: 1971-1972
as reported by
The New York Times

Dahl. Roa ld. Charlie and the Chocolate Factory.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf. 1964.*

Dahl. Roa ld. Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf. 19n.

Edwards. Julie. Mandy. New York: Harper and Row.
1971.

Kunhardt, Dorothy. Pat the Bunrh New York:
Golden Press. 1940.

Milne. A. A. Winnie the-Pooh. New York: E. P.
Dutton and Company. 1926.

Potter. Beatrix. The Tale of Peter Rabbit. New York:
Frederick Warne and Company. 1902.

Saint-Exupery. Antoine de. The Little Prince. New
York: Harcourt. Brace. lovanovich. 1943

Scarry. Richard. Richard Scar/3 's Best Word Book
Ever. New York: Random House. 1963.

Silverstein. Shel. The Giving Tree. New York- Har.
per and Row. 1966.

White. E. B. Charlotte's Web. New York: Harper and
Row. 1952.

White. E. B. The Trumpet of the Swan. New York:
Harper and Row. 1970.

Wilder. Laura. The First Four Years. New York:
Harper and Row.

Williams. Margery. The Velveteen Rabbit. New
York: Doubleday and.Company. 1958.

Wrigh.t. Blanche. illustrator. The Real Mother
Goose. Chicago. Rand Mc Nally and Company.
1965.
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Appe dix

Comparative
Note op

Early American,
Modern Rtissian,

and
Chinese Books

for Children

ti

The books for children discussed in the
main body of the text are books currently
popular in America, written primarily by
American authors with a few by Western
European authors. There is considerable
sharing of children's books throughout
the Western World, with increased com-
munication at international book fairs
and meeti s and with joint publication
of some ooks here and in Europe (see
Hiirli nn [1968, 1969] for a detailed
discussion of children's books in the
Western World). To afford cross-cultural
perspective, children's books from an
earlier period of our countiy's history
and from the modern ceiatrally planned
nations of the USSR and the, People's
Republic of China have also .been anal-
yzed. Early American children's books,
with their heavy mdral overtones, view
actors` and needs of actors quite differ-
ently from the way modern ,American
books do. So do modern Russian and
Chinese children's books. with their fo-
cus on national goals: they reflect still
other sets of social values and prioritieS.

Early American Books

Children's books were published in
New England as early- as 1646. The early
children's books published here were
often imported from England, written by-
proper gnglish men-and women. Those
written in this country ernulated the in-
structive nature of their British counter-
parts and consisted largely of catechisms,

'primers, spellers, Latin grammars, geor
graphies, and other school books. An
important_reference source of these early
works is Rosenbach's annotated bibliog-
ra by (1933) of his own rare collection of
816 olumes, published between MO
and 032. It this collection of early
A rican children's books which is dis-
cused within our analytical frameworic.

In terms of setting, these books are
ori!mted to reality. NonhierarchiCal, they
focus on the home life and the religious
life of the individual. They prescribe
proper behavior patterns in these highly
circumscribed settings and ignore the
outside world. A case in point is the
book, A Family Well-Ordered, or an Es-
say to Render Parents and Children
Happy in One Another (18:99) written by
the celebrated New Englanddivine, Cot-
ton Mather, a native of Boston. The first
edition is in two parts. The first part is
devoted to the duties of parents to their
children, who, as the children of death
and the children of hell, need a lot of
parental guidance. The Second part, ad-
dressed to the children themselves, deals
with their duties to their parentsever-
lasting darkness being the ultimate fate
of those who are undutiful.

The actors in these early. works are
usually human, but they also include a
supernatural and fearsome God. The
main character in the books is the child,
himself; the other characters are primdr
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ily his parents and teachei:s, who are
trying very hard to SITAngthen this weak
nature. A famous book, long popular
with the God-fearing adults who ruled

. over Puritan nurseries, is A Token for
Children, Being an Exact Accounof the
Conversion, Holy and Exemplary Lives,
and Joyful Deaths of Several Young Chil-
dren (1749). It was written by Jamec
`janeway, a well-known English noncon:
ormist divine. The work opens with a
etter addressed to all parents. school-
asters, and schoolmistresses, or any

hat have any band in the education of
hildren. It continues-with directions to

thildren themselves, instructing them
ow to behave: they should weep for
heir sins and pray to the Lord Jesus
hrist. Most of the actors in these books,
o be sure, are of the white race and
rotestant. They are rarely American In-
iarts or tilack slaves. When such minori-
ies do appear in the books, these heath-
ns generally appear as candidates for

nversion.
Needs expressed in the early children's

ooks are primarily fdr achievement, not
n \his world but in the next. Eternal
alvation is achieved through obedience,
rayer, and good works. In Order to learn-

hese religious lessons well, one has to he
ble to read and take to heart tne Bible

and other sacred works. Nence The New
Engjan Primer was a very valued book
of the 18 century nursery. There were a.
number editions, a popular one pub-
lished by ogers and Fowle in 1749 was
titled, '1' Ner England Primer' Further
Improved with Various 4dditions. For
the M re Easy Attaining the True Read-
ing of English. To Whicli Is Added, The,
Asse ly of Divines Catedhism. Al-
tboUgh he subject matter varies some-
what, all editions have certain features in
common: alphabets in hornbook form,
followed by a syllabary and the alphabet
in couplets illustrated with woodcuts.
The couplets vary with time from the
sacred to the secular. The alphabet also
appears in a series of admonitory sen-
tences, and sometimes a rhymcd alphabet
is inserted. T1-1 method of using the table
of syllables was probably the same in
Colonial as in English schools; the child
wds expected to learn it up and do n,
backwards and forwards and across,until
he knew it by heart.

In these early books needs are satisfied
in just one way:- through dutiful and
complete submission to the wilt of one's
parents. The rigid standards of behavior
set by the fami:y. under tutelage and
pressure from the clergy, are necessary to,
obtain one's spiritual rewards. Children
are expected to behave rationally and
with treat conformity to prescribed be-
havior patterns they are not supposeg
to show self-direction, or to veer even
slightly from the righteous course. Many

1 it IL /, 1*,

are the temptations to go off course, and
these are described despairingly in same
of the books. A vivid example is the little
volume, The Glass of Whiskey, pub-
lished about 1825 by the American Sun-
day-School Union. The work begins by
asserting that there is a substance called
whiskey: hopefully the little reader will
never taste it as long as he lives. Why?
Whiskey is a poison, as are brandy, rum,
gin, and many other drinks. These drinks
are so strong that they knock people
down and kill them. But, alas, the taste is
Pleasant! The little reader must learn to
resist the pleasantness or else race un-
timely death.

Abstinence or not, satisfactions in early
chiidrun's books are in eneral unbbtain-
able in this world. W ether or not they
are obtainable in t next is a matter of
uncertainty, for the child actor is basi-
cally weak and wicked. A book .such as
The Daisy; or, Cautionary Stories in
Verse. Adapted to the Ideas of Children
from Four to Eight Years Old, describes
the typical fate-of young children. Whe
book was written by an Englishwoman,
,Elizabeth Turneto and published in the
United States in 1808. It contains several
cautionary stories about a young girl
named Miss Helen. Miss Helen was al-
ways too impetuous to do what her
Mother told her, she did foolish things,
such as cross the street at full speed



when the carriages came by. One day
Miss fle,len looked down k the water
from a dangerous well and 'drat her de-
mise by falling and drowning in the well.
Poor Miss Helen! (We are not told
Whether Sh3 went to heaven or to hell,
but we do know she was disobedient.)

It was about 1850 when the style and
character of literature for young people
reached a critical stage (for more detailed
historical accounts the reader is referred
/to Arbuthnot 1964; Meigs 1953; and
"Quayle 1971). This date marked the di-
viding line between the old and the new,
between soul-saving didacticism and
modern enteitainment in children's
books. By then a considerable change of
attitude had occurred on the part of con-
cerned adurts toward the obvious desire
of curious children for books that would
amuse and delight them without at the
same time seeking to impose a nagging
load of moral responsibility on their
shoujders. This attitude change was re-
lated to changing social values and
changing economic structures of a grow-
ing, independent, freedom-loving Amer-
ica. Social settings were enlarged, more
actors with a variety of needs were intro-
duced, and rewards were usually ob-
tained.

Modern Russian and Chinese Books
The Soviet Union was the first country

in which thh control of book production
was taken over by the state; one by one
all the countries of the Eastern Bloc have
followed suit (see Htirlimann 1968, 1969
for a more detailed discussion of chil-
dre,n's books in the eastern world). Only
a part of the books are of a political
character, but nonetheless publishing is
organized within very rigid lines. Recent
Russian and Chinese books which have
come to our country ill English versions
are discussed...now within the same ana-
lytical framework used previously. Some
of the books in this group are written by
famous poets and illustrated by prize-
winning artists; some are the works of
lesser known persons. Almost all of'them
are deeply expressive of national pride
and national pUrpoSe.

In terms of setting, the Russian books
show both fantasy in their rich and po-
etic folk tales and reality in their sober
description's of the everyday home life
among the Russian people. Most of the
activity takes' place with a rural back-
ground, although some stories are set in
small towns and a few in the great cities
of Moscow and Leningrad. A very beauti-
fulkbook illustrated by the well-known
Russian artist, Yuri Vasnetsov, depicts
rural Russia in both summer and winter
dress. Masses of blue and white and pink
flowers, heavily laden fruit trees, and a
warm orange sun herald the summer; an
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awesome white snow blanket, along with
billing gray smoke from the chimneys'
of small wooden cottages, retnind one of
winter's hardships. Entitled Ladlishki:
Russian Folk Rhymes and Tales, for Lit-
tle -Ones (1971), the book contains
sprightly an ri,t1 joyous fantasies of hume
and anialtil rife.

The*Chinese books are primarily realis-
tic, depicting settings close to the home
of the child. The home is usually in a
rural area, as in Ching-yun', (1966) Flow-
ers in Full Bloom. In this book, the every-
day activities of the household are de-
scribed: mending the fishing net, sharp-
ening the sickles, washing the clothes by
the river, planting the seedlings in the
paddy fields, digging up lotus ,roots at
the lotus pond. The activities are de-
scribed with an emphasis on the dignity
and the importance of each task, and the
child learns something of the nature of
the task and its relation to the social
needs of the society.

The actors in Russian stories are hu-
man beings, sometimes a familiar brut
animal, and sometimes supernatural
beingsfairy swan princesses and the
like. The emphasis is primarily on the
human beings and on relationships be-
`tween the child and his family. In e
number of books parents endeavor-to
explain their own social values to chil-
dren so that children will understand
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their sensibleness and their usefulness.
Parents also discuss the problems which
they themselves have faced in living'up
to these values, so thae.children will be
aware of pitfalls and setPacks. A con-
scious effort is made then at communica2
tion between the older and younger gen-
eration, to avoid a generation gap. An
example of this approach is Raskin's
(1968) When Daddy Was a Little Boy.
The author describes his own child-
hoodhe tells about hiS life in the small
town of Pavlova-Posed. ef his relation-Lkships with his parents, o e mistakes he
Made in his youth (mist s of greed,
pride, and disobedience). The first story,
for example, tells of the time Daddy is
given a present of a beautiful, big ball
from Moscow. No one irihis little town
has ever seen such a lovy and colorful
ball. Children come from all over his
neighborhood to admire it, and they ask
Daddy if they too may play with it.
Daddy says no over and over again; he
will not let others 'even touch the ball.
The boys call him "greedy," but Daddy
doesn't care. In the end the ball bursts.
Daddy is broken - hearted, and ashamed.
He is punished by his parents for his
selfishness and his'pride.

Actors in the Chinese books are usually
humans, the child and his tamily, seen at
borne or,pt school or at work in the fields.
Children work with adult zeal in prepara-
tion fqr adult tasks. An example is Fu-
hsing's (1965) Hinting with Grcuidad, in

which a child accompanies his grand-
father .on an expedition for lynx. squirrel.
and bear. Thd yttung boy shows courage
and cleverness tri the intricate task of
killing a bear. Y-iis grandfather praises
him for his fine work and tells him that

ihe is a worthy sow of his Olunchun
ancestorsthus bringing into focus a
feeling of tradition and community life.

As for the presentation of needs. Rus-
sian books show awhote range ofkhuman
concerns. Needs for safety and love pre-
dominate in, the folk- tales, need 'for
achievementparticularly as related to
the 'Welfare of the nation--predominate
in the realistic stories. In Aguro'va's
(1961) Merry Rhymes for Little Ones, a
variation of *Mother Goose; the first set of
verses, under a general heading of "La-
bour," concerns Ale achievement of
workers. The last verse in this set admon-
ishes the child, once he has begun a task.
never to leave it until he has completed
it. For labor. great or small, should be
done well, or not at all.

The principal need in Chinese books is
for achievement and strength. Books.
such as Yi's (1966) I Am on Duty Today,
tell of the little girl who gets up happily
with the sunrise and goes off to school.
While there she performs the daily cho-
res: changes water in the goldfish bowl,
arranges the chairs. tidies the book shelf,

and puts toys in order so as to have
everything ready for class to begin. She
tackles her duties eagerly and systemati-
cally. Tihough a child, she assumes adult-
type responsibility and behavior patterns.

In fairy tales, needs are satisfied
through a variety of magical means, but
in realistic Russian and Chinese stories
needs are satisfied by working forthe
good of the country. Political, econom
educational. and familial institutions are
interre)ated in their efforts to achieve
national goals. The emphasis is on ra-
tional. group-oriented work, and also on
conformity: the actor.is told explicitly
What is good and what is bad behavior
and is cautioned to adhere to the former.

Ln Russian books. good bghavior for
children involves keeping clean and
neat, working at school and at home,
protecting the weak, and being brave.
Barto (1968) a leading contemporary
writer for children, in The Bad Little
Bear Cub: A StorY for Children, Yoling
and Old, anthropomorphizes bad chit...*
dren in this tale of a bear-cub .who grabs
his tuod, eats with dirty paws, is noisy,
goes ahead of . older bears, robs birds'
nests, and fights in public places. The
result: a 'home life torn by family quarrels
as parents try to cope with the'child's
unseemly behavior.

In Chinese books, exemplary behavior
for _children lies most often in selfless
devotion to the country. There are a num-
ber ofbiographies of children whq have
shown such devotion in small. and .in
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arge ways; one is a biotoraphy of Liu Hu-
an, a revolutionary herbine during the
hinese People's War 'bf Liberation

1945-49). Born-in 1332,,Hu.lan became
ctive in revolutiohery-work by the age of
3, when she led tV women of her
illage in giving aid to the battlefront. In
947 she was capturedby the reactionary
uomintang army and was killed. This

ticular book by Li (1966) Stories from
iu Hu-lan's Childhood, concerns her ac-
ivity when she was a little child and
ided a Chinese soldief in the bittec
iod of the /War of Resistance against
apan (1937-45). Through her care, along

'th that of other villagers,*the wounded,
°Wier recovered quitkly and was able to
turn to the battlefront.
Are satisfactionsobtained in these Rus-

sian and Chinese books? They are cer-
tainly not obtained in the happy-go-lucky
fashion of American children's books.
They are, ftirtheiTnore, not obtained for
the individual as such: they are obtained
for the gionp. The child actor helps out
in the nursery school for the goOd of all
-the children. The adolescent or adult
actor dies in the revolution for the good
of the nation- (and' his noble image re-
mains in the hearts of his countrymen).
Actors' images of themselves or of bther
people art positive in the books if they
have worked for the good of eke country,

)

negadve if they have shilked somehow in
this duty. View of the world focuses on a
view of the nation, determined and
strong, confident of its future.

A positive view of the' nation is seen in
the Russian children's book `of poems,
My Priend, by' the highly praised con-
temporary poet Nikhalkov (1960). One
poem in particular, titled "Successors,"
links the activity of children and of
adults in a statement of national purpose.
It tells of an incident when busy adults
from several walks of lifeminers, musi-
cians, physicians, generdis=are driving
their cars to important places. They have
to stop to allow a group of children to
cross the street, and instead of being
annoyed at the delay, they look with
pride at these children. These are the
future defenders of the Soviet cause, the
future workers and makers of laws.
"Worthy successors," says the traffic mi-
litianign who crosses them. "The
strength of the nation," says the profes-
sor. "Glory," thinks the general with sat-
isfaction.

A Chinese book which shcws positive
view of the spirit of the people and the
richness of the environment is Chi-Kuei's
(1965) Hello!' Hello! Are You There? In
this book two children, former neighbors
who now live in diffeient parts of Chins,
call on the telephone and compare notes.
Fang Fang now lives in north China. Fie
describes to Sa Sa the cold, his ice-
skating activities after school, his father's
work as a woodcutter in t ick north
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woods, Sa Sa, now living in south China,
explains that it is quite warm where she
lives. Site and her friends play in water;
her father is a rubber tapper on a rubber
plantation. Fang Fang comments that it is
wonderful how fathers arid uncles, from
the north to the south, do not mind either
cold or heat when they are working hard
for sociali6t construction. Sa Sa replies
by sayiffg that ..though north and south
are very different, they are in their own
ways rich and beautiful. Both Russian
and Chinese books carry a message of
pride in the nation,' of confidence and
hope for the nation's future.

These politically oriented modern Rus-
sian and Chinese books show a limited

umber of settings and a limited number
of actors, who are nationalists first and
individuals s4cond. Needs shown are
group need's, and rewards obtained-----in
the form of national strengthare group
rewards. The hooks display elements of
didacticism and restricted focus found in
Early American books, which can be con-
trasted with the relative spontary and
breadth of modern American ,books dis-
cussed previously. Their purposes are
different and they are certain to produce
different responses from the child who
reads and who interacts wilt them.
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